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EXPLANATORY NOTE 

CIA HAS NO OBJECTION ~ v 

DECLASSIFICATION AND/OR 
RELEASE OF THIS DOCUMENT 

"AS-h Iii!~~ 

DUE TO THE LARGE VOLUME OF MATERIAL TO BE 

INCLUDED IN THE BRIEFING BOOKS FOR THE KENNEDY SUBCOMMITTEE 

HEARING ON MONDAY,. SEPTEHBER 18, 1978, THE f.i.P..TERIAL WILL 

BE PRESENTED IN TWO SECTIONS. 

THIS BOOK CONTAINS A COMPih~TION OF STATEMENTS 

MJ>..DE TO COJ'.i.MITTEE PERSONNEL BY SEVERAL OF THE li'JITNESSES 

TO BE HEARD ON MONDAY DURING THE COURSE OF INTERVIEWS 

CONDUCTED EARLIER IN 1978. 

Silvia Duran (remarried, now Tirado) was the 

secretary at the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City in 1963. 

Eusebio Azcue Lopez was a consular official who 

served at the Cuban Embassy during the period Lee Harvey 

Oswald allegedly visited the Embassy in Mexico City. 

Alfredo Mirabal Di§~ was a consular officer who 

also was on duty at the Cuban Embassy during the time in 

question. 
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KENNEDY 

SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS 

Name Silvia Tirado (Duran) Date .June 6, 1978 Time 

Address Place 

Interview: 

Cornwell: Would you state your name? 

Tirado: Silvia Tirado Bazan. 

Cornwell: And where's your present horne address? 

Tirado: Avenida Universidad 1900 Edificio 12 Departrnento 402 

Colonia Numero De Terrenos 

Cornwell: For the record, my name is Gary Co~nwell, and 

with me here is Ed Lopez, Harold Leap and Dan 

Hardway. We represent the House Select Committee 

on Assassinations of the Congress of the United 
' 

States. Also with us here today representing 

the Mexican Government is Honoria Escandon, Dr. 

Alfonso Orozco Contreras. Today is June 6, 1978 

and the time i~·approxirnately 5~45 in the after-

noon. 

\ 
Would you tell us what your date and place of 

birth is? / 

Tirado: 22nd of November, 1937. 

Cornwell: You speak English so if you like my questions 

Interviewer Signature 

Typed Signature Gary Cornwell 
----~-------------------------------------

Date transcribed br 6-19-78 

By: form 
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translated we 1 11 be happy to, and likewise, if 

you'd like to answer in English that would be 

fine, or if you'd rather answer in Spanish, we'll 

translate it. 

Tirado: I try to speak in English. 

Cornwell: All right. If you have any question about the 

way I phrase something or you don't understand it, 

simply ask and Mr. Lopez \vill translate it for you. 

Your name is 1963 was what? 

Tirado: Silvia Tirado de Duran. 

Cornwell: And your husband at that time was who? 

Tirado: Horacia Duran. 

Cornwell: Are you presently employed? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: VVhere IS that? 

Tirado: Social Security. 

Cornwell: Prior to that, what jobs did you hold? 

Tirado: A long while, Social Security. I used to write. 

Corm.vell: And any other jobs? Have you 

held any other jobs? 

Tirado: No. 
/ 

Cornwell: At one time you worked for the Cuban Consulate. 
"i ' . 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Is that the only other job you ever held? 

.Tirado: No. 
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Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Well, let's say back, since about 1960, could 

you tell us what the history of your employment 

is? Have you had many jobs? 

I don't remember exactly , but uh, I used to work 

for the Olympic Garnes. I was a translator 

for two months. And uh, another three months 

I used to work for the, I don't know, it was an 

Exhibit of Hispanic Art that was, I don't know 

he went all over the 1i'Jorld and I helped him 

to choose the pieces and as translator. I· was 

married in 1960. I separate in '68~ July '68 

and I start working. 

During 1963, did you hold any jobs during that 

year other than your employment at the Cuban 

Consulate? 

No. 

When did you first obtain the job at the Consulate 

and how did you obtain it. 

Well, because I was uh, coordinating the Cuban, 

the Mexican-Cuban Institute, the cultural 

Institute in '62, I think, and that's where 

I met some people. Yes. 
• ' /' • .. r· 

That was a private organl2atlon, 1s· that correct? 

It's not exactly private. I don't know because 
i· ' 

all the countries have--there is the American 
there is the Russian Institute, 

Institute,AG~ere is the French Institute. 

It's cultural relations between the countries. 

\vas that associated with the Mexican Government? 
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Tirado: I don't know exactly, but I think~-you know 

that. (Asks Orozco) 

(Translation) The objective is to present culturally the dif
of 

Orozco ferent embassies and consulates that are here in 

Mexico. 

Cornwell: What was your job with that organization? 

Tirado: Coordinator. 

Cornwell: And in connection ~vi th that, did you know any 

of the employees at the Cuban Consulate? 

Tirado: Yes, at the Cultural Attache. 

Cornwell: And what were the names of those persons? 

Tirado: Teresa Proenza and Luis Alb~ru. 

Cornwell: And who? 

Tirado: Luis Alberu 

Cornwell: Did you in any Qther way know any of the other 

employees at the Consulate? 

Tirado: Yes, well I knew Azcue, Eusebi& Azcue who was 

a consul, and uh, Maria Carman Olivari -- she's 
/ ./ 

dead. 

Cornwell: She, in the summer of 1963, was a secretary. Is 

that correct? (If you nod your head, the recorder 

will not make any record of what your answer is.) 

Tirado: Yes. 
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Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cormvell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Would you then explain to us how it was~ that you~ 
obtained the job at the Consulate? 

Because my friend Haria Carman, she was dead--

she had an accident, and during the funeral I told 

Azcue that if he wants me to help him, for some 

people come from Cuba, just to help him. And of 

course he says yes. They need some people they 

can trust, and I'd been working in the Institute. 

So ... 

How was it that you knew Eusebio Azcue by 

this time? 

I don't remember, because he was uh, he was an 

Architect and he knew a lot of people, friends of 

ours, I mean my husband and I. 

Had he lived in Mexico for a long period of time? 

Yes, yes. 

And, because of his occupation, he would have known 

your husband. Is that correct? 

Yeah, more or less. 

Your husband Horacia was also an architect 
/ 

at that time. 

Industrial designer. Yes, sir. 
I' 

Approximately when was it that you first obtained 

the job? 

The end of July or August, early August. I don't 
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remember exactly. 

Cornwell: And for how long did you contintie to work there? 

Tirado: Three or four month~. 

Cormvell: How long after the assassination of President 

Kennedy did you work there? 

Tirado: Only two days. 

Cornwell: During that period of time what were the hours of 

operation of the Consulate? 

Tirado: It was about 9:30 or 10:00 to 2:00 and in the 

afternoon about 5:00 to 8:00 or something. If we 

have a lot of work, we stayed longer. 

Cornwell: The hours were 10:00 to 2:00 and then 5:00 to 

8:0 0. Is that correct? 

Tirado: Yes, that's true. 

Cornwell: Was the Consulate open for visitors during both 

of those sets of hours? 

Tirado: No, it was just __ in the morning. 

Cormvell: Would you mind sketching for us what the physical 

layout of the Consulate looked like at that time? 

(pau$e) You have drawn a rectangular shape. What 
/' ,,-

formed the outside of it? Was it a solid wall around 

the outside? Was the outside of the premises a 
·; 1 • 

wall? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: All right. And we'll just mark it the way you 
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drew it. In. the low~r left-hand corner, there is 

a small box you drew. ~fua t is that? -

Tirado: The consular. 

Cornwell: That's the consulate's office? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: All r~ght. We'll just put a one in that box, so 

we'll know that's the consulate's office. Then, 

the door was .where, on the corner? .. you 

remember the name of the streets, still today? 

Tirado: This is Tacubayo. This is Francisco 

Marquez. 

You want me to write it down? 

Cornwell: If you remember, yes . 

Tirado: Here were the houses. 

Cornwell: All right. You've labeled three sides of the 

building with street names and on the fourth side 

which on the top of the drawing, you said they are 

houses. Correct? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: vfuat is in the long triangular shape on the draw-

ing above the Consular office? 
/ 

.,· 

Tirado: It was the commercial offtce. 

Cornwell: All right. We'll just put a two in there. That's. 
f I' 

Tirado: And here was the cultural o,f;fice. 

Cornwell: And behind that, we'll mark it with a three, was 

the cultural office. In the center of the drawing 

(,. 
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is what? 

Tirado: The Embassy. 

Cormvell: All right. We'll put a four in that. That's 

the Embassy. And what's the small box in the 

lower right-hand corner? 

Tirado: I don't know how to say it in 

English. 

Cormvell: An entryway? 

Lopez: Housekeeper. 

Cornwell: Oh, a housekeeper? Okay. We'll put a five in 

there. 

,I 

What is all the rest of the space inside the pre-

mises? 

Tirado: Garden, it was garden. And here was the entrance 

for the cars. 

Cornwell: And where you indicated there was an entrance for 

cars, we'l~ mark that seven. And all the interior 

space which wa~·garden, we'll mark with an eight. 

Tirado: Down here there was a movie room. 

Cornwell: Wh~re, behind the. . ? 

Tirado: Behind the cultural room? 
/ 

Cornwell: Want to draw that? 

Tirado:_ No, because this is the first floor. 
i·' 

Cornwell: Oh, it was on the second floor. 

Tirado: Yeah. On the first floor was a projection. 

movies. 
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Cornwell: \oil ere the space \vhich ·we marked ·one, two, three 

and also four, W.ere they all two-story? 

Tirado: Yeah. 

Cornwell: Okay. And above the space ~arked one, what was 

there? 

Tirado: The Consulate. 

Cornwell: So it was on two floors. 

Tirado: No, there was another floor over here but it was 

belongs to the commercial. .Only on the first 

floor was the Consulate. 

Cornwell: I see. What would be behind the Consulate on the 

first floor? In this area marked two? 

Tirado: I don't remember . 

Cornwell: You don't remember. So, where we marked two, 

that was a second story in that area. Correct? 

Tirado: Warehouse perhaps. 

Cornwell: Just a storage area or something like that, perhaps, 

1.n the lower area marked t'ivO. 

In the space marked number one, which was the Con-

sular's Office, who all occupied that area? 

Tirado: Well I Consul I the Vice Consul ana tf1e secretary .. 

Cornwell: Which was you. 

Tirado: Yes. 
f'. 

Cornwell: During the time that we're interested in. 
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The Consul's name ,of course was Eusebio Azcue. 

The Vice Consul's name was what? 

Tirado: I don't remember. 

Cornwell: All right. 

Tirado: This was Consulate. 

Cornwell: You have divided the area that we 

originally marked number one into two units . 

. : 
The smaller unit indicates where the Consul sat 

and you sat in a larger reception area in the 

front? 

All right. And then, behind the Consul's office, 

'Was there another door? You marked that with 

a heavier area, and that would be where he could 

walk out into the courtyard. Is that correct? 

So if you wanted to get into the Consul's office, 

including the reception area from the courtyard,. 

you needed to walk through.the Consul's Office. 

Is that accurate? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Now, what kind of a door was at the corner, the 
\ 

lower left-hand corner here, so ;that if 

one were to walk from your office to the street, 

what kind of door was that? Glas~~ wood, solid, 

could you see through 

Tirado: No, it was solid. I don't remember exactly, but 

perhaps i~ was wood. But it was solid. 
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Cornwell: You don't remember being able to see out on the 

street? 

Tirado: No, no. 

Cornwell: Okay. 

Lopez: You enter the Consulate right, in here? 

Tirado: Uh huh. 

Lopez: And your office would be right around here. Right? 

Tirado: My desk was here. 

Cornwell: You have drawn a small box now inside the larger 

half of the area we originally marked area number 

one, that's where your desk was? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Lopez: From where you sat to the entrance into the offibe 

where you were, where would the entrance into the 

office be? Not into the whole consulate, but just 

into your office? 

Tirado: It was open. 

Lopez: Okay, it was open. 

Tirado: You would enter here. Here was the stairs for the--

second floor, No? -- and here I think there were 

chairs, or something like that. .For the people who 
/ . 

were waiting. And the desk was here; 

Lopez: Okay. v·Jhere would the entrance tp ·your office be? 

Tirado: Here, or here. 

Lopez: Just to your office, not to the Consul's office. 

Not the Consulate, but just to your office. 
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Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

It would be at the same entrance? 

Yes. 

And from where you sat, you couldn't see outside, 

at all? 

No. 

You couldn't see any area in the yard? There was no glas 

No. I can remember glass, a window, yeah. I can 

remember windows here, and perhaps here, but L don't 
remember. 

Okay. There may have been windows for you to see 

out in the street? 

Yeah, but I coul~n't see outside because perhaps 

they were very high. 

While Mr. Lopez was asking you questions, he drew 

a diagonal line across your office space. Does 

that represent anything? That line should not 

have been drawn, is that correct? 

Yeah. (Laughs.) 

Now, did you know a Teresa Proenza? Was she 

employed at the. Consulate or the Embassy? 

The Embassy. She r,vas the Cultural Attache. 
/' _.,.· 

She would have worked in tlle area marked number four? 

Is that correct? 
"(' \ 

Well, yes. But this was, this construction was uh, 

afterwards. This was the Embassy and the Consulate 

and this building was under construction, 
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constructed. A building. 

Cornwell: Constructed? 

Tirado: Later. It was the old buildings. 

Cornwell: Did she work there during the same period of 

time you did? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: At that period where did she work? What area? 

Tirado: Here. 

Cornwell: That's the area we marked number three on the 

diagram. 

Did you know a Louisa Calderon? 

Tirado: Louisa? Yes, she was in the commercial. 

Cornwell: And where would that be on the diagram? In the 

area we marked number two? 

Tirado: I think her office was exactly above mine. 

She was a secretary. And I think it was above. 

' Cornwell: Either above the area we marked one, or the area 

marked two, bu~·on the second level. 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Do you know the names of any other employees who 

worked there at the time? 
/ 

Tirado: No, I don't remeffiber. 

Cornwell: The man named !-1irabal , he was to replace 
'l· ' 

Eusebio Azcue, is that correct? 

Tirado: Yes. 
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Cornwell: And do you recall approximately when he arrived 

in Mexico City and began to learn the job so he 

could take it over from· Eusebio Azcue? 

Tirado: I didn't understand, what did you say olease? 

Cornwell: Do you remember approximately when he arrived? 

And be~an to learn the work from Azcue. 

Tirado: No, some weeks earlier, I don't remember. 

Cornwell: Would it be accurate to state that your best memory 

as you told us when we spoke to you informally 

before we turned the tape recorders on, that 

he was already there when you met the man you 

later identified as Oswald? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Now ... 

Tirado: But he wasn't there when I started working at the 

Embassy, at the Consulate. 

Cornwell: Okay. So he must have arrived in late summer or 

perhaps September, or something like that. 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Now, were there telephones in the office? 
/' ,/ 

Tirado: Here. 

Cornwell: You had one at your desk? 
i ' . 

Tirado: This is the desk and here was a little table. 

I.think it was the telephone. Here was the 
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safe box. P~d ·here was the Archivo. 

Lopez: Archives. 

Cornwell: So you've drawn two smaller boxes next to your 

desk. One of them was like a filing cabinet, or 

for storage of records? 

Tirado: Yes. This one. The Filei. 

Cormvell: And the other one was a table. 

Tirado: No, here was the safe box. 

Cornwell: Oh, a safe. I see, a safe. 

And there was a phone at the desk? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: And did Azcue also have a telephone? 

Tirado: Yes, it was the same but with an extension. 

Cornwell: Extension. 

Tirado: Here was the door. 

Cornwell: All right. 1963, where were you living? 

Did you have mor-e than one residence? 

Tirado: Yes. Constituyentes 143. 

' Cornwell: And during what part of 1963 was that? 
,I .,--

Tirado: \Vhen I moved there? 

Before I started working, at the Embassy. But 
I' 

just a few weeks. 

Cornwell: So sometime in the summer of 1963? Did you have 
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a telephone at your horne? 

Tirado: Not at the moment that Oswald carne. Because 

we had just moved. I think we moved in 

July because we were separated in July, also, 

July '68 and it is when the contract finished. 

So perhaps. 

Cornwell: I see. Your rent contract ran out in July of '68? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: About the same tine that you and Horatio were di-

vorced? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Did you, you say that because of your move, it took 

some time to get a telephone in your horne? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: And do you remember approximately when it was that 

you finally got that in? 

Tirado: At the assassination we had, a, let me see, we 

didn't have telephone--days later. 

Cornwell: It was sometime after the assassination that you 

first got a telephone in this residence. 

Tirado: Yes. / 

Cornwell: And do you by any chance recall the telephone nurn-

ber at the Consulate? 
"i ' . 

Tirado: Oh, so many times I write it down. Perhaps it 

was ll-28-45, perhaps? 
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Cornwell: Could it have been 11 28 47? 

Tirado: Perhaps. 

Cornwell: When were you first advised that we wanted to 

speak to you? 

Tirado: Last week.· 

Cornwell: And since that time, of course, last \~ednesday, 

' 
I believe it was, we spoke to you informally, 

and told you basically what we'were interested in. 

And learned most of what you could remember about 

the events we were interested in. Correct? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Apart from that, have you had any other opportuni-

ties to read anything, or speak to anyone, in 

order to refresh your memory about the events? 

Tirado: Yes. In October of '76 some journalist from the 

vilashington Post came to interview me. 

Cornwell: We are familiar with the story that appeared in 

the Washington Post at approximately that time. 

apart from that have you for instance read 

the ~ilarren Commission Report? 
/ 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: When did you last have an occasion to read that? 

Tirado: Uh, ~r~hen Horacia told me you were coming, 

I was writing, and I try to remember exactly and I'm 

starting saying th~t again, the nightmare dame, and so o 
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Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

and so on, and I wanted to check the dates. 

So, last week sometime, you had a chance to 

read it over again? 

No, not everything just the one little thing. 

Just the part that dealt with Mexico City and 

your testimony and that sort of thing. Correct? 

Yes. 

Let me ask you, when you read that, was there any 

part of it that seemed to you to be inaccurate? 

Inaccurate? 

Not correct. 

Not Correct? Yes, but with the Warren Commission, 

I get angry when I start reading it because they 

make some afirmacionnes '-~ph)· . 

Allegations or conclusions. 

Yes. I don't like it. So I tried to erase it. 

Okay. What specifically about the report was it 

that makes you angry? 

That I was a -- let me see how to say it--, I 

don't remember exactly. but uh, I did more to Oswald 

when he was here than was my job, that it was extra. 

You mean part of the repq_rt that/ sU'ggests that you 

went beyond your duties at the Consulate, that you 

exceeded your authority, and you'thought that 

you did not do so. Is that correct? 
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Tirado: Correct. 

Cornwell: Is there anything else about the Warren Commis-

sion Report's resume of the facts that you felt 

was inaccurate, that made you mad? 

Tirado: I cannot answer that because.I only read at that 

time two pages. I didn't read the whole thing. 

Cornwell: Okay. In addition to looking at that in ordet to 

refresh youi memory, have you had a chance to 

speak to any one else? 

Tirado: No, it was just for checking my writing. 

Cornwell: !i\Tha t writing was that? 

Tirado: li\Tell, I was trying to remember everything that 

happened in the interrogatory . It was not hard, 

I mean, what I felt, but uh, what Lhe police 

had done to me, so it was my 

but I'm writing, I'm writing an autobiographia 

how do you say that, and this is a 

chapter. 

Cornwell: I see. 

Tirado: (Laughs.) 

Cornwell: Directing your attention then to/ap~roximately 

late September of 1963, as we learned from you 

other day, a man came to the Consulate, a man who 

you later associated with pictures in the news-

paper and a name in the newspaper of the alleged 

assassin of the President. Is that correct? 
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Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Do you remember how many times he came to the 

Consulate? 

Tirado: 'I'hree times. 

Cornwell: Do you remember the date or dates upon which those 

three visits occurred? 

Tirado: No, I saw the application. 

you showed me the other day, and in the Warren 

Commission was September 27, but I didn 1 t remember, 

of course, until I read it. 

Cornwell: All right. Do you have a recollection whether it 

was all on one day or on separate days. 

Tirado: The same day. 

Cornwell: On the very first visit, would you describe to us 

what the man said and did, and what you said in 

response? 

Tirado: Yes, he, well, he enter and. he ask me if I speak 

English and I say yes, and then he start asking 

me about requirements to go to Cuba, to get a 

visa to go to Cuba, and I explain it. 

Cornwell: What. did you explain? / 

Tirado: Well, that he needed to, he said that a 

transit visa 
.I ' . 

so that he needs a visa to the 

country- that he was going, from;if it was a 

Socialist country, the visa was given, as soon 
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Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwel.~--: 

Tirado: 

~-

·-1 

as he gets the other visa, and uh. 

When he first asked about the requirements for 

a visa, did he tell you that his objective was 

to go to Cuba or to another country? 

To the Soviet Union. 

Did you ever suggest to him that there r..vas any 

alternative means~ to acquire a visa other than 

the in-transit visa requirement which you just 

described? 

I don't remember, I mean I hardly remember. But 

wh~a t I used to s-ay is i_f you want to go to Cuba, 

you need or you have to have friends in Cuba, so 

they may_, Tf1ha t dC? you· say 7 take responsib.tli ty, if you 

get the. visa. That ~vas one way, no? And the 

other way was in-transit. 

Okay. If I understand then, you don't have a 

distinct recollection about exactly what you said 

to oswald, but you assumed it r..vas what you said 

to everyone who came in, which was that you ex-

plained both proc~sses, that they either must 

have friends in Cuba or the in-tr,.ansit visa could 

be granted if they got a visa from another country. 

No, if only they asked me. Because they usually 

" t C ' " But go there and say, I want to go o u~a. 

if they say I'm just in transit, then I explai~ 
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Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Okay, then. Let me see if I can rephrase it and 

get what's in your mind as best we can. 

Is it your best recollection that you did explain 

both alternatives to Oswald? 

I don't remember exactly, because I think he im-

mediately says that he wants to go to Russia, and 

he was in transit to go to Cuba. I think he im-

mediately says so. 

Okay. So then your best recollection that you 

~ay have only explained the in-transit visa pro-

cess. Is that correct? 

Yes . 

But, I gather from the way you have answered the 

question, there is still the possibility that you 

also discussed with him going to Cuba if he had 

friends, but you're not sure about that second 

one. Is that a~curate? 

Yes. 

Now, after this first basic explanation, what if ~nythin 

did he say or do? 
/ 

~vell I I don It remember exactly. He show all the 

paper that he had,when he gave me the application 
f ' 

when he came back, 

Okay. Wait a minute. Just the first visit. 

Is ther~ anything else about the first visit? br, 
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did he leave at that time and if he left, why 

did he leave? 

Tirado: To have photographs of himself. 

Cornwell: Okay. So your memory is that on the first occa-

sion you also explained to him that he needed photo-

graphs and he left shortly thereafter to obtain 

them. 

Tirado: Yes, and perhaps, but I'm not very sure, that, uh, 

he said that he was a friend of the Cuban Revolu-

tion, and when he showed me all the scrap 

paper that he has. 

Cornwell: All right. You don't remember if that was on the 

first or the second occasion. Correct? 

Tirado: Yeah, I don't remember. 

Cornwell: Nevertheless, he did leave to go get photographs, 

and he did return? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Did he return with the photographs? 

Tirado: With four photographs. 

Cornwell: Four of them. 
/ 

.,· 

Tirado: Yeah. 

Cornwell: Were they all the same? To the best of your memory, 

was he wearing the same kind of clothes that he 

was wearing that day in the photographs? 

Tirado: Yes. 
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Cornwell: So, from all the circumstances, did it appear 

to you that he just went somewhere locally and 

had. the pictures made? 

Tirado: Yeah. I think that I already explained (to) him 

where he could take the photographs 

Cornwell: You told him some locations in town where he 

could go? Were there some right in the neigh-

borhood of the Consulate there? 

Tirado: That I don't remember. 

Cornwell: All right. But at any rate you knew of some 

place at the time, mentioned one or two places 

to him? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Correct?. .Did you look at the photos when he 

brought them back, careful about to be sure- that it 

was the same rna~ who was standing in front of 

you? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: And what did you do at that time? 
/ 

Tirado: I filled out application:· 

Cornwell: You personally typed it, and did you type it in 
I' 

duplicate or triplicate or just one copy? 

Tirado: Duplicate. 

Cormvell: And was the second copy a carbon? 
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Tirado: Carbon? 

Cornwell: Did you have it twice or did you type one and 

make two copies? 

Tirado: Only one. 

Cornwell: And made two? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: And what did you do with the photographs? 

Tirado: Stapled them. 

Cornwell: Stapled them? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: On top of the application. 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: The application has a place on it for a date, is 

that correct? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Did you type in the date that was in fact _that 

day? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Let's just talk hypothetically for a moment. Is 

there any chance that he was at the Consulate on 

more than one day? 

Tirado: No. I read yesterday, an article in the Reader's 

Digest, and they say he was at the Consulate on 

three occasions . He was in Friday, Sa-turday, and 

Honday. . That's not true, that's false. 
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Cornwell: All right. Let's try a different hypothetical. 

If the one in the Reader'-s Digest is -de£initely 

wrong, is it possible that he first came on like 

a Thursday, and then came back on a Friday? 

Tirado: No, because I am positively sure about it. That 

he came in the same day. 

Cornwell: Let me ask you then something about just the pro-

cedures for the Consulate at the time. 

Would it have been consistent with your normal 

procedures for you to have typed the application 

on his first visit, even though he didn't have a 

photograph to put on it? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: In other words, before you started the process of 

typing it, you were sure you had everything you 

needed to make it complete. 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Did he tell you_~here he was staying at the time? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Did you recall any problem with him not knowing 

any address, where he was staying in Mexico City? 
/' ./ 

Tirado: No, because he say that he has no time to wait, 

he was in a hotel and uh, I didn't ask the address, 
"l:' 

in Mexico City because I mean didn't care. 

Cornwell: You didn't have a need to know that? 
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Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Do you recall any problem corning up where he 

needed to know it? For any other reason? 

Tirado: Me to know his address? 

Cornwell: No, for him to know. Did he have any problem, 

did he have any need to know it himself? Do 

you remember anything along those lines? TIRADO: No. 

Cornwell: Going back to the second visit, is it your memory 

that you typed the application in duplicate, -

you stapled the pictures at the top of each copy, 

is that correct? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Then what did you do with the application? 

Tirado: Well, I used to put it in a file, and uh, I used 

to keep one copy, another to send, the original, 

we used to send to Cuba. And.I think I have another file 

Cornwell: Was he required to sign the application? 

Tirado: He signed it, yes. 

Cornwell: Did he sign one or both of them? 

Tirado: I think both~ it has to be. 
;' .,· 

Cornwell: Was there any requirement 4n the tonsulate that he 

do it in any particular person's pr~sence? Anyone 
I' 

have to watch him while he signed it? 

Tirado: I don't know, I mean I just don't remember. 
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Cornwell: As a hypothetical, did Azcue have to watch peo-

ple sign the applications? 

Tirado: No. He was in his office. 

Cornwell: So you could handle that all by yourself. 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Did he sign it in your presence? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Did anything else occur on the second visit, any 

other conversation, or any other event? 

Tirado: No, but I told you, it's uh, he said that he was 

a friend of the Cuban Revolution. He sh6w me 

letters to the Communist Party, the American Com-

munist Party, his labor card, and uh, he's work-

ing in Russia, I don't remember exactly, but he 

said on his application, his license number. 

Cornwell: Marriage license? 

Tirado: (Spoke in Spanish.) Se dice serup los recortes del 

Cornwell: 
, periodicc 

Okay, we had to pause for a second to turn the 

tapes over. As I recall, you were explaining the 

kinds of things he brought with him. 

Tirado: Yes, it was his labor card, from/Ru~sia, his uh, 

marriage pact, yes, that he was married with a 

Russian I and uh I a clipping that rhe .was with two 

policemen taking him by his arms, that he was in ,-x 

meeting to support Cuba. And a card saying that 

he was a member of the Fair Play for Cuba in New 
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Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

. ·_>:. 

Orleans. And 

Do you recall what was said or what occurred that 

caused him to produce all of these documents 

about his having a Russian wife and his Fair 

Play Eor Cuba activity? 

Just a minute. (Spanish--what means recall?) 

Recordar. 

He showed me all of these papers to demonstrate 

that he was a friend of the revolution. 

But did you say anything to him or did anyone 

else say anything to him that made him feel he 

needed to produce this kind of documentation. 

No, I don't think so. What I said is that when he 

said he was a member of the Party, of the Commu

nist Party, the American, I said why don't they 

arrange, the Party, your Party with the Cuban 

Party, and he said that he didn~t have time to do 

it. 

Did you ask him why he didn't just have the Commu-

nist Party arrange his trip to Cuba? 
/ 

. Yes. 

The Cuban Comrnunis t Party? He just said he didn't 
1' 

have time? 

Yes. Because there was a manner to do it. I 

mean, we get, for instance, the visa directly 
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from Cuba and saying give .the visa to this peo-

ple that's cbming and so~ebody say oh, yes, you 

have your visa here. 

Cornwell: Do you recall anything else happening on the se-

cond occasion? Or have you related all that's in 

your mind on that? 

Tirado: No. It was strange. I mean because if you are 

a Communist and you're coming from a country 

. . \ 
where the Commun1st Party is not very well seen, 

and in Mexico City that the Communist Party was 

not legal at that moment -- crossing 

the border with all of his paper, it was not 

logical. I mean, if you're really Communist, 

you go with anything, I mean just nothing, just 

your passport, that's all. And that was some-

thing that I didn't like it but. 

Cornwell: So, you were a little .suspicious, of the amount 

of documentatio~ he brought? 

Tirado: Yeah. 

Cornwell: Did you say anything to him about that? 

Tirado: Perhaps I told him, what are you doing with all 
/ -~-

of this? And he said to prove I'm a friend of yours 

Cornwell: Did·you discuss your suspicions with anyone else? 
'i ' . 

Tirado: With the Consul. 

Cornwell: With Azcue? 
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Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Do you remember when that discussion occurred? 

Tirado: It was afterwards. 

Cornwell: Was that after his second visit as you recall? 

Tirado: It was during his third visit. 

Cornwell: During his third visit. All right. 

Let's back up again for just a moment. 

What time of day as best as you recall did he 

come to the Consulate the first time? 

Tirado: Perhaps it was eleven o'clock or something like 

that, ten thirty. 

Cornwell: And the second time? 

Tirado: About twelve, or eleven, no, about one o'clock. 

Cornwell: Okay. The first one was roughly late morning, 

and the second one was early afternoon. 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: And then, why did he leave the second time? 

Tirado: To get his Russian visa. 

Cornwell: Would it have been the standard procedure in the 

Cuban Consulate, to take the application, have 

him sign it, and have it ready t¢ g6 in the file 

if the request was an in-transit, for an 

in-transit visa, even though he d~d not have the 

visa from the third country. Or from another 

country? 

Tirado: Uh, huh. 
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Cornwell: All right. 

Tirado: Yes, I did send it to Cuba. 

Cornwell: All right. Okay. So, then you sent him, in 

effect, to the Russian Embassy. And it was at 

that point after he left that you spoke to .. 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: No, you didn't speak to the Consulate at all yet. 

Tirado: No. 
TIRADO: 

Cornwell: Had there been any problem at all yet? No 

Cornwell: So far, it's like any normal visa application. 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Would it have been consistent with the procedures 

in the Consulate for you to have allowed him to 

take one or both of the applications typed up 

outside the Consulate? 

Tirado: I don't remember very well if uh, there were only 

two copies. I mean, one original and one copy, 

but uh, it could have happened, but I don't remember 

Cornwell: Okay. To the best of your memory then, the per-

\ son who made the application was not permitted to 

have a copy .. / 

Tirado: I don't know. I don't remember. 

Cornwell: Okay. You're not sure. 
•t ' . • 

But your tentatlve me-

mory is that would not have occurred. 

< · .. 
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Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Is that correct? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Would you have ever allowed a person to take all 

of the applications outside and attach the photos or 

sign them themselves? 

Tirado: Yes, because you may come, ask for the application 

and you may keep it. 

Cornwell: You, on occasion, would allow someone just to have 

a blank copy. It that correct? 

Tirado: Yes. But he was different because he did not 

speak in Spanish so I have to fill it. 

Cornwell: I see. If he would have spoken Spanish or pro-

fessed to having someone with him who did speak 

Spanish, you might have allowed him to take the 

applications and fill them out. 
' 

Tirado: Perhaps. 

Cornwell: At least on other occasions you have done that, 

with other peo~le. 

Tirado: That's something that I really don't remember. 

Cornwell: There, at least, there was no requirement that you 

type it there in the office, as ~on9 as it got 
/ . 

filled out. 

Tirado: I think I have to type it. I have. to type it 
i·' 

because I have to make some observations, always. 

Cornwell: Down at the bottom? 

Tirado: Yes. 
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And I think that if you fill it in in hand-

writing, I have to type it, for, to send it 

to Cuba. 

Cornwell: So, at most, you would allow someone to fill it 

out and bring it in so you could type it? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: If that procedure was employed, allowing someone 

else· to fill it out, would you still be required 

to check the photograph to be sure it was accurate? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Would you still require the person to sign it 

in your presence? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Just so we can keep our documents straight, let's 

just mark as Exhibit Number 1 the diagram you 

drew earlier. And we will mark now on the back 

a photograph and we'll ask you some questions 

about it.· We'll mark it as Exhibit Number 2. 

This is a photograph of what would appear to be 

a visa application. Does it appear to be basically 

the type of visa application that we have been 
/ 

.,. 
speaking about? 

Tirado: Yes. The numbers, I think they're !nine. 
·; ' 

Cornwell: The numbers in the upper right-hand corner which 

are hand-written? 

Tirado: I think so. 
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·cornwell: Those appear to you to be in your handwriting. 

Tirado: Yeah, because when I file I write in the number, 

the following number? 

Cornwell: Okay. And on the very bottom of the application, 

where it says "para usc de la mision" that 

means it's filled in by someone associated with 

the Cuban Government. Is that correct. Or the 

Consulate? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Who, according to the usual procedure, filled 

out that portion. 

Tirado: Me. 

Cornwell: The other day when we talked to you informally, 

you ·read through the words in that section. Is 

that correct? 

Tirado: Yes .. I remember. 

Cornwell: And you memory is that you in fact typed that 

section on this application. 

Tirado: Yes. I used to~o this with allithe applications. 

Cornwell: And under that, there is a signature. 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Are you able to tell whose signat:ur5! that is? 
/ 

Tirado: No, I was t~inking it wai.Mirabal, but no-- I 

couldn't sign any papers. 

Cornwell: Okay. So it was definetly not your signature? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Do you know whether, according to normal procedure, 

~· ... 
,. 
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any particular person routinely placed his 

name at that location? 

Tirado: No, only the Consulate. People in the Consulate. 

Cornwell: What would be the purpose of a signature in the 

lower right-hand corner? 

Tirado: I don't know, perhaps to check that it was right 

as it was written. 

Cornwell: Did you ever see the Consulate or any· other 

employee routinely sign the applications at 

the location? 

Tirado: I don't remember, but what I used to do was 

put the originals in one packet and that was 

with a letter to the Minister, de Relaciones 

exterister (spanish) , How do you say that? 

(Lopez - Minister of Foreign Relations), and I 

used to give to the Consul so he sign the papers 

and send it to Cuba. 

Cornwell: Okay. One copy stayed in the Consulate and one 

was mailed to Cuba, to the Minister of Foreign 

Relations. 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: 
• ;' _,;r' 

Is it possible then that the slgnature in the 

lower right-hand corner is someone· in Cuba? 
.,., 

Tirado: Perhaps that one that get it. 

Cornwell: That receives it in Cuba. All right. the stamp, 
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Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: Or 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

which appears slightly over the name, the hand-

written name, Lee H. Oswald, when did that get 

placed on the application if you know? 

Perhaps in the moment that he sign? 

Was that part of the normal procedure? Did you 

have a stamp as you recall to do that? 

Yes. 

And was that a means of authenticating the sig-

nature, that you would stamp on top of it like 

that? 

I- think so- Because let me see._ 

This was signed by Cuba, I think, because this 

was October 10. This was the answer, perhaps. 

So there's a date you just pointed to, around 

the middle of the application reading 10-0CT. 1963 

and you are assuming, I take it, that that was 

the date placed on the document in Cuba? 

Perhaps but I don't know. 

I don't know the date of when we send the applica-

tion. 

it was placed on there when you mailed it? 
/ 

.,-

Yes. 

Do you know which? 
i·' 

I don't know. 

You don't remember which? Could it have been the 

date upon which the application was received 
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Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

. Cornwell: 

in the Consulate here in Mexico City? 

In return . 

In return? Back from Cuba? Is that what you 

mean? 

Perhaps. I don't know that. 

Could it have been the date you received it 

from Oswald? 

No, because it was the same date. 

Okay. The only date on here of receipt from 

Oswald was the one near the top, the second line, 

which reads: 27 Sep. 1963. 

Yes. 

So I guess the best we can do is say that you don't 

have a· distinct recollection of how the lOth of 

October date would have gotten placed on here. Correct? 

Yeah. 

How long normally would it have taken between the 

receipt of an application and the date that it 

would have been mailed to Cuba? 

Well, it depe'nds on the flight. We had, I don't 

remember in that time, if we were three flights 
/: . ..-· 

from Cuba to Mexico and from Mex1co to Cuba and 

it depends on the work that we have to do, if we 
.I ' . 

have a lot of work we wouldn't have sent it immediately 

or,--valise diplomatica, How do you say it? 

Diplomatic pouch . 
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Cornwell: Would there have been some usual amount of time? 

How much could it vary? 

Tirado: The flights were Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 

I think. And uh, well, we send a bunch if, I 

think, I don't know, when what day in the week 

was the 27th? Perhaps if it was Wednesday, we 

would send next Friday, or next Monday. Or ... 

Cornwell: I have another photograph of just the upper left-

hand corner of the same document, which we'll 

mark as Exhibit 3 on the back, and ask you if, 

to the best of your recollection, that is a photo-

graph of the man whom you saw on or about the 27th 

of September? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: I don't understand. A.moment ago, did you say that 

there was a normal time of the week that mailings 

to Cuba occurred? 

Tirado: Would you please repeat the question? 

Cornwell: Was there a usual day, did the mailings to Cuba 

usually occur on one given day of the week? 

Tirado: Yes, I don't remember exac:.tly, bu"t { think it was 

on Friday, perhaps, that we make, we send applica-
1'. 

tions. Yeah, it was one day to send all the appli-

cations. 

Cornwell: All right. So, if we were to tell you the 27th of 
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Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

·Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cormvell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

September was a Friday, then, the usual routine 

would have been either for you to have mailed this 

application on the very day that you re~eived it, 

or to have to wait until at least the next Friday. 

Is that correct? 

Yes. 

You have told us that after the second visit,~ 
, he went apparently to attempt to obtain a visa 

Now. 

from the Soveit Embassy. 

Yes. 

When do you recall him returning? 

He came in the afternoon. 

About what time? 

Five or six. 
•· 

And that would have been, according to what you 

told us earlier, not normal visiting hours? 

Is that correct? 

Yes. 

How were you atrle to speak to him on this occasion? 

Because when somebody came to the doorman and was 

speaking in another language that wasn't Spanish, 

he used to call me and say someb9dy!s here that 

doesn't speak Spanish, someone sent me to you, so 

he takes the people to the Consulpte. 

And the doorman came and got you. 

Yes. 

Did you go outside to th,e main gate? 

No. 
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Cornwell: What happened? 

Tirado: Somebody took them to the Consulate. 

Cornwell: Okay. You said the main gate. Was that the area 

that, on Exhibit One, you marked as being the 

door to your office, or some other area? 

Tirado: He was closed. In the afternoon he was closed. 

But perhaps he came. 

Cornwell: The door on Area One was locked up. Okay? 

Tirado: Yes. And then he was open. 

Cornwell: Over near Number Seven, is that correct? 

Where they let the cars in? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: There was a door there too? 

Tirado: Yes. It was the garage and another door. 

Cornwell: And the doorman from that area brought him to your 

office? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: What occurred on that occasion? 

Tirado: What? 

Cornwell: What happened on that occasion? 

Tirado: Well, he came in and he said that/he--· already have 

his Russian visa and uh, he want to get his Cuban 

visa. And I said that that was not possible be-

cause he has to be first sent to Cuba and then 
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wait for the answer, no, it was necessary 

that he has to have first a Socialist visa, the 

Russian visa. And, uh, 

Cornwell: Did he show you his passport with a visa in it? 

From the Russian Embassy? 

Tirado: No, No. , I dont' remember exactly but what I remem-

ber is he says that he already has his Russian visa 

and I said I don't see it and well, I don't remem-

ber exactly what we discussed in that moment. But, 

he was very stubborn. So, I say, well, I'm going 

to call to the Russian Consul, so I called the 

Russian Consul and I said hey, listen, here's a 

man that, he say that he already got his Russian 

visa. And he said, yes, I remember it. He came 

to us for visa but uh, the answer will be in three 

or four months, that was the usual time. 

Cornwell: So as you recall, then, the person at the Russian 

Embassy said in effect, no, he doesn't have it yet, 

he's only applied for it. Is that right? 

Tirado: Yes. / 

Cornwell: Okay. Go ahead. 

Tirado: And uh, and I told him what the Russian Consulate 

says and then, he was angry. He get angry. And 

he ins is ted that he \vas a friend of the Cuban Re-
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volution, that he has already been in jail for 

the Cuban Revolution, that uh~ oh, that he 

wanted that visa and that he couldn't wait for 

so long time because uh, his Mexican visa was 

finished in three days. So he was insistent and uh, 

I didn't have time and well, I couldn't make him 

understand that. So, I went to the Consul's 

office and I explained to him, and would you please 

come and talk \vi th him? ~cue came, Mirabal I 

think he didn't speak English, so Azcue came and 

told him those things, all the requirements that he 

needs to fly to Cuba, and he was really angry. He -
was red and he was almost crying and uh, he was 

insisting and insisting so Azcue told him to go away 

because if he didn't go away at that moment he was 

going to kick him, or something like that. So, 

Azcue went to the door, he opened the door and 

told Oswald to go away. 

Cornwell: Okay. So he went to the door which was in the 

area we marked 'one,' which was the Consulate 

Office? 

Tirado: Yes ... Remember, I was feeJing pity for him 

because he looked desparate. 

Cornwell: He looked desparate? 

Tirado: Yes. 
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Cornwell: So~ you felt kind of sorry for him? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: At any time during these ·three contactsJ did he 

indicate to you that he could speak or understand 

Spanish? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: During this period was your normal work week, did 

it include Saturdays? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Is it possible that, in addition to his visits on 

Friday, he also carne back the following day on 

Saturday morning? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: How can you be sure of that? 

Tirado: Because, uh, I told you before, that it was easy 

to remember, because not all the Americans that 

came there were married with a Russian i.vornan, they 

have live(d) in Russian and uh, we didn't used to 

fight with thos_e; · people because . if you, they came 

for going to Cuba, so apparently they were friends, 

no? So we were nice to them with this man we fight, 

I mean we had a hard discussion so we didn't want 
/ 

to have anything to do with him.· 

Cornwell: Okay. I understand that but I don't understand 
'' 

how that really answers the question. In other 
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Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

words, the question is, what is it about the 

events that makes you sure that he did not come 

back on Saturday, and have another conversation 

with you? 

Because I remember the fight. So if he (come) 

back, I would have remembere~ 
Did Azcue work on Saturdays? 

~es, we used to work in the office, but not for 

the public. 

Was there a guard, was there a guard out here at 

the corner near number seven on your diagram on 

Saturdays? 

Excuse me? 

~vas there a doorman out .. near the area that you 

marked as number seven, on the diagram? 

Yes, but on Saturday he never let people. 

Never let people ln. 

No. 

Not even if they came up to the doorman and didn't 

speak Spanish? And were very insistent? 
/ .,-

No, because they could answer or something. They 

could ask me for instance, no? by the inter-phone. 
·f·'. 

They could do that on a Friday, though. 
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Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

But what I remember is that Oswald has my tele-

phone number and my name and perhaps he-show to 

the doorman (Spanish) . 

~vhen did you give him the telephone number and 

name? 

In the second visit, perhaps. 

Okay. 

I used to do that to all the people, so they don't 

have to come and to bother me. So I used to give 

the telephone number and my name and say "give me 

a call next week to see if your visa arrived." 

Well. Are you saying that based on your memory 

the guard was allowed to bring people in during 

the five tili eight o'clock at night uh, sessions 

during the week but not on Saturdays? 

No. 

Is that correct? 

Yes. 

Do you have a distinct recollection with respect 

to telephone calls to the Russian Consulate, was 

it just one call or was it more than one call? 
/ ./ 

Only one. 

Just one. 
I' 

The . .I believe I asked you this, but just to 

be sure, although the application was typed with 
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Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

a carbon to make two copies with one typing, 

did he have to sign both independently?- Or did 

you allow them to use a carbon to sign the paper? 

No, no. It was the original. 

Two original signatures. All right. 

,Yes. 

Was anything said that you recall at 

which looking back on it indicated 

this tim~ 
the poss~·:ili ty ,V 

even on that date, Oswald had on his mind some 

intension of killing the President of the United 

States? 

No, I don't think so. 

Let me read something to you, and ask you if it at 

all refreshes your memory or if your have a memory 

of a conversation similar to this? 

I don't believe I read this to you before, when 

we talked the other day, or did I? Did I read 

an excerpt frorrc·Daniel Schorr's book to you? 

No, you told me. 

Okay. I'll read it to you hhen at this time. 

It's an excerpt from a book call~d Clearing the 

Air, written by Daniel Schor4 published in the 

United States in 1977. And page l77 reads as 

follows: 

"In an interview in July 1967 with a 
British journalist, Comer Clark, Castro 
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Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

(meaning Fidel Castro} said that Oswald 
had come to the Cuban Consulate twic-e, 
each time for about fifteen minutes. The 
first time, I was told, he wanted to work 
for us. He was asked to explain but he 
wouldn't, he wouldn't go into details. The 
second time he said he wanted to free Cuba 
from American imperialism. Then he said 
something like 'Someone ought to ·shoot 
that President Kennedy.' Then Oswald said, 
and this is exactly how it was reported to 
me, maybe I'll try to do it." 

Do you recall any conversation like that in 

either what was said to you by Oswald or that 

was said by Oswald to Azcue or anyone else that 

you might have overheard? 

No, I don 't remember .. 

Did any part of that conversation occur? 

No, because I don't remember that he says he was 
s·::). 

to go to work in Cuba because he only that he 

wanted to go in-transit. That's what I remember. 

What do you think, well, first let me ask you, 

do you think th-at conversation could have occurred 

and you just forgot it? In other words, is that 

the kind of conversation which, if it occurred, 

you would definitely remember it:; _.,· 

Yes. Because in the fight with Azcue there was 

shouting and crying and things lbke that. I could 

miss something, but not, because even if would 

say so, I mean, I could have heard, no, I mean 
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Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

if you kill President you're not going to 

change the whole system. 

You see, that's why I give you answer, 

even Azcue. I mean that's not the, I don't think 

so, that he had that conversation with anyone. 

He was arguing. 

Do you remember any part of the conversation 
e! 

indicating that Oswald .blam.i:-Rg the United States 

or President Kennedy for his inability to get 

to Cuba? 

I don't remember but that could be possible. 

In other words, if he's frustrated and he comes 

to the Cuban Consulate, he might feel animosity 

or anger towards various people. He might be 

angry at you, or Azcue, or at the Cuban Govern-

ment or at the Russian Government or perhaps the 

United States Government, depending on how the 

conversation wen.t. 1.-vhat do you recall about that? 

Who was he angry at when told he couldn't go to 

Cuba 

He was angry at us. That's why I called Azcue· 
/ 

Because he \vas not a strotrg man but anyway, I 

didn't like to fight with him. He was very angry 
"i ' 

and he was blaming me and Azcue, because he thought 

it was in our hands to give the visa immediately, 

and he couldn't understand that the visa has to 

. ~-~-: 
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Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

'Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

come from Cuba. 
. ~ 

You mentioned earlier that you had discussed 

with Azcue on this, as I understood this, during 

the third visit with Oswald, the suspicion that 

you had about the documents. Is that accurate 

or did I misunderstand? 
-~··· 

No, it was the third time when I told Azcue that 

there was a man that bother me, that when I told 

him about. this man, I mean because it was -normal, I 

used to, that was my job, to attend people who 

come in so I didn't have to bother the Consul 

for every man who carne, because there was a lot 

crazy men from the United States that they wanted 

to go to Cuba. 

Okay. So, from what I understand then, when you 

went in to Azcue_ to bother him, since you normally 

didn't do that sort of thing, you gave him a sort 

of background re.surne of your dea:lings with Oswald. 

Is that correct? 

Yes. 

And was it at that point that yow told him of your 

suspicion about the documents? 

I think so. i· ' ' 

What was his reaction? Azcue' s? 

He was worrying. When he went to my office, 
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Leap: 
Tirado: 
Leap: 

Tirado: 

Leap: 

he was very tranquil, he -was very polite, he 

was explaining things, very polite. And uh, 

he was starting to get angry when he saw that he 

was a stubborn man, that he didn't want to under-

stand, and he said uh, I remember now, he said 

'you're not a friend of the Cuban Revolution, be-

cause if you are a friend, you have to understand 

that we have to take care, to be very careful 

with the people that are going to Cuba, and if 

you don't understand this, you are not friend of 

the Cuban Revolution.' And he was shouting and, 

I don't remember how long was this conversation 

but uh, they got really angry, both. I ' 
May I call you Silvia? 
Yes. 

a_ 

At any time during your conversation with the 

Consul, did you discuss the possibility that 

Oswald was a penetration agent?. Intelligence 

agent for a.foreign power? Did you discuss that 

possibility? 

No. I don't think so because we didn't have 
/. ,,· 

time. Because this man w.as in my office and 

I was in A~cue's office so I couldn't leave him 

many times alone. 

Did you ever have conversations with Ascue out-

side of Oswald's presencerelative to the issue? 
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Tirado: Repeat the question please. 

Lopez: Did you ever have a conv~rsation with Azcue 

when Oswald was not in the office about the pes-

sibility that he was an intelligence agent for 

some country? 

Tirado: No, no. I don't think so. We only thought that he 
was 
/a crazy man, an adventurer, or something like 

that. 

Leap: Did it ever enter your mind that he was a pene-

tration agent? 

Tirado: Perhaps. Perhaps, because it happened, it hap-

pened sometimes that somebody carne and · say 

this is a policeman or something like that. 

Leap: That's all the questions that I have. 

Tirado: The only thing that I can sa~ it was that it was 

strange, travelling with all of his documents 

just to prove one thing. 

Lopez: Do you think no.¥-J:, looking back on what happened 

then, that he may have been an intelligence agent? 

Tirado: Perhaps. 

Cornwell: Did anything else ever come to your attention? 
/ 

That caused that suspicion? Other than just his 

presentation of the documentation? Anything else 
I' 

ever happen? 

Tirado: With him? No, no. The only thing that was strange 

is that if you belong to the Communist Party, 
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Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

any party. Your French, but French could get Cuban Visa 

but Mexico, for instance, if you're Mexican 

and you're a member of the party, of the Commu-

nist Party, you don't have to go and ask for 

application visa because the party writes to the 

Cuban Communist Party, and they arrange every-

thing. That was the strange thing. There's no 

need. At first, he said that he was a Communist. 

That was strange. Because it would be really 

easy for him to get the visa through the Commu-

nist Party. 

At any point in the conversations that you have 

told u~ about, did Oswald say anything indicating 

that he really wanted to stay in Cuba? 

No. He just wanted to go and visit and saw 

what was the Revolution. 

Okay. That's sort of what I meant. In other words, 

he did indicate that he didn't just want to ~ass 

through, that he wanted to spend some time there. 

Is that correct? 

Yes. / 

What do you recall about that part of the conver-

sations? 
.,. ' . 

I told him that he get to Cuba, for instance, 

at two o'clock, and there was a plane going to 
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Russia at five o'clock, he has to stay tn the 

airport, in the Cuban airport. That he couldn't 

go out. 

Cornwell: Why didn't you tell him that? 

Tirado: Because he was saying that he wanted to go to 

Cuba to visit and to see. what the revolution 

had made. 

Cornwell: Did you ever see him again, after the argumen~ 
with Azcue? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Did you ever talk to him again? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Not in person nor by telephone. 

Tirado: No, he never call. 

He could have called when I wasn't there, but I 

used to get the message, if somebody answer, I 

used to get a m~~sage. 

Cornwell: Did anyone else overhear any of the conversations 

you have described? Other than the one time in 

' which Azcue was involved? 
/ 

Tirado: Yes. Could be that people- from the Commercial 

Office, could be Mirabal. 
·;.' . 

Cornwell: Was there anyone else physically present in the 

Consulate's Office during those conversations as 

you can recall? 
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Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

I can't remember. 

ber is that it was 

And did Mirabal 

The only thing:rhat I remem

only Mirabal. 

come out in the reception 

area during the conversations as you recall? 

No, I think he stay in his office. 

But he could have overheard it at the time. 

Yes, everybody who was passing through, even in 

the streets, they were shouting, really! 

Were the windows up as I guess they might have 

been at that time of year? 

(Didn't understand.) 

The windows would have been up? The windows to 

the Consulate Office would have been open? 

\.Vha t? I. . 

In other words, you're saying people on the street-

might have overheard it? 

Yes, yes. If you were here and there was al~ays a polic< 

here, they coul§ have heard the shoUting, the crying. 

(Lots of noise in background, unintelligible.) 

/ 

.,. ' . 
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Tirado: Well, I like him. I mean, he was very nice, he was 

very intelligent. And I think of the relations with 

Hexico, as I remember now, they were very good in 

the commercial area, the cultural area. He came to 

Mexico and he was very acclamation. They loved ~im. 

They liked him very much. 

Cornwell: And, what you're saying is, you're describing what 

you understood to be the basic reaction of the Mexi-

can people? Is that correct? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Was that feeling the same even among the part of 

the Mexican people who were sympathetic towards the 

Cuban Re~lution? 

Tirado: Uh, translate, please, Ed. I want to be sure of 

the question. 

Lopez: Would you repeat the question, please? 

Cornwell: Was the feeling that you just described as being 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

that of the Mexican people? 

(Translatea question.) 
--_.; - - - - -

In general. 

The same with respect to that 

people like yourself who were 

C.uban Revolution? 

(Translated.) 

part of the 

sympa thet1c 

I'' 

Well, yes, more or less. Because I mean, 

Mexican 

to the 

if you're 

how- can I explain this, uh, if you're a President 

~· 
•· 1 

uh, 
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of a country that is against uh~ against Latin 

America, undeveloped countries, y_ou don't love 

them, of course, but you may see that is different, 

that he has been a good President, that he was, I 

think he was ingenious with his Alliance for Progress, 

that he tried to have more friends, not.like Dulles 

who said we don't have friends, we have interests, 

things like that. Do you know that phrase? 

Cornwell: One more time. 

Lopez: (Speaks to Tirado in Spanish.) Dulles. 

Tirado: He said once the United States has no friends, they 

have interests. (Speaks in Spanish.) And Kennedy 

tried to destroy that phrase, saying we want to have 

friends. And he was changing the politics of Latin 

America, K_ennedy. 

Cornwell: So, you're saying that because of President Ke,nnedy's 

policies towards Latin America, that even the part 

of the Mexican people who were sympathetic to the 

Cuban Revolution, they also very much liked President 

Kennedy? 

Tirado: I think so. Now, I'm not sure, I mean I--

Cornwell: At least-- / 
_,-

Tirado: Yeah, but you make difference with one President and 
'i ' . 

another. 

Cornwell: I understood your answer to my question a moment 

ago but let me ask it one more time, nevertheless. 
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I asked you if at any time during the e~rl¥- 196b's 

you had overheard any conversations among people 

who were in favor of the Cuban Revolution to the 

effect that they would consider killing the Presi-

dent, and you answered with a statement on the 

logic of the situation, that you don't chang~ the 

system by changing the President. Nevertheless, let 

me ask you again, more pointedly. Did you, never-

theless, ever overhear any such conversations? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Did you ever overhear them within the Cuban Consulate 

or outside it? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: I'm sorry, go ahead. 

Tirado: No, but I'm Mexican and I was in Mexico and I was 

working there and you have to see that uh, even though 

the Cuban people kiJrw I was a friend, they would not 

say things like that in front of me, of course, no? 

Cornwell: ~fuen the news came over the television and in the news-

Tirado: 

papers that President Kennedy had been killed, and 
/ 

_,-

then you heard the name Lee Harvey Oswald, and saw 

the picture, I guess you immediately reflected back 
"i·' 

on your contact, correct? 

Yes. 

Cornwell: At that time, did anything come into your mind 
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Tirado: 

in connection with those contact-s that you could 

have read as foreknowledge, in oth~r words, did 

it totally surprise you that that was the alleged 

assassin, or was there anything about your contact 

with him which tt it understandable? 

No. No, even now I don't think that he would 

have done it. 

Cornwell: You still don't think that he killed him'? 

Tirado: No, because I think that he was a weak man. I saw 

that he could get angry, but uh, for me, he was not 

a man thatcould kill the President, because even 

when I saw him on television and h~ said all the 

time, "I'm innocent" and if I kill someone very im-

portant, I would be proud. I mean, because even if 

I'm with police I know that I'm going to be killed 

or die or something like that, I'd say, "Yes, I 

killed the President" and I don't think so. 

Cornwell: So based on all of your contacts with him, you do 

not th~nk that he killed the Preiident? 

Tirado: I don't think so. - _,- __J 
/ . --

mis~ellaneous questions Cornwell: Let me ask you just some 

about the nature of your contact with him. Was 
f' 

th_ere ever any conversations or indications about 

money problems that he had? vJas that ever the sub-
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ject of a conversation? 

Tirado: No. The thing that I remember only that he_was 

very in a hurry because his visa was finished and 

I think he said, he mentioned that he only had 

three days to stay here in Mexico City. 

Cornwell: Did he ever indicate that he hoped the Cuban Govern-

ment would finance his trip? 

Tirado: I don't think so. 

Cornwell: Had you ever done that before? Had the Consulate 

ever done that sort of thing? 

Tirado: No, no. We used to do that but they were visitors 

and we had instructions from Cuba, from the Cuban 

Government. 

Cornwell: Only visitors from Cuba, is that what you mean? 

Tirado: No, no. For instance, your--the Cuban Revolutionary 

Anniversary, they invite people, they do have every~ 

thing paid. 

Cornwell: In other words, it_~as persons that had been invited 

to go to Cuba by the Cuban Government? 

Tirado: Yes, yes. 

Cornwell: Well, even though, then you would not, or the Cuban 
/ -~-

Government would not have financed this trip, did 

he ask for such assistance? 
'f.' 

Tirado: At the time that I was working there, it never hap~ 

pens. 

Cornwell: Specifically Oswald. 
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Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Did he ask for monetary assistance? 

Tirado: I don't remember. I don't think so. But I don't 

remember. 

Cornwell: Did he ever say anything or did you ever observe 

anything to indicate that he had travelling compan-. 

ions in Mexico City? 

Tirado: · No, he didn't mention it. 

Cornwell: Did he ever say anything or do anything that indi-

cated that he knew other people in Mexico City? 

Tirado: I don't know. I don't remember. 

Cornwell: To the best of your knowledge he knew no one, is 

that correct? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Do you know when he left Mexico City? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: By what form of transportation? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Did anyon~ ever call or come by the Consulate on 

his behalf? 

Tirado: No. 
.,· 

Cornwell: Did they ever deliver anything to th~ Consulate for 

him? 
-,.,. 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: There have, let me ask you this--Has.any allegation 

ever been brought to your atten~ion that you met 
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with Oswald outside of the Consulate? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: On--let me show you two books, one of which is 

labeled photo ident book and has roughly three inch 

by five inch pictures in it and the other one which 

is labeled JFK Document 7549 and has smaller pic-

tures in it, and I'll turn the recorder off for a 

second and giv,e you a few minutes to look through 

them and ask us, and I will ask you if you recognize 

any of the people in these photos. 

Recorder turned off. 

Cornwell: Okay. We've turned the tape recorder back on and 

you've had five minutes, maybe ten, I don't know, 

to look through the two books. In the first book, 

you only picked out photograph--

Tirado: This looks like Fidel. But not exactly. 

Cornwell: Which one: Number 12? 

Tirado: Yeah. 
,J 

Cornwell: Who does that look like? / 

Tirado: Fidel but not exactly. 

Cornwell: All right. Just a little. 
·,,,. 

Tirado: Yeah. 
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Cornwell: Okay. And :you also I believe poi._nted to_Number 57 

when you went through the book. 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: And who do you think_ that is? 

Tirado: Oswald. 

Cornwell: Lee Harvey Os~ald. Now·.,. many of th_e pictures in 

Tirado: 

the book are not that clear, o.f course. When :you 

s_aw hi.m the first ti_me in the book, you indicated 

that th.a,t looked like hi'm except that as you recalled 

him, he h_ad ei_th.er blue or green eyes and blond 

hair. Correct? 

Yes. 

Cornwell: When you say blond hair, what color is that? Is it 

very light? 

Tirado: Light. 

Cornwell: Let's see if we can find an example. Looking in the 

second book--that's all you found in the first book, 

correct? 

Tirado: Yes. 

\ Cornwell: All right. Looking in the second book, uh, take as 
/ .. ~· 

c an example, Number 266 04 268., would that be basically 

what you recall to be the color of his hair, blond? 
i ' . 

Tirado: Yes. Here it looks very, very light, not that light. 

Cornwell: Okay. That would be what you describe as blond but 

your memory is that it was close but not quite as 
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light as that? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Okay, but the tape recorder was back away from us so 

Tirado: 

- just to make sure we got that answer, you picked out 

in the first bbok photograph #57. You stated that 

it looked like the way you recalled the man who carne 

to the Consulate except that he had blue or green 

eyes and blond hair. And then we were trying to 

determine what shade you recall the blond-hair being, 

and I asked you--all these are black and white~-if 

it would be similar to photos #266 and #268 in the 
'\ 

book 7549? And you said in those pictures that it 

looks very light and that it would not have been 

that light, quite that light to your memory. Is 

that right? 

Yes. 

(Long break. ) 

Cornwell: I don't know how, working with black and white photos, 

we can do much better than that? But--

Tirado: A little lighter than your eyebrows. 

Cornwell: A little lighter than my eyebrows? There's another 
/' .,· 

photo. . In the second book., .. number 26 or 27. xou 

also pointed to those photos when you went through 
/.' 

the book. Would the color of that hair approximate 

the way you remember it? 
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Cornwell: Okay. And you also I believ~ pointed to .Number 57 

when you went throu~h the book. 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: And wh.o do you think that is? 

Tirado: Oswald. 

Cornwell: Lee Harvey Oswald. Now·~ many of the pictures in 

th.e book are not that clear, of course. When you 

s.aw him the first ti_me in the book~ you indi_cated 

that that looked like him except that as you recalled 

him, he had either blue or green eyes and blond 

hair. Correct? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: When you say blond hair, what color is that? Is it 

very light? 

Tirado: Light. 

Cornwell: Let's see if we can find an example. Looking in the 

second book--that's all you found in the first book, 

correct? 

Tirado: Yes. 

' Cornwell: All right. Looking in the second book, uh, take as 
/ -~· 

an example, Number 266 04 268.~- _would that be basically 

what you recall to be the color of his hair, blond? 
"j, ' . 

Tirado: Yes. Here it looks very, very light, not that light. 

Cornwell: Okay. That would be what you describe as blond but 

your memory is that it was close but not quite as 
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light as that? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Okay, but the tape recorder was back away from us so 

just to make sure we got that answer, you picked out 

in the first bbok photograph #57. You stated that 

it looked like the way you recalled the ·man who came 

to the Consulate except that he had blue or green 

eyes and blond hair. And then we were trying to 

determine what shade you recall the blond hair being, 

and I asked you--all these are black and white--if 

it would be similar to photos #266 and #268 in the 

book 7549? And you said in those pictures that it 

looks very light and that it would not have been 

that light, quite that light to your memory. Is 

that right? 

Tirado: Yes. 

(Long break.} 

Cornwell: I don't know how, working with black and white photos, 

we can do much better than that? But--

'Tirado: A little lighter than your eyebrows. 

Cornwell: A little lighter than my eyebrows? There's another 
/' .. / 

.In the second book~ number 26 or 27. You photo. 

also pointed to those photos when youwent through 
I•. 

the book. would the color of that hair approximate 

the way you remember it? 
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Tirado: No, because he had very light, almost white; 

Cornwell: Okay, again, it would be not as light as that? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: All right. Then going to the second book, you 

pointed to photograph #4, when you looked at the 

book the first time. Hhat is your memory about 

that? 

Tirado: He reminds me of Mirabal, he reminds me but not 

exactly. 

Cornwell: All right. He looks a little like Mirabal? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: If I.skip a photograph you remember looking at, let 

me know, but I jotted down some notes as you carne to 

'ern when you looked at the book. You next pointed 

to number 26 and 27. Does that appear to you to be 

the same man? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: And who was that? 

Tirado: Ernesto Lefel. He used to work with my husband. 

Cornwell: Ernes~o LefeL P...nd what's the nature o.f the associa
/ 

--
tio'n between he and your husband? 

Tirado: He was working with him. i ' . 

Cornwell: In the architectural business? 

Tirado: Yes, yes. He's a designer. 

Cornwell: He's a designer? 
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Tirado: He started working with us. ·He learned scm~~-

Cornwell~ Is he a social acquaintance of yours in addition? 

Tirado: Is what? 

Cornwell: Do you know him on a social basis in addition to 

his being a business associate of your husband? 

Tirado: No business associate. He was working for him, for 

Horacia. 

Cornwell: Okay. That's what I meant. He was an assistant. 

Tirado: Assistant. 

Cornwell: All right. 

Tirado: No social. Sometimes he came to our house to dinner, 

or something like that. 

Cornwell: Next, you I believe pointed to Number 57. Is that 

correct? Fifty-seven? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Who does that look like? 

Tirado: He looks like GavinQ Fernandez. 

Cornwell: What's the first name? 

Tirado: Gavino. 

Cornwell: Gavino? And who is he? 
/ 

Tirado: Well, he's uh, dignitary, and·~e used to go to the 

Cuban Institute. 
i . 

Cornwell: He was a dignitary of what? 

Tirado: He was working for the Social Security and he was 

working, not in this Government period, in the last 
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one, and he was working even with the President. 

Cornwell: I see, so he was a dignitary of the Mexican Govern~ 

ment. 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Okay. 

Tirado: But when he was going to the Cub~n Institute, no, 

he didn '· t? 

Cornwell: You also knew him from the Cuban. Institute? 

Tirado: He's an economist. 

Cornwell: He's a wh_at? 

Tirado: Economist. 

Cornwell: Economist. You then pointed to Number 65. 

Tirado: Perhaps . 

Cqrnwell: And that's a face that you're not sure you recognize? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: But looks a little bit like who? 

Tirado: Solchi Vargas. 

Cornwell:_ Sol chi Vargas? 

Tirado: Yes. 

, Cornwell: Okay. And who was she? 

Tirado: She's Mexican lady who was married w!th~a journal-

ist, he used to work for the Cuban press, and she 

used to live in Cuba. 
. i ' . 

And now she's at the Cuban 

Institute. 

Cornwell: I believe you next pointed to Number 111--
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Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: And that's a, sort of a three-quarter shot ~rom 

behind. 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Of a man you think you might recognize, is that 

correct? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: I'm sort of trying to recall the way you stated it 

-when you first looked at the photographs, so if I 

misstated it, just correct me. 

Who do you think that man may be? 

Tirado: The attache, the Cuban Cultural Attache at that 

time, Luis Alberu. 

Cornwell: Alberu? 

Tirado: Alberu. 

Cornwell: And then I believe you next indicated that you may 

recognize Photograph 115? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: And who is that? 

Tirado: Luis Alberu. 

Cornwell: That of course is a front and you can cl_early recog-
/ :r 

niz~ him from that photograph; is that correct? 

Tirado: Yes. ., ... 

Cornwell: Then, you next pointed to Photograph 133. Do you 

recognize that man? 

Tiardo: Yes. 

Cornwell: Who is he? 
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Tirado: The doorman. Now I don't remember-the name . 
. -

Cornwell: But he's the doorman who left Lee Harvey Oswald 

into the Consulate on his third visit? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: That's accuratei 

Tirado: Uh? . .I said yes. 

Cornwell: Okay. And then I believe you pointed to photograph 

158? 

Tirado: N~_rnbers 15 7 and 158. 

Cornwell: 157 and 158. Who was that? 

Tirado: I think that he was working at the Consulate in 

Vera Cruz? 

Cbrnwell: And do you know what his position was at the Con-

sulate? 

Tirado: I think he was Vice Consul but I'm not really sure. 

Cornwell: And which Consulate is that? 

Tirado: In Vera Cruz, Cuban, the Cuban Consulate. 

Cornwell: The Cuban Consulate in Vera Cruz. ' 

And I believe finally you recognized possibly the 

center man in the group photograph labeled 275. 

Tirado: Yes. / 

Cornwell: And who do you think he is? 

Tirado: An American. 'I ' , 

Cornwell: Do you remember anything more about him? 
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Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Do you remember where you saw him? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Do you think you recognized the photo from a per-

sonal contact or from a picture? 

Tirado: From a picture I think. I think he was an American 

Ambassador.· 

Cornwell: American Ambassador? 

Tirado: Or something like that. 

Cornwell: All right. And you don't have any memory what his 

name might be? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Okay. Uh. 

Tirado: But tell me, who is it? (Laughter.) For a change. 

Cornwell: Do you recognize the man in photo 266? Yes, that's 

the one I want. 266? 

Tirado: No. He looks like Russian. 

Cornwell: Do you recognize the man in 265? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Do you recognize the man in 213? 

Tirado: No. You're not going to tell me whry's./~hat man? 

Cornwell: Not right now. (Laughter.) But maybe later. 

When the assassination occurred, do ybu remember 

where you were, when you first heard the news re-

ports? 
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Tirado: At the Consulate. 

Cornwell: And do you know what you did at that time?_ 

Tirado: No, it was almost noon, I mean the lunch hour, 

about two o'clock, or near two o'clock, and some-

body came and said Kennedy was killed, and all was 

confusion and, uh, well, we were really sorry. 

Everybody came in ~nd went out and there was con-

fusion. All over. And then I went home to have 

lunch. 

Cornwell: Did you speak to Horatio or anyone.else prior to 

going home? 

Tirado: I don't remember, really. 

Cornwell: When you w~nt home was he at home? 

Tirado: We used to have lunch. 

Cornwell: And? As you recall he was there on that day? 

Tirado: It was my birthday so he has to be there. (Laughter.) 

Cormvell: What if any conversation do you recall having 'tlith him 

at that time about.the assassination? 

Tirado: No, I don't remember. I only remember at night. 

Cornwell: All right. You had a birthday party planned that 

night. Is that correct? 
/ 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: During the day, prior to the birthday party, had 
f'. 

you received or heard as part of the news broadcast 

the name Lee Harvey Oswald? 

Tirado: No, only in the afternoon. 

. . . . : . . . . . 
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Cornwell: In the afternoon, after lunch? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: After you returned to the Consulate, is that correct? 

Tirado: Perhaps. 

Cornwell: And at that time, did you think you remembered the 

name? 

Tirado: It was, I think, at night, because, it was in the 

afternoon, perhaps when they start saying about Oswald. 

Right? And, it was at night and uh, I don't know if 

I call my husband or we were in the kitchen mixing 

some drinks or food, I don't know, but we were in 

the kitchen and I told him, I think this man went 

to the Embassy to ask for a visa. 

Cornwell: And at that time, had you heard his name? 

Tirado: His name? 

Cornwell: His name, seen his picture, or both? 

Tirado: No, no. The picture ~as in the newspapers the next 

day. 

Cornwell: Okay. So you only thought that you might have re-

called the name. Is that correct? 

Tirado: No, not the name, but when they say Lee Harvey Oswald, 
/' ,,-

married to the Russian woman·,and he, live in Russia, 

and things like that. 

Cornwell: Okay. Did you have any other discussion that you 

can recall with him about it? Based on that news 
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report? About your contact? 

Tirado: With my husband? 

Cornwell: Yes. 

Tirado: I only told him, I think this man carne to the Ern-

bassy. 

Cornwell: Then, the next morning you saw a newspaper. 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: ~·7ere you sure at that time that that was the man? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Do you remember who was at the 'birthday party that 

night? Do you remember whether or not you discussed 

these events with any one else at the party? 

Tirado: Yes, we were talking about it. 

Cornwell: Whoever was at the party. 

Tirado: The whole night, yes: 

Cornwell: What was the tone of the party? 

Tirado: Sorrow. And speculation, what's going on? Because 

with Kennedy we kn~w what was going on, but now, 

what will happen? 

Cornwell: The next morning what did you do? 

Tirado: I show the paper to Horatio a.nd told him this is the 

man that went to the Embassy"· and I \vent to the Consu-

late and I look in the Archives an~ I saw the ap-
·,.,,. 

plication, I saw that it was the man and I went to 

the Embassy and I talked to the Ambassador and I told 

him that th1s . 
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Cornwell: What was the nature of your conversation with the 
. -

Ambassador? Just to tell him that that was the man? 

Tirado: Yes, I think so. 

Cornwell: ~fua t was his name? 

Tirado: Fernandez Armes (or Hernandez). 

Cornwell: And, did you do anything else? Did you pull the 

file on him or make any other attempts to put the 

facts together? 

Tirado: I think I leave the file with him. 

Cornwell: Pulled the file and left it with the Ambassador? 

Tirado: Yeah, the whole bunch. 

Cornwell: ~fua t would have been in the file besides the appli-

cation, if anything? 

Tirado: Another applications. 

Cornwell: I see, you pulled the whole file which included his 

application? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Did anything else happen that morning at work? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Then, did you go home for lunch again? 

Tirado: Yes. / 

Cornwell: And what occurred at that time? 

Tirado: Uh, my brothers-in-law, servant, maid came and when she. 

saw me, she cried, she started crying, and she said 

"You're alive?" .Z\nd I say "why7 ","because some man 
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carne to the house and says that uh, you had an 

accident and you were dead and they take away Senor 

Ruben to identify you." Then we went to Ruben's 

house and it was full of men and they catch me. 

Cornwell: They caught you. Okay. And the men were representa-

tives of the Mex~can police, is that correct? 

Tirado: Yeah, but they never told me. 

Cornwell: What happened when you walked into the house, to Ru-

ben's house? 

Tirado: I saw my brothers-in-baw, wife, and the same thing. 

She cries, and says "Silvia, you're okay?" "Yes, 

I'm okay." She was between two men and she couldn't 

get near to me, but I was walking and I saw in the 

bedroom, it was Ruben, and full of photographs on 

the bed and he said the same thing--"Silvia, you're 

okay, you're all right?" and I say "Yes" and "What 

happened?" Then I saw the telephone and I try to 

get the telephone crnd a man hold myhand and he 

says you can't call because you are under arrest, 

and they say, I don't remember, but they say, ah, 

this is the accomplice of Kennedy. I tl;10ught that's 
/ -~ 

...... 
what they told but I say I don't remember. They 

told me, "You're under arrest." I sat down on the 
..... ' 

bed and I said "You have to show me an order signed 

by a judge that I am under arrest." Then they hold 
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me, my hands, and I try to defend myself, and 

'they kicked somebody and they took me--

Cornwell: You were trying to kick them and keep them from tak-

ing you with them, right? 

Tirado: Yes, yes. 

Cornwell: Who were you going to call on the telephone? 

Tirado: The police. 

(Laughter.) 

Tirado: The police, the lawyer, I don't know. And when they 

took me out of the house and I ~as crying, "Call the 

police, call the police!" and they, he covered my 

mouth, and they took me to stationwagon that was 

parked at the corner. There was a man there but I 

didn't know him and I was quiet, and they say, "Don't 

cry. Sacndalous woman." "Scandalous old woman, shut 

up. Because where we are going we will see what's 

going to happen to you." So, in that moment, I said 

quit. 

Cornwell: So you were taken to the police station? 

Tiardo: No. It's not the police station. The office where 

the security, that was where the intelligence agencies 

were in. 
/ .. ,.-

But I didn't know th..P.t because that building 

belongs to the State Social Security. Not the one I 

work for. 

Cornwell: Then? 

Tirado: For government employees. 
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Cornwell: And who else was taken down there besides you? 

Tirado: The whole--my brother-in-law,· his ·wife, my ;;ister-

in-law, a friend of hers, another woman that was 

there, and me, but they were taken in another car. 

Cornwell: And, at the police station, what inquiries were made 

Tirado: 

of you? What did they ask? 

Everything. Everything. They asked me my name, 

where was I born, my jobs, when I married, my status, 

everything. They have my finger-p~ints, photographs 

of myself, everything. And uh, well, they ask me 

where I was working, if I had been in Cuba, some peo-

ple that I saw in Cuba, and what I was doing at the 

Consulate, that there was a tunnel, that makes me 

laugh, it was a tunnel from the Cuban Embassy to the 

Russian Embassy, and uh, well, a lot of foolish ques-

tions. 

Cornwell: Specifically, what did they allege that you had done? 

Tirado:. what? 

Cornwell: Specifically, what did they allege you had done? What 

did they accuse you of doing? 

Tirado: Nothing. They never said--

Cornwell: During the questioning on all the subject matters that 

you had mentioned, did they ~-ake a v-erb"atim transcript? 

Did they record the conversation, or transcribe it? 

Tirado: They used a little machine. They s~y· it is a steno

graph or something like that. 

Cornwell: They made a stenograph record. 

Tirado: Yeah, and a man was writing. 
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Cornwell: All the questions and all the answers? 

Tirado: Yes. 
I 

Cornwell: Did any of the procedures that we have aske~ you 

about cause you to say anything to the police that 

was not the truth? 

Tirado: No, I don't think so. I don't have nothing to hide. 

So. 

Cornwell: Everything that you told them was the truth? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: At any time during the qu~stioning did they ever 

allege that you had met with Oswald outside the' 

Consulate? 

Tirado: Yes. A lot of times. 

Cornwell: Did they ever ask you any questions about a Negro? 
J 

Tirado: I don't remember. 

Cornwell: You don't remember anything about that? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Did you ever know ,_.during this same period of time, 

any Negroes? 

Tirado: Yes. At the Commercial Attachewas a Negro. 

Cornwell: Anyone else? 
/ -~-

Tirado: The doorman. 

Cornwelt: Anyone else? 
, .. 

Tirado: The wife of the Commercial Attache. And the children. 

Cornwell: Is that all? Did they ask any specific questions 

about them? 
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Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: \\That was his name? 

Tirado: I don't remember. I even don't remember if he was 

there when Kennedy was shot. 

Cornwell: Were they from Cuba? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Did you know any other Negroes from Cuba outside the 

Consulate? 

Tirado: I don't think so. Well, this man, the boy at·consu-

lado at Vera Cruz. He was a Neg-ro, not completely, but--

Cornwell: The one you showed us in the photograph? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Did you know any Negroes who had red hair? 

None of the ones you described did? 

Tirado:- No, we used to call "Red :a to a boy who was working there 

but he was like Spanish; I mean he was white and--

Cornwell: Not even very dark skinned? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Remember his name? 

Tirado: Rogelio, Rogelio Rodriguez, I think, something 

like that. 

Cornwell: After the questioning·, first..,. _hmv d{d ~hat terminate? 

When did they finally release you? 
'I ' . 

Tirado: About one o'clock. 

Cornwell: Did you meet again with your family, your husband? 
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Tirado: Yes. Well~ they were waiting for me and. 

we went to have lunch, something to eat because we 

haven't had. And well, we talk about it. 

Cornwell: Re~ember where you went? 

Tirado: No. Horacia told me we went to Sanborn's. 

I don't remember. I even don't remember when I got 

home and what happened~ Next day everyone know. 

Cornwell: Did the officers from the ·securidad Department 

ever suggest to you during the questioning that they 

had information that you and Oswald had been lovers? 

Tirado: Yes, and also that we were Communists and that we 

were planning the Revolution and uh, a lot of false 

things. 

Cornwell: What happened the next day? 

Tirado: Well, we stayed home and at night a friend of ours 

c~me and we didn't say anything. 

Cornwell: Why was that? 

Tirado: Why? 

Cornwell: Why did you not say anything? 

Tirado: Because these people told me to keep quiet. 

Cornwell: The police? / 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Or the officers? ·, .. ' 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Did you then go back over to the Consulate either 

Sunday or Monday? 
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Tirado: On Monday. 

Cornwell: Okay. ~vhat happened then? 

Tirado: \men I got there everybody ask me what happened?· 

And I say "Why?" And in the newspaper was the 

this part of the question that I told you about, 

Azcue telling Oswald to go away. 

Cornwell: It was in the newspapers? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: How did the newspapers get that story? 

Tirado: I don't know. 

Cornwell: You never had any idea? 

Tirado: Well, of course. The oolice gave it to Excelsior. 

!t was the first government newspaper. 

Cornwell: So you just always thought they got it from the 

police? 

Cornwell: But the people at the Consulate said they had read 

the newspaper and asked you what had happened, right? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Did you discuss that with anybody that you can remem-

ber specifically? 

Tirado: With the Ambassador. / 

Cornwell: And what was the nature of that conversation? 

Tirado: I tried to repeat all the ques~ions.,. 

Cornwell: Okay. Uh ... would that have been a violation of 

what the police asked you to do? To talk to the 
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·.j 

Ambassador about that? 

Tirado: Huh? 

Cornwell: Was that a violation of what the police asked you 

to do? Was that. 

Tirado: Well, of course. They told me to keep quiet. I 

never says anything about what happened on Saturday. 

Never. But when I saw in the papers I couldn't say 

"Well, nothing happened." It was all in the paper 

and it was exactly what I said to the police. 

Cornwell: 1-'Jhat did the Ambassador say to you? 

Tirado: That he was going to write a report and he sent it 

in the plane. 

Cornwell: What if anything did you consider doing at the time? 

Tirado: What? 

Cornwell: Did you consider taking any course of action at the 

time? 

Tirado: Oh. I was going to make a protest to the Mexican 

Government. We went to, a friend of mine was a daugh-

ter of the Chief of Tinetra~) and we could reach the 

President and we were going to ask to explain 

what happened and you know, there was a'n illegal (tape 
/ 

stops) . 

Cornwell: Did, in addition to your considering filing formal 
i·' . 

protest with the Mexican Government, did you also 

consider taking a trip out of the country? 

Tirado: No. 
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Cornwell: Did you consider going to Cuba? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: What happened after that? 

Tirado: Well, I told to the Ambassador all that happened 

during the questioning and I told him also about 

the protest that we wanted to make and I asked 

him, "Don't do anything because we are trying to do 

something here, against these police." And after 

that, uh, Tuesday, I went to work and Wednesday 

morning when I was going to have breakfast the 

police came again, two agents, and they asked me, 

very polite, if I want to go with them, just to 

answer some questions. They wanted to know some-

thing. And, uh, it was unnecessary to take my 

car because they were going to take me and bring 

me back. So I called uh, the Consulate. That's 

why I remember I already hac the telephone 

and I said I'm coming in late because I'm going to 

the police station. Okay, don't worry, we wait for 

you. And they keep me two days and a half. 

Cornwell: And why did they tell you that they .kept you this 
/ . 

time? 

Tirado: Uh, to protect me. .('. 

Cornwell: Did they tell you anything in any more detail? 

Was there a specific threat? 
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Tirado: No. They were very rough this time. They were very 

angry with me, the man that L told you, that I kicked 

him in his balls. He was very angry, and they repeat 

the same questions but they were more, how you say, 

how do you say anticipito? 

Lopez: They anticipated her. 

Tirado: And they were, wanted to .know exactly what I have done 

in Cuba, the people that I met there, everything. 

They were asking me questions about alL the people 

that were working in the Embassy and uh, this time 

I wanted to go to the bathroom and they wouldn't take 

me and it was longer, because it was about 10:00 

from 10:00, I think almost 6:00, they questioned me . 

Cornwell: Were you afraid during the two periods they held you? 

Tirado: Yes. I don't know e~actly what happened but I was 

uh, I was innocent. So I said, what am I doing here, 

no? And uh, the only thing that I have, I had the 

feeling that I was going to die and I said okay, if 

I'm going to die, I'm going to die, how you say it, 

with pride, my child will not be shamed. I remember 

I do anything that--I was very dramatic in those mo-

ments. 
/ .J 

So, sometimes I lost~mY temper. I never say 

no bad words or nothing. I cry sometimes, I shout 

and things like that but then I sat d~wn again. 

Cornwell: As I understand it, they tried to scare you, is that 

correct? 
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Tirado: Yes. The first time. 

Cornwell: The first time. Because of that was there anything 

that you knew that you simply refused to tell them? 

Tirado: That's what they thought. Because all the time they 

tell me that I was a ,communist and I said I'm not a 

Communist, but do you believe in Socialism? Yes, I 

believe in Socialism but I'm not a Communist; and 

they insisted that I was a very important people for 

the government, the Cuban Government, and that I was 

the link for the International Communists--the Cuban 

Communists, the Mexican Communists and the American 

Communists, and that we were going to kill Kennedy, 

and I was the link. For them I was very important. 

Of course, it was not true. 

Cornwell: Okay. Even though you were innocent of those charges, 

you had not conspired to kill the President and were 

not in the Communist Party. 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Because that was what they were interested in, because 

that was the nature"of the allegation, did you with-

hold any part of your story? Were you afraid that 

something you had done, although innocent, they 

might have misconstrued, misundersto9d ,.,· so did you 
'•> 

withhold any information from them because of the 

very severe accusations they were making? 
f' 

Tirado: No. I tried to answer it, what th~y,asked me I tried 

to answer. All the time. 
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Cornwell: You understand though, the kind of question I'm 

asking you? 

(Tirado spoke to Lopez in Spanish, who asked Cornwell to re-

peat the question.) 

Cornwell: Okay, let me just ask you a hypothetical. Some-

times, a person has done something comp.letely inno-

cent but then they are confronted with a very se-

vere accusation. They may think that their innocent 

act will be misunderstood by their accusers so they 

might withhold the innocent act simply to be sure 

that they don't get into more trouble--

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Simply to be sure they don't get into more trouble 

than they apparently are already in. 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: There was no thing that you had done or seen or knew 

about that you withheld because of that? 

Tirado: No. No, I explain everything that they wanted to 

know and uh, I think sometimes they were fools. 

Cornwell: They were what? 

Lopez: Fools. 

Cornwell: Fools. / 

Tirado: Tonto. Fools. 

Cornwell: After they finally released you, they held you for 

another two, two and a half days. Did you make any 
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trips out of the country then? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: How long did you continue to be married to Horatio 

after that? 

Tirado: Five years. 

Cornwell: Why were you finally divorced? 

Tirado: We separate and we divorce perhaps four years after. 

Cornwell: Why was that? 

Tirado: lfuy? ~my we divorce four years after? 

Because we don't like. 

Cornwell: Go ahead. 

Tirado: Because he did not want to get legal problems and 

he said that it was a lot of problems to get divorced. 

He was married once so he said that it was nonsense. 

Cornwell: I'Jhy were you separated? 

Tirado: Because I used to believe in the romantic love, and 

even we have a very, how you say that, uh, we loved 

each other very much but it was not the passionate 

love that I used to believe in, so I thought it bet-

ter to divorce, get divorced. It is very difficult 

to explain. 

(Tirado speaks to Lopez in Spanish.) / 

Lopez: They were incompatible, had incompatible characters. 
. "(,' ' 

Cornwell: You have not spoken to anybody ln the news media or 

any official investigating body since 1963 about 

these events, is that correct, except for the 
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Washingt·on Post and that. was approximately a year or 

so ago, a year and a half ago? 

Tirado: Yeah. 

Cornwell: You indicate that you read some part of the Warren 

Commission Report recently. Do you recall anything 

about that that was inaccurate other than what you 

have already related? The part that you read . 

Tirado: What? 

Cornwell: Was there any part of that which was inaccurate that 

you can recall? 

Tirado: What I said. That I was exceeding my duties. 

Cornwell: Had you either done anything or offered to do any-

thing for Oswald other than what you have already 

described to us? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: And was that all wiL~in the scope of your responsi-

bility? 

Tirado: It was. . ? 

Cornwell: Was it all within the scope of your authority? 

Tirado: Scope? 

(Lopez translates.) 
/ 

Tirado: Yes. 

(Tirado speaks to Lopez in Spanish.) 'i·' . 

Cornwell: Did you ever have any of the people at the Cuban 

Consulate attend parties in your home? Was there 
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a social relationship with any of them? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Which ones? 

Tirado: Azcue, Maria Carmen, I think Lui.sa, she went once. 

Cornwell: Who is that? Luisa? 

Tirado: Luisa Caldaron, the one you ask me. 

Cornwell: Okay. Azcue, Luisa, and the secretary who was killed, 

is that correct? 

Tirado: Before, before this, before I used to work at the 

Embassy, uh, and before we move to Constitutyentes 

we make some parties, for instance, when Armando Hart 

(Ph.) was here, he was the Minister of Education, and 

with the Ambassador he was in that time and Organa, 

who was Director of the Movies Institute Some people 

who came from Cuba. We used to invite. 

Cornwell: Okay. How about Theresa Proenza? 

Tirado: Perhaps she came. 

Cornwell: Did you ever receive any indication from them that 

any of them had ever had a contact with Oswald? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Did Elena or Elinita Garro de Paz ever come to those 
/ 

parties? In your home? 

Tirado: No. 
'i ' . 

Cornwell: Or in the home of Ruben? 
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Tirado: Once, but it was, I think it was before that I was 

in the Cuban Embassy. 

Cornwell: Would it have been approximately around '63? 

Tirado: I don't know because when they came from France. 

Cornwell: Approximately 1963? 

Tirado: I only, perhaps, I don't know. 

Hard'i.vay: Did you say that it was when they came from France? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Hardway: It was after they returned from France that they 

came to one of the parties? 

Tirado: Yeah, to Ruben's house. 

Hardway: At Ruben's house. 

Tirado: Yeah. That was the whole family there. 

I only sa'i.v Elena a few times. One. was the day that 

I got married and another time was somewhere else, 

I think three times I only saw her. 

Cornwell: "Did you know General Clark Flores? 

Tirado: Yeah, but not very well. 

Cornwell: Was he ever at those parties? 

Tirado: I don't remember. Perhaps once, at Ruben's house 

but not at my house. / 

Cornwell: Did you know Emilio Carbillido ? 

Tirado: Yes. '. 

Cornwell: Did he ever attend those parties? 

Tirado: I don't remember. 
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Cqrnwell: Did Devaci? 

Tirado: Devaci. Elenar~ sister. 
0 

Cornwell: Did she attend those parties? 

Tirado: No, she went, I think I saw her sometimes at the 

Embassy. 

Cornwell: How about Eunice Odio? 

Tirado: No. I know her, I mean I met her sometime. But, no. 

She was not a close friend. 

Cornwell: Over the years, have any of those people ever indi-

cated to you that they had any knowledge of Oswald's 

trip to Mexico City? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Have they ever professed to have either seen him or 

heard any stories about any one who did see or meet 

with him? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Has anyone else ever come to you since 1963 and pro-

fessed to have knowledge of Oswald's trip to Mexico 

City? 

Tirado: No. 

' Cornwell: Would you have any reason to believe that if we spoke 

to any of those people they sould havejinformation 

of help to us? 
i ' 

Tirado: I don't know. 

Cornwell: Have you ever had any association with any intelli-

gence agency of any country, including our own? 
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Tirado: Once I met a Russian when I was working at the 

Press Agency but he was from the.Russian Press, 

and they say that he was from the police, the Rus-

sian Police but I don't know. 

Cornwell: But you just met him one time? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: I don't have any additional questions. 

Lopez: I have a few questions of l1s, Duran. As normal 

procedure, when a person came to the Cuban Consulate, 

do you explain to them that there are different 

types of visas? 

Tirado: No. 

Lopez: So they would normally .come to you and ask you for 

a special type of visa, and then you would ~~t that 

kind of application? 

Tirado: Uh, huh. 

Lopez: Okay. 

Tirado: The application was the same. 

Lopez: Same application. But they were different visas. 

Tirado: There were only two visas. Transit visa and normal 

visa. 

Lopez: 
,,· 

You didn't normally explain ~o peop{e ~hether 

there were two different types of visas when they 
I • 

came .. to y~:m until after--

Tirado: Perhaps. 
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Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Okay. I just wanted to read to you a couple of 

sections of what was recorded in the Warren Commis~ 

sion Report. What happened was, there was a report 

given by the Mexican authorities to the Warren Commis-

sion and it was published in the report and let me 

read you one sentence, okay? 

The declarant complied with her duties, took 
down all the information and completed the appro
priate application form, and the declarant admit
tedly, exceeding her responsibilities, informally 
telephoned the Russian Consulate with the inten
tion of doing what she could to facilitate issu
ance of the Russian visa to Lee Harvey Oswald. 

Is that statement accurate? 

It's that one and I don't like it. The other one? 

That part about admittedly exceeding her responsibili-

ties? 

Uh huh. 

Cornwell: That's the part you had reference to earlier when you 

told us that you had read something--

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Yes. 

It says here that you telephoned the Russian Consulate. 

Yes. 

Did he ever telephone you back? 

No. 
/ 

.,-

Okay. And it says here with the iritention of doing 

what she could to facilitate issuance of the Russian ., ' 

visa. Did you ever do anything else to facilitate the 

issuance of the visa? 
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Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

No, nothing. I couldn't do anything. 

Did you ever explain to him that in order to get 

a visa he could have a recommendation letter from 

a fellow Communist or a fellow Cuban citizen, and 

then if he had that letter, he could get a visa? 

Yeah, that was one of the requirements. 

And then, did you ever send him to anyone, give 

him the name of anybody? 

No, never. I mean I never did that. 

I see. Okay. Then there's another section here 

that says: 

However, they told her (this is the Russian 
Consulate) that there would be a delay of about 
four months in processing the case. 

Was that the first time that you explained to Lee 

Harvey Oswald that it would take him about fourmonths 

Yes, I didn't know it. 

Was that when he became angry? 

More or less. 

More or less. And that would have been on his third 

visit? 
/ 

Yes. 

Okay. Then there's one other section here. It says: 

The Consulate who came out and began a 
heated discussion in English with Oswald, 
that concluded by A~cue telling him that if 
it were up to him he would not give him the 
visa.and a person of this type was harming 

,· :·· 
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Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

the Cuban Revolution rather than helping 
it. It being understood that in the con
versation they were t~lking about the Rus
sian Socialist Revolution and not the CUban. 

Is that correct? 

No. 

What is your understanding of that? 

The conversation that he had'with Azcue, was 

exclusively with the Cuban Revolution. 

Exclusively with the Cuban Revolution. 

I wanted to ask you, in this report_here, they 

don't say how many times Lee Harvey Oswald visited 

the Cuban Consulate. Did you ever tell the Mexican 

officials how many times he had visited? 

I think so. 

And it was probably taken down by a stenographer. 

Yes. 

Do you consider this report which is.about a page 

long to be completely fair and accurate and complete? 

No, because about-exceeding my duties and about 

A,zcue speaking about the Russian Revolution, that's 

not true. 

But, my question is, they interroga):ect- you from about 

four in the afternoon until about twelve at night, 

and in that process you spoke to th~m for eight 

whole hours and yet the whole conversation, interro-

'gation, has been reduced to one page. Do you consi-
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Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

Tirado: 

Lopez: 

der this accurate? Is it complete? 

No, of course not. Because they ask me a lot of 

questions that has not been in the Warren~-about my 

trip to Cuba, about my job at the Institute, the 

Cuban Institute, about why I have .been Communist, as 

they say, and. I say I'm not a Communist, and it takes 

hours to explain them. And as you explain you are not 

a Communist, if you are a member of the Communist 

Party, things like that, and where did you take 

your beliefs, no? I say at the University, oh, at 

the University, and then there's a discussion and 

uh, the classes I take at the University, and things 

like that. 

Okay. You do remember telling the Mexican officials 

when they questioned you how many times Oswald visited 

the Consulate? 

I think so. And I, they asked me I don't know how 

many times, the way that I used to giye my name and 

telephone number an~.they made me write and they take 

the paper out and then again, they ask me, how do you 

do this, and I write it down, and I give the paper. 

I think I did it five or six times. 
/ 

And did they ever ask you to describe Oswald? 

Yes~ 
.,, I ' 

Would you do me a favor and describe him for me now? 
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Tirado: Yes. 

Lopez: For example, let's start at the beginning.- ·Was he 

tall, short? 

Tirado: Short. 

Lopez: Short. Could you stand up for a minute, Gary? 

(Laughter.) 

Would you say he was as tall as Gary? 

Tirado: Yeah, more or less. 

Lopez: Would you say he was taller than G~ry? 

Tirado: No, I think just the same. He was about my size. 

Lopez: About your height? 

Tirado: Yeah. 

Lopez: Okay. And what's your height? 

Tirado: 160. I think 160 or 162. 

Lopez: 

Tirado: Yes. Skinny. 

Lopez: Could you estimate how much he weighed? 

Tirado: About your weight ~-·more or less. 

Lopez: About my weight. We already went over. 

Tirado: He has stronger shouldera, perhaps, than yours. 

Lopez: Just for the record, my weight is lJ-,9 pounds. You 

,told us beforehenad a suit on. 

Tirado: That I don't remember very well. I ,think he was 

wearing a jacket but what I can remember is that he 

was not wearing nice clothes, expensive clothing. 
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He was cheap, perhaps. 

Lopez: Do you remember what his nose looked like? Was it 

skinny? Fat? 

.Tirado: No. He was normal. There was nothing that you may 

remember. The eyes were small. 

Lopez: Small eyes. 

Tirado: Smaller than yours. 

Lopez: Smaller than mine, for the record. I can't do that. 

Tirado: If you describe, you say small eyes. 

Cornwell: Okay. In sum, you identified a picture in the book 

as being as best as you can remember his face and 

hair. Was there anything about that which in your 

memory was different from the picture other than the 

fact that you do remember his eyes being blue or 

green and his hair being very light colored or blond 

but not as light as some of the other pictures look. 

Tirado: And he has not very much. He was, has few, poco pelo. 

Lopez: He didn't have very much hair. 

Cornwell: Is there anything else about that picture in the book 

which does not look like your memory of him? 

Tirado: No, but because even when I saw the television when 

he was shot, I used to remember him,/ Y mean it was 

the same that I remember. 

Lopez: I understand. If you bear with me jtl'st a few more 

minutes--his hair line, was it receding? 
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Tirado: Yeah, yeah. Quite a bit. 

Lopez: Okay. And his cheeks, were t_hey high cheek bones or 

low cheek bones? Do you remember that? 

Tirado: Well, I remember that he was a little, I don't know 

what you call it (spoke with Lopez in Spanish.) 

Lopez: An elongated face. 

Tirado: Uh huh. 

Lopez: Did he have a long chin? 

Tirado: No. 

Lopez (To Cornwell): Do you have any more questions about his 

description? 

Lopez (To Duran): Just wanted to ask you a few other questions. 

Did Luis Aparicio ever attend any of those twist par-

ties that you had, or that Ruben had? 

Tirado: No, Ruben never, Ruben never have parties for the peo-

ple at the Embassy. 

Lopez-: Did he ever attend? 

Tirado: Aparico, he was, I don't remember, where he was, I 

think he works in the Commercial Office. I don't 

remember. 

Lopez: You don't remember if he went to any parties? 

Tirado: No. But he was at the Cuban ~~assy / 

Lopez: Okay. I Do you know a person named Eunice Odio? 

Tirado: Yes. 
"I·' . 
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Lopez: What was your relationship to Eunice Odio? 

Tirado: It was not close. I know her because she's a 

poetess and uh, well, I know a lot of painters, things 

like that, but just hello and .. perhaps if I meet 

her now I don't know if I could recognize or even 

she recognize me. 

Lopez: I see. And did she ever attend any of those parties? 

Tirado: No. 

Lopez: Do you know ·a person named Ricardo Guerra? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Lopez: And what was your relationship to him? 

Tirado: Very close. 

Lopez: Very close. Could you elaborate? 

Tirado: Well, when I was unmarried I had a lot of friends and 

his sisters were friends of mine, that's when I met 

him, before I got married. And when I married, we 

continued our friendship and uh, he got married with 

a writer, but I admire her very much, and he was a 

very close friend of mine, and we continue the rela-

tion all the time that we were married. Both. And 

uh, he was professor at the philosophy faculty, he 

was my teacher also. 
/ -~-

I mean_,he was· a close friend. 

Lopez: I see. He was a professor, you said. 
I' 

Tirado: 

Lopez: Did you ever attend any seminars at the University of 

Mexico where he was lecturing? 
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Tirado: No, we used to have in our house. 

Lopez: What were those seminars about? 

Tirado: Marxism seminar. 

Lopez: You never, though, attended any seminars at the 

University of Mexico? 

Tirado: No, he was a teacher and I used to take lessons with 

him. Existentialism, you know? (Spoke in Spanish.) 

Only two courses. 

Lopez: Do you know if he ever held seminars at the Univer-

sity of Mexico? 

Tirado: He had to. 

Lopez: By any chance do you remember if he would ever hold 

seminars on Saturdays? 

Tirado: No. 

Lopez: No, he did not or no, you do not remember? 

Tirado: I don't know, I don't know. 

Hardway: I've just got a few questions that if you'll bear 

with me. . 

During the three times that you met Oswald, did you 

ever hear him speak any language other than English? 

Tirado: No. 
/ ./ 

Hardway: In general, in the Consulate-~s Office, was it corn-

rnon for any other language other tha~ Spanish to be 
'' 

spoken? 
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Tirado: No. 

Hardway: ~'las Russian ever commonly spoken_ at the Consulate's 

office?-

Tirado: No. 

Hardway: Do you remember anyone having spoken Russian in that 

office? 

Tirado: No. 

Hardway: At any time? 

Tirado: No, I don't think. The only language they speak, it 

was English, and not everybody, just a few of them. 

Hardway: When Oswald carne back the third time, did he tell 

you that he had a Russian visa or that the Russians 

had told him that there wouldn't be any problem?. 

Tirado: That he was going to get the Russian visa, that 

there was no problem. 

Hardway: Did he tell you that he was going to get it, or that 

he already had it? 

Tirado: He said I already got it. 

Hardway: And he told you that he· already had it as opposed 

to telling you that they had assured him that there 

was no problem? 

Tirado: Yes. / 

Hardway: Could you tell me what Eusebio Azcue thought about 

John Fitzgerald Kennedy, President K~nnedy? 

Tirado: What he thought? About the assassination? 
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Hardway: No, about President Kennedy. 

Tirado: I don't know, I don't remember. 

Hardway: Did you ever discuss President Kennedy with 

Consul Azcue? 

Tirado: No, he was not here when Kennedy was killed. 

Hardway: I'm asking not about the assassination -but about 

Kennedy and his policies and things like that. 

Tirado: No. 

Hardway: Did you ever hear Azcue discuss it with anyone 

else? 

Tirado: No. 

Hardway: Did--

Lopez: Have you seen Azcue since 1963? 

Tirado:· I don't remember if he came. His son came, and 

I don't remember if he came once to Mexico and he 

told me about the conversation that he had with 

Fidel Castro but I told you the other day what 

Fidel says and all of that and the way they write 

a protes·t to Mexico, to the Mexican Government, 

but I'm not really sure if he was his son, or if he 

was Azcue. 

Lopez: 
• ;' ,;r· 

Would you have seen A zcue a t"_any tlme during the last 

two years? 
I ' 

Tirado: No, I think that I never saw him again. 

His son, he came, I saw him, but, Azcue, I don't remember. 

Lopez: Do you know ifEusebio AZ:cue is still in Cuba? 
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Tirado: I think so. I don't ~now. 

Hardway: Did you ever discuss with Consul_Azcue the policies 

of United States towards Cuba? Or other Latin American 

countries? 

Tirado: Perhaps we did, but I don't remember. 

Hardway: Do you remember by chance what A~cue's views would 

-have been on that? Did you ever discuss AZcue's 

views on changing that policy? 

Tirado: What I remember is that during the Blockade (spoke 

to Lopez in Spanish.) 

Lopez: The Student Economic Bloc of 1968. 

The strike, I'm sorry. The economic blockade. 

Tirado: What I remember but I don't remember exactly if it 

was A.zcue, the Commercial Attache, the Ambassador, 

but what I remember, it was all the people, they 

have expectations and they were how you say, trust-

ing, that with Kennedy, the policy of the American 

Government was changing. They were hoping. 

Hardway: Did you or anyone else at the Consulate ever offer 

Lee Harvey Oswald any aid of any kind? 

Tirado: No. 
/ -~ 

Hardway: Did you ever know a person by the name of Guillermo 

Ruiz? 
~· 

Tirado: No. 

Hardway: Just for the record, when you were arrested on that 

Saturday afternoon, what time that arrest was, approxi-

mately? 
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Tirado: 

Hardway: 

Tirado: 

Hardway: 

Tirado: 

About three o'clock. 

Was the interrogation that was conducted at that time 

transcribed or taped? 

It was written and when I sign I r.~ad it. 

Was it written out in a summary form or was it written 

out as you said it? 

They change, because once it was a man with a little 

machine, and another moment it was a man writing, typ

ing. 

Hardway: But most of it was taken down literally, as you said 

it? 

Tirado: And with the typewriter. 

Hardway: Did you sign that which was taken down as you said it? 

Or did you sign a summary of that? 

(Lopez translated.} 

Tirado: No, no, no. They were typing, all the time. They 

were typing all the time, even once, I don't know how 

many times, they told me, slow, because he was writing. 

But they didn.'t write exactly what I said sometimes 

because when I read· all of that bunch of papers they 

say, come on, it's one o'clock, here, sign this. I 

said, no, I'm not going to sign this if I not read it. 

And sometimes I said this, I didn't _/say that. For 

instance, no? For instance, I'd remember, they say 

she was very, very glad when Kennedy, came. And I 

say no. I said I like it but I didn't say that I was 
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very, very glad. Things like that, no? 

But almost, it was what I said. _But they didn'twant 

to change anything. 

Hardway: Okay. Did you ever discuss the allegation that 

they made that you had been Lee Harvey Oswald's lover 

with your husband? 

Tirado: Well, I told him almost all what happened. He told 

me what they did to him and I told him what they did 

to me. 

Hardway: Do you remember specifically talking about that spe-

cific allegation with your husband? 

Tirado: No, it was not important. 

Hardway: Going back to when you recognized Oswald~~ the 

man whose picture you had seen in the paper as the 

man who had been at the Embassy three times. Were 

you certain that the man in the papers was the same 

man, before you checked your records at the Archives? 

Tirado: Yes. Immediately I saw the paper, I told him. This 

was the man that I want to check. 

Hardway: To your knowledge, was Horatio ever a member of the 

' Communist Party? 
j 

Tirado: I think that he was, I don'~.know ii he was exactly 

member, but he was sympathizer and we had a lot of 
't'. 

friends that they were members of the Communist Party. 

Hardway: Uh, to your knowledge, was Horatio ever a member of 

any intelligence organization? 

. . . . : . . . 
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Tirado: I don't remember exactly. I think he was working 

for the,how you say that? I think he was in.a cam-

paign. Against the drugs. 

Hardway: Do you know when that would have been? 

Tirado: No. 

Hardway: Do you know when he would have been a sympathizer 

for, with the Communist Party? 

Tirado: I think it was before we got married. 

Tirado: Well, I'm completely sure. Being Communist, being 

policeman. All of that, it was after I meet him. 

Hardway: Do you know why--

Tirado: I mean before I meet him. 

Hardway:· Do you know why they asked you to keep quiet after 

the first interrogation? 

Tirado: No, I don't. 

Hardway: Did you ever attend a party where Lee Harvey Oswald 

was present? 

Tirado: The party where Lee-,· no, I don't know that he attends 

some parties. 

Hardway: The question was, did you ever attend a party where 

he was present? / .J 

Tirado: No. 

Hardway: That's all I've. got. 'i' . 
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Cornwell: Just two brief matters and I promise we will end 

this very long questioning session. 

The questions which were just asked you about which 

languages he spoke, by Mr. Hardway, when the .call 

was made to the Russian Embassy, what language was 

spoken there? 

Tirado: Spanish. 

Cornwell: Did the Russians speak Spanish too? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Did at any point in that conversation Russian-speaking 

people get involved? Did anyone at the Russian 

Embassy speak Russian to you? 

Tirado: I don't speak Russian. 

Cornwell: Well. I understand that. Did you at any point put 

Oswald on the phone and let him talk? 

Tirado: No, no. 

Cornwell: The reason I'm asking of course is to try to jog 

your memory. Did he at any point in that transaction 

speak Russian? Did Oswald speak Russian that you 

recall? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: The second question, just t~_be sur~ that we've got 

your memory as accurate as we can on it, have you not 

spoken to Azcue at.all since 1963? '' 
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Tirado: That's something that I don't exactly remember. 

If he came once.or if he was _with_ his son, but I 

knew all about Fidel's and Azcue's conversations. 

Cornwell: So you do remember either talking to Azcue or his 

son about the Oswald trip? 

Tirado: Not the Oswald trip, the Fidel, what he says. Be-

cause Azcue was called by Fidel Castro in that day 

when the Cuban Ambassador sent my report. That's 

what I told you the other day. In the same day 

they speak to Azcue, Fidel, they spoke, they have a 

conversation, and then on the second day, that Sun-

day present, they protest to Mexican Ambassador. 

Cornwell: You described to us earlier how the Ambassador filed 

a report. Did you ever see the report? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: Do you know what was in it by any other means? To 

the best of your knowledge, it would at least have 

(Tape ends.} 

/ 
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Sylvia Tirado (Duran) 
Page 1. 

Cornwell: Okay. The first part of your memory is that, 

as I understand it, the Ambassador filed a report 

within three days or so after the assassination 

and your arrest, right? 

Then you mentioned something about Fidel talking 

to Azcue is that correct? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: How did you learn that? 

Tirado·: That's what I don't remember. 

Cornwell: Okay. At any rate, what can you remember about 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

the nature of that contact? Between Azcue and 

Fidel? 

Fidel asked him what happened exactly that day in 

the Consulate and Azcue tried to remember every-

thing and he said what he knew, that Fidel was 

afraid of uh, if I was going to say something 

false to, because I was threatened by the police, 

and uh, Ascue says that no, that I was honest and 

I was not going-· to do anything false. That that was 

not the right thing, the truth, 

Okay. In other words, Fidel was worried about 

the possibility that you would sq.y something against 

the Cuban Government? 

Yes. i . 

And that's because you were a Mexican citizen, is 

that correct? 
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Tirado: And I was, . (asked Lopez how to translate) 

threatened. 

Cornwell: Okay. So he was afraid that the Mexican authori-

ties might threaten you and that you might say 

something against the Cuban Government? 

Tirado: Yeah. B~cause the police many times told me, you 

have to say the trut~. Remember that you have a 

little child. And. .remember, you have a daugh-

ter. And remember you have a daughter. All the 

time they were telling me this. 

Cornwell: Okay. Did you possess any information that might 

have incriminated the Cuban Government? 

Tirado: No. 

Cornwell: And you can't remember how it is that you learned 

about this questioning of Azcue by Fidel, is that 

right? 

Tirado: Yeah. 

Cornwell: Then, several years later, you h~d another conver-

sation with either Azcue or his son, i~ that cor-

rect? 

Tirado: Yes. 

Cornwell: Do you think it might have been kZ cue? 

Tirado: Could be. 

Cornwell: Is that when you learned about his' conversations 

with Fidel? 

Tirado: Yes. 
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Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

Cornwell: 

Tirado: 

During that period of time, when you spoke to 

Azcue two or three years later, what if anything 

did he have to say about the assassinatlon? 

What did he say? 

Yes. 

I don't know. 

When you believed you may have talked to him. 

Did he have any theories or speculation? 

I don't remember. I only remember the part that 

they were talking about me. 

Did he believe as strongly as you apparently do 

that the person who was on television and in the 

newspapers was the same man who went into the Con-

sulate? 

Yes. I don't know about television because he 

was not here. 

He was not on television here? 

No, no. Azcue · was not here. 

I know, but I mean when you talked to him two or 

three years later. Did he say anything about that? 

No. I don't remember. 

Do you think for sure that the man who was on tele-
/ .,-

vision was the man who came to the Consulate? 

Yes. 
f' 

The man who was killedby Jack Ruby? 

Yes. 
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Cornwell: Did you see him being killed by Ruby on televi-

sion? 

Tirado: Yes, yes. 

Cornwell: \vas there anything about him that looked different 

to you? 

Tirado: No. It was black and white. So I couldn't see 

the color. But he looks like the one that I 

met. 

Cornwell: Guess that's all the questions and thank you again 

for being so patient with us and answering all of 

our endless questions. 

Lopez: It is 9:15p.m. 

br 7-6-78 

/ 

(. 
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Eusebio Azcue ~~terview ... page _ 

BLl' . .KEY: I :-Nonder 

record. 

AZCUE: Mr. Azcue - Susebio Azcue. 

3LA.K:EY: hOW Old a.re you? 

.'\ZCUE: 66 yea.::-s , -
OJ...C. 

Are you new employed? 

AZCUE: I am new -o~...:~.:::l,...::; 
J...- 1.-.J...- --. 

BLA.KEY: Where were you fo.::-~erly ~~played? 

AZCUE: I '.-las for:ner ly ~rnplcyed in cons t.::-~J.c-tion. I ·.-~as 

an architect and I was working until I get hea.::-tsick. 

BL..:"\.:-<:EY: ~.Jere you e.rnpl:Jyed in 1963? 

_'\ZCUE: Yes. I was the Cuban 

AZCUE: Mexico City . 

BLAKEY: I.n that connection, do you recall ~eeting ~e~ Harvev 
Oswald? 

P..ZCUE: Yes. He carne to 'J.S in order to apply for a 

visa to go to Cuba. 

3LA.KZY: Could I show you a docu.:.uent ':.her"~ •.-~h.i.ch is 

markPd .. ? .. equest. f:~r a ~lisa ~To .. --qu") 
I I .J • Mav : ask ycu i£ that 

is the copy of the gisa fili~2 au:: by Lee Haivey Oswald? 

AZCUE: Yes. This lS his sig.nat~re. And this is his 

picture. The date is correct - September 27th. This visa 

·.-~as issued in the Cuban consulate 2..n ;-~exico City< 

BLAKEY: Was this signature sicned ln your aresence? 

AZCUE: Yes, of course. i . 

3LAl-<E"!: ~.Joule you tell ;J.S 2..n your :>'...--n ·.-~orcs all the 

facts and circumstances that ycu recall about the application? 
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AZCUE: ·zes, or cou.r:-se .. I recall ~t suite ~ell :or I 

had to re..rnember this meeting Dn se 1Teral different occasions r..;hen 

many were trying to invol 1Te us He visited ln this 
. . 

assa5sl~atlcn .. 

the e..rnbassy on that date, Septe.rnber 27th, or a previous date to 

solicit a visa. 

BL.rlXZY: Would you re.rne.rnber the date of tbe first request? 

AZCUZ: It would be one or two days before the date on 

the application . 

3LAKE'Y: . ~~d do you re.rnember the date of the second visit? ~ 

.~ZCUE: Exactlv the date on the application - Septe.rnbe.:- 27th~ 

3LA.:.ZEY: Would you tell us exactly what happened the fi.:-st 

t i :ne he was '.vi th you? 

.~ZCUE: He applied ~or a visa and brought a paper 

accrediting him as a me.rnber of the Co~mw~ist ?arty of the .~ericaA 

nations. He also brought docwuents accrediting him as a member. 

of the Fair ?lay For Cuba, which was an association aiding Cuba 

the S ~;;; 
c.-~ to the Soviet Cnion 

'..Janted an intransit visa to vis~t Cuba for one or two weeks. 

3L.rl.KEY: Do you :r-ecall < • .;hat time or day it '.vas r..;hen he 

came? 

' AZCUE: He cru."Tie in the :r.orning bet'.veen l 0: 0 0 and l2: 0 0 
/ 

or lO:OO'and 1:00. 

B L;>..X:2 Y: Is there ~· . any '-:nng ln your 
. ... : ..._·, . 

mlna '-'-""-at: fixes ·~ l ,_ 
i 1 • 

at this precise hour? 
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• '\ZCUE: Yes . Th~ consulate opened at 10:00 a.m. ~n the 

morning to the public and ~~closed at 2:00 p.m. ~n the afternoon. 

BL.AiC.EY: So it had to be between 10:00 and 2:~0? 

_;,zcuE: Yes - 10:00 and 2:00 sometime. I think it '"'as 

around 1:00 o'clock. Then we asked him for photos to attach to 

the application. Then he c~~e the following day and brought 

with hDu his photos probably that sarne date lis ted on the 

. 1 ; .;.. ~ app __ ca,_-'-on, the 27th of Septa~ber. 

BLAKEY: How long was he ~here .!..' ... ne first time? 

AZCUE: His first visit was quite short. He was interested 

in the visa and· .... ,_nen told hlm that he had to bring photos and 

as a result we could net do anything more far • . . J..' . . . n2.m at: ,_nat: t:~me. 

BLAKEY: Was there any conversation had that did not 

relate to the visa? 

AZCUE: First day - first ti..-ne he visited us - :10; the 

second ~i.-ne - yes - '"'hen he brought the :;:hotos. 

Was he with anvcne the first dav? 

AZCUE: Ee al~ays came ~lone. 

BLAKEY: Did you see someone outside that he may have 

gone out to meet? 

AZCUE: 

have a ,,., indor.'l· 

really r:.ot see 

BL\XEY: 

That I was not able to see, for my office did not 

looking to the exterio~ .af 

.... . ' 
ou._s~ce. 

./ .-:· . 
bU~.Ld1.ng. 

I' 

I could 

Was there anything that ne said that would lead. 

you to believe that he may have been with someone else? 
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.'\ZCUE: No. 

BLAKEY: Was ~he-~ ~ny~·n;~a- ~ha~ ho mfa·n~ ha,,~ ~a_i~ 
___ ... - '- -· -· - .. .I. .J -·· • - .... _ l. - .,J!. "- ... ·- - 1.....4 

that-would lead you to believe that he was alone? 

A.ZCUE: ,)iO. 2e had no reason to relate anv of that infor::J.a-

tion to me. 

BLAKEY: Could you tell us about 't~ha t time he came the 

second tirne? 

AZCUE: Ee came ::. t ap9roxi.rna tely the saP.le ':.''Tie that ~"le 

came on his :.1.:-st visit - to bri.;1g the photos anC. ::.lso to 

fill out his application. 

BLAKEY: Did he tell you where he got the photograph? 

AZCUE: No, he did ::;.ot. 

BLAKEY: Did he indicate to you why he did not bring 

• tha~ with hLu the first tL~e? i 

.Zl.ZCUE: Nobody brings th~u the first time. :::e brought 

papers that belonged tc his wife that stated that she was a 

citizen of the Soviet Union and he also brought papers, that 

accredited hi:n citizen of the Soviet Union •t~hich I ::!lysel.E 

did not understand. But later - ' l , l . 
.!.. '.Vl ... J. exp.:..al.n how I found out. 

BLAKEY: Could you state what was said and done on the 

' second occasion? 
/ 

AZCUE: On that occasion he askEd me how long it would take 

for the visa application to get authorized. 
"l·' . 

BLA:-<:E:Y: 
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AZCUE: I told hL~ t~at l: - . . .!:rler.cs l...:1 Cuba t~at 

'..v·ould recornmend ~i::n, the process ',voul.d become ·:::xpedi.. ted - would 

be expedited; but if not, the C.lban ;over:1.rnent 'IIOuld have to 

begin an investigation and I do not know exactly how long .... 
l~ 

'.vould take. 

BLAKEY: What was his response? 

. !\ZCUE: He began to get irritated . He also brought a 

book of Lenin 'IIi th hirri just for show, which I ., . ... ' ~ . l 
a.lc no-c .l.l.:<e. 

communist C.oes not need a book to show that he's a communist. 

He was somewhat upset already. He thought that we were going to 

give h~u the visa immediately. 

BLAKEY: What else did he say? 

.!\ZCUE: See, I told hi.in that if he had a visa to go to 

the Soviet Gnion I could gi·Je him an intransit visa to Cuba. 

He then left to go to the Soviet e..'11.tassy. I don't really 

re.:."TTe..rnber • . .Jhether he 'llent to the Soviet e..•11bassy t:J.at same day 

or the following day, but on tl"'lat s~-o.e day or the following day 

the Soviet embassy phoned me. ~he Soviet consul called ~e to 

relate to me tll.at the papers and doc'..l.l-nents that Oswald preserrted 

were legitL"TTate. His marriage certificate stating that he was 

married to a Sov ie+.: resident and his doc'.lffien ts that showeC. that 
/ ./ 

ne had been to the Soviet U~ion ~~e~e a.-fj9aren t'ly in 8rde~. 

At that ~Lrne I e.sked the Soviet ·::o11sul r..vhether .. they ~~ .. ere ·going 

to give him a visa. He said: 

Moscow. At that time I 

C:J.ba. "· 

It '\"":'r.. It 
-'V • 

'i ' . 

He said he had to consult 

then, L have to consult 
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3L..'\KEY: Did Oswald ever ~ake any phone calls between 

the Cuban and the Soviet e..rnbassy? 

. '\ZCUE: Not from the consulate . He visited the Soviet 

~rnbassy in person. 

BLAKEY: Did he ever call the Cuban e..rnbassy f.:::-om the 

Soviet ~rnbassy? 

• =>.ZCUE: It was the Soviet consul that called me . 

BLAKEY: Could l~ be ?Ossible that he S?oke to someone 

else in your e..rnbassy besides yourself? 

• -\ZCUE: Yes, with ~y secretary . 

3L..'\KEY: And who is she? 

AZCUE: She is a ~exican lady, but someone that the 

Cuban govern.111en t fully trusts and also trusted by the consul 

that was going to replace me -- for I was getting ready to 

return to Cuba. It appears to me t::;.at Oswald ca.rne back to 

surprise ~e. He 8ame back and t8ld me that he Qad alre~Cy ~een 

at the Soviet e..rnbassy and . , -
C8nSlC2.!:"2C. that al2. papers had been 

leg i t.i.11a te. He thought that •..;hen he sta tee the.. t to me I '.vould 

give hL.u. a visa. Then I told him: "C.To, I have to consult 

Cuba." He then got very upset and called us bureaucrats. He 

stated that that was bureaucrac~ and at that point I also got 
/ 

angry and asked him to leave. Then he--le£ t. 

BLAKEY: Did he say anything else? 
i . 
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AZCUE: r.ve2..l, vou :,~m-;, he left mumbling to himself. 

BLAKEY: Might you 8e a:Ole t:J re..rnember any-thing else that. 

he might have said? 

P~.zctJE: No, got '.ler"!i' upset when he did not get 

the visa. 

BLAKEY: Did he ever give you any indication of why 

he wanted to go to the Soviet U~ion? 

AZCUE: Yes. He said he wanted to go to the Soviet Union 

because he had already been there and that was his p2..ace of 

residence. He also stated that his wife was a Soviet citizen 

and because he <..;as a member of the Communis-t: :?arty. 

BLAKEY: Did he ;i'le you any 0 -l.. 

he wanted to go to the Soviet Union through Cuba?. 

AZCUE: Yes, of course. Se said that he wan-t::ed to see 

our ::::-e'lolution. He said he w~nted to visit Cuba. 

BLlo.KEY: How long did he indicate that he wanted to stay 

ln Cuba? 

. Z\ZCUE: He said one or two weeks . 

BLAKEY: Doesn't the visa application state hew long he 

wanted to be there? 

AZCUE: A week or lS days, or something to that effect. Here'~ 
/ 

the visa. It says two weeks and, i = _.L. p6ssihl2, more time. 

Could vou tell us the name of y6ur sec::::-etary? 
r , 

. :'..ZCUE: Yes, of course, Sylvia Duran . Now she is no longer 

Sylvia Juran fer she's now divorced and Duran was her hus8and's 

name. very well known for she had very serious . , proo..:...=.::ns 
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with the Mexican authori~ies on account of this visit. In 

fact, she was ar=ested. 

BLAKEY: Did vou ever have any conversations with her 

about her contact with Lee Harvey Oswald? 

• =\.ZCUE : I don't think she had had any can tact '"'i th :;.im . 

·:·: .. ·. 
She was just there. Mrs. Duran found it very strange that I 

had not given Oswald the visa considering that his wife was a 

resident of the Soviet Union and that he, Oswald hiillself, had 

been a ~esident a£ the Soviet Union and that he had papers 

showing that he '.vas a i:'le..rnber of the Cornmunist ?arty. But I 

don't think she had any contacts with him~ 

STOK2S: Who also would have been present Ln vour office, 

Mr. Azcue, en Oswald's first visit? 

.'\ZCUE: The secretary was there and also consul Mirabal 

had became f a.tll i l i a r ~,; i th papers and docuinen ts the O F.::;,...o -----
for he was getting ready to replace me. 

STOK:SS: :-tJha t is t~e n2..lue 

AZCUE: Syl~ria Ouran. 

STOK.:C:S: Could '"'e :1ave '::he full name of the consul that 

was going to replace you? 

' AZCUE: .~t present, I do not re..rne.rnber his first na..rne, 
/ 

but his last na.:.'tl.e '.vas :1i.r:abal. 

STOKES: But at any :-ate, '"'as he '"'he replaced you as 
I ' . 

consul? 

.'\ZCUE: Yes, at the end of ~ovember ~eall~ in the middle 

of November when I returned to Cuba. 
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STOKES: And wher~ lS Mr. Mirabal now? 

AZCUE: Here in C:.Jba. 

STOKES: You mentioned that Oswald brought some 9apers 

'.vi th h.L-n '.vhen he first came to the embassy. Did they have anything 

to do with his me..rnbership i.:-1 the Communist ?arty, you said? 

AZCuE: Yes, I think so. Actually, though, I did net 

anal vze the..rn verv carefull v. 
~ ~ -

STOKES: va~ those documents have been made a part elf 

the application? 

AZCUE: No, no. They were just like introduction letters --

that ~ind of thing. 

STOKES: So then ~nere would be no other papers i.:-1 

connection with his ap9lication other than 

. '\ZCuE: That was the only one . 

STOKES: Would there be any recording of the conversation 

between you and Lee ~arvev Oswald? 

AZCU2: ~~e d.i·::i ::at use rec2rGe:=s a.~ t.~at time. 

STOKES: Could you tell us the name of the Soviet consul 

whom you spoke to? 

AZCUE: No. The constil was a very good friend of mine -

\ Pablo Yazco- but I don't think he was in charge of that at the 
/ 

time. The man : spoke to '.vas anot~J.er whose nane I really do :·wt 

reme..rnber now. I just don't recall the name of ~he consul that 
i· •. 

replaced Pablo Yazco. So many n&~es that just get lost in your 

memory. 3ut in subsec;:uent cor..~1ersations •.vith the so~Jiet e.'Tl.bassy, 

I ~as able to lear~ they tDought tnat Os'.vald's papers 
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his pa9ers and his ~ife's papers. He lived ln the States . 

STOK.2S: . '\nd then <Jswald's second 'lisit to your e...rnbassy 

who ~ould have been present? 

AZCUE: The secretary - always the secretary - because 

she would be the one who would receive visitors and then call ~e. 

STOKES: How about the consul that repla.ced you 'toiOUld 

he have been present? 

AZCUE: I don't think he·was there. .L do remelnber that 

Sylvia was' there, though. 2e was only lear~ing. He understood 

no 
'I""' , • • 

~ng~lsn not ~1ery a.ctive time. 

STOK.2S: Did vcu at some time come into contact with Marina 

Oswald? 

_;.zcuE: ~'farina? You mean the wife? No, ::o, never. 

STOKES:. During the time that Oswald 'to~as a.t your e...rnbassy 

and was angry, do you reca~l his saying anything at all about 

?resident Kennedy? 

AZCUE: No, not in the least. 

DODD: Just a couple of questions. (l) In looking at ~nls 

photog::::-aph -- if you will take 2 look at ...... 
l·- I realize 

that we are going back a long time Do you recall . - .,. lr: Lee 

' Harvey Oswald was d::::-essed in a tie and sweater:- like that? 
/ _,.-

AZCUE: :ro, he •to~as not. He had.a suit on. I even 

the suit. a veryli:;ht r,.;as 
. , 
DJ..Ue remern.ber the color of 

f.' ' 

o£ 't7ales suit. 

DODD: Was he wea::::-ing-a tie? 

·: ..... 
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AZCUE: Yes, In Mexico everybody wears a 

due to the weather. 

!JODD: Would _r..;ear ir:g a sweater ln :Y!exico be a common t:"ling? 

AZCUE: It ;:night be common, but ;:nost people normally 

use a suit. 3u t I re..rnember that ne had a suit on. 

DODD: Then you're saying that he would not have been 

dressed the way that he's dressed in the picture. 

AZCUE: No, that's right. 

BLAKEY: Are there any places near your consul that he 

could have had this photograph taken? 

_;.zcuE: Yes, there's a place called Tocavaya four or 

five blocks from the e..rnbassy '"here he could have taken the 

picture. Also, ;:naybe the secretary could have ~ointed out to 

h.L"TT a place rN"here he could have gotten the picture. But he 

didn! t come back the same day; he came the 
,- , , . 
.!:O.L.!_OWJ..rlg da~{. 

DODD : Do you recuire a :::er-:.ai.:1 s:.ze of photograph :or 

your documents? 

.;;zcuE: Yes; a.pprox ~ :na tely the Sl.Ze of this one 1..:1 -cne 

photo in the application. We weren't very precise about these 

applications for they weren't, you know, extremely legal 

documents. 

DODD: And that photo 

your office? 

/ 

looks like ·the :nan 

'i·' . 

J.... - +-._aa _ c::!.!-ne to 
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AZCUE: Yes. But as time goes by and you have an idea 

or a face, you :<::now, and then ... See the i;.-npress ion I got '.Vas 

that in person ne ~as thinner, his nose ~as more angular, angled, or 

• 1 . aqu l..! .. lne .. His eyebrows were very He had a very 

leak. It was a penetrating, cunninG way of looking at you. 
- I ~ 

BLAKEY: Could you give us an estimate of his height? 

AZCUE: That's very hard. He was about this big. 

How tall are you? 

AZCUE: I'm over six feet tall .. The man was probably 

around five feet six, five feet seven. 

BLAXE"!: How much would he have ~eighed? 

AZCUE: I don't :<::now. He was thin - very thin, with a 

very aquiline ~ose~ 

BLAKEY: : Maso menos 

.. '\ZCUE: ·~au know, in an arnuse..rnen t ?ark they touch you and . 

they can guess exactly how much vcu weigh, but I don't have 

b:.at .;....:lion~ ._ ....... ___ .!, ....... 

DODD: Approx~mately ha'<V old '.Vas he? 

.:1.ZCUE: Oh, around 35 years old . 

DODD: He looked like he was 35? 

AZCUE: You know, he looked like he was a 35-year-old man 

but a 35-year-old man :.vho had been 
/ 

run-- through • 1 1 

:Till. .L. 

he had a sort of wasted race, you know, he had a gangster looking 

face, a hard face. 

DODD: .a common experience to 

U? at your consGl? 
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. D,ZCUE: Yes, ther~ were many . 

DODD: That wanted to go to the Soviet Union? 

.D,ZCUE: No, no, no, to visit Cuba only. Ma~y, ~any ca~e 

trying to visit Cuba. 

DODD: So the Oswald case was a rather occurrence? 

. D,ZCUE: Yes, it was very rare . 

DODD: Did you make any special notations due to s9ecial 

ci.:-cumstances? 

AZCUE: No, because we just refused to give the visa. 

•..;auld have taken :!.etailed notes if I had given h'm the visa. 

•..;auld have listed the reasons •..;hy I ::ad given h~Ll the visa. 

I 

' ..... 

But not haviDg siven him the visa, _ had nothing to · .... -rite about. 

This was only another one of those many requests that I knew would 

not be srantec . ?or without contacts in Cuba, we could not grant 

him a 'lisa. 

DODD: Did he leave any kind a= forwarding acdress at all 

_;,zcuE: ne normally :..;auld have left an address · · he had 

lor~ my office ~iably, but since he didn't .. 

DODD: But was the visa application in process? I mean, 

' in other words, once he had filled cut this - once he had stopped 

at the Soviet embassy, then the req',.l.es.t. _ •..;as 
./ 
El. Then '..;as 

any further action that you two or three weeks later ... 

'' 
AZCUE: We transmitted the applications to Cuba. 

there 

_D,nd 

then the person who was interested in the visa would call us 

periodically-- this was routinely done in every consulate 

for a reply. ~e constantly received telephone calls from people 



' 
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that had applied for a visa. ~ee, they're the o~es who have 

to call for they're the ones that are interested. 

DODD: But he never did? 

-~ZCUE: Right 

DODD: Bureaucratically, once you've submitted an 

application, you would presume that the process would continue 

whether you receive the call or not? 

,:l,ZCGE: Of course. Like I said before, everything was 

forwarded to Cuba. The Cuban gover::.:."Tient received the many 

copies of the applications with the cicture and the signature. 

Our government received this application for a visa but . ' o:.::.ey 

never sent us an answer. 

DODD: What do vou mean by it was never answe~ed? 

AZCUE: We did not receive a reply for his visa from 

the Cuban government. 

DODD: Going back to the physical appearance of Lee 

Harvey Oswald, apart from having a rece~ing hairline, was there 

any gray in Lee 2arvey Oswald's hair? 

AZCUE: v . : • ou .<now, ne had blond hair. T~'-!... ;:, a.ll 'iery 

interesting. You see, this picture I really did not study 

carefully. The picture was taken bv the secretary and she 
/ 

stapled it to the application, and we would send the whole 

thing t8 Cuba. 
'i·' . 
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BLAKEY: But it is your :nernory that. this picture portrays 

the person that you saw. 

, AZCUE: The truth or the matter is that I remember him 

differentlv. I remember him thi~ner, but it is possible that it 

was the same person because pictures are ~ever perfect. ·The 

impression that I have is that he was a very thin man with a 

very hard face a tough express~on. 

PREYER: The first time that: he ::arne to your embassy die 

he ask for an intransit visa or just a visa to Cuba? 

AZCUE: He did not ask for an intransit visa because 

people are not nor:nally familiar 'N'ith this process. But he 

did say that he wanted i .._ 
-L. to go on to Russia. 

?REYER: On his next visit when he brought the photos, I 

understand that he asked how long it would take for the Cuban 

visa at that t~me anC. you told him that if he kne'N' scmeor..e in 

Cuba it would be quicker. So then did you give h.L-n a21.y dates 

as to how long it '..rould take if he did not ~21-ow anyone in Cuba? 

AZCUE: )1o, because I could not make a~y ccmmi L-nen ts. 

PREYER: ·Then he left to go to the USSR err1bassy. 

far apart are the two embassies in distance? 

AZCUE: Three or four blocks. 

PREYER: 

AZCUE: Yes, of course, it was the only way. 
i ' 

PREYER: Then did you receive a call shortly after that 

from ...... t_.c:..e Soviet e-mbassy? 
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.'\ZCTJE: No, no, you see, it lS likely that the interview 

of the Soviet consul took some time. :n fact, I believe that 

was the following day tha~ he came back to see me. Re may 

possibly have gone to the Soviet e..rnbassy on the same day, but 

it was only after the phone call from the Soviet e..rnbassy that 

Oswald visited the Cuban e..rnbassy again. It is known that he 

went to the Soviet embassy and that the Soviet e..rnbassy called me, 

but I think that this all happened the following day. 

PREYER: And the Soviet e..rnbassy told you that they • .. ;auld 

have to call Moscow? 

AZCTJE: Yes. They said that they could not grant ' . n2...m a 

visa without consulting Moscow first.· 

PREYER: .:::......"1d then you told Oswald that? 

• AZCUE: When Oswald came to the Cuban embassy then, I also 

told hi111. that I could not give him a visa and that if the 

Soviet e..rnbassy :"lad to consult Moscow, I had to ccnsul t Cuba. 

?REYER: Did he ask how long it would take? 

?.ZCUE: Yes. usually +:o :.1rs. 

Duran.· You know, everybody asks that. And our answer is a~ways 

the same -- depending on your relations and friends and 

' contacts in Cuba because they can exped.i. te the ?recess. 
'/ 

PREYER: Did you ·or the So•.riet srnbassy ever c i ve him an 

approxi::nate tirne that it 't~ould ta~<e for him to get the visa 
'' 

that it would be a long time, or that it would be three weeks? 
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.i\ZCUE: No, no. 

P~YER: TasK' you ~L:n1.·~ ~·e-_ause ~·,-.oul~. 1.·~ o' e a r-la~· · 
- • - ~ ' - -- L -= · LlVely 

short period of tL.rne that he ,,.muld r..;ai t there for the visa. Su t 

then you say you do not recall anv specific ... 

AZCUE: I think that I saw a deliberate :smrpose ln ' ' nLU 

to get the visa from us. What he was interested in was getting 

the visa from -c.ne Cuban ;over::.rnen t irmnedia tely. 

DODD: You would not have ;nade any copies of the doc'...!."Tl.entation 

that he showed you of the Fair Play For Cuba Committee or his 

membership 1.n the United States C8mmunist ?arty? 

. '\ZCUE: I can never take away these papers from people . 

They are only for the.rn to show us as examples. But it's the same 

at the Soviet embassy. ~hey take data on the passport just like 

we took data here from his passport. I would take notes from 

docUJ.'11ents li:-ce a passport and then returr1. the passpor": to h.;:-rt 

never ever1 retain them for a r.vhile. 

BLA.KEY: Did you examine the passport? 

AZCUE: It is very likely - yes. 

BLAKEY: Would you have looked at the photograph on the 

passport? 

\ AZCUE: Yes, sure, you always look at them, but it is just 
/ 

a quick glance. 

BL.Al<:EY: Would you have noticed that the person you saw 
"t'. 

before yourself was different from the person's photograph on 

the passport? 
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P..ZCUE: well, I'll tell you. The person that I found 

different was the person that came to _the ~mbassy and told me 

he was Oswald and t~e person that I later saw on T\f when he was 

assassinated at that Dallas police station. At that point, ''-1._ 

looked like two different people. 

BLAKEY: When you saw the passport, did you see any 

difference between the picture in fue passport and the person 

standing in front o£ you ? 

AZCUE: No, no. Normally I'm not a ~rery analytical 

person. You see, it's usually the ~ecretary that deals with 

all these matters. 3ut the difference that I noted was between 

the man who came to the consulate and the one that was assassinated. 

3LAKEY: Mr. Azcue, let me show you a book of photographs 

which is the J?K exhibit of photographs. The book will contain 

a number of photographs. Would you look in each page slowly and 

any of 

the perscns there. ?lease take your time. Do not look for 

any one particular person. ..J.ust tell 1.15 if you :recognize a..ny o= 

::te ohotos. 

\ 
A'l' THIS PODl'T, THE CUBP. .... \l' GOVERN~..ENT ASKED FOR A 

/ . ..-· 

FIVE-MINUTE RECESS SO TE--LLI.T MR. AZCUE COULD_ LOOK XI' 

THE PHOTOS CA?~FULLY. FOR RECORD, ~·mE~~ THE SESSION 
'i ' 

iNP..S RESUMED I THE S.?u"!E PEOPLE ';'l'ERE ?RESE~·lT. 

15 iY!INUTES PASSED .;;,s P·. RECESS IN \'i"HICH Y!R. .'\ZCUE P-'-'-'\S LOOKED 

THROUGH THE ?HOTOG~;PES. 
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BLAKEY: Would you tell us '.vhich, any, of the photo-

graphs are familiar to you? 

.'".ZCUE: ~o. 57 re9resents Oswald, but the Oswald 

assassinated . But frankly, the idea that's in my mind of 

Oswald - the one that I saw at the consulate - is not so 

sL~ilar to this 9hoto. I recognize him because I r~~a~ber the 

television clips shown on of him when he was killed. If I had 

not seen those clips on televi:s·ion, I would not have recognized 

him as 'c.he Lee Harvey Oswald for the ;nemories tha'c. I have of 

Oswald are similar to what appear on these photographs. ?ictures 

resemble the man but I insist that his nose is ~ore aquiline, 

that his eyelashes were straighter, his look was more cold, 

and his cheeks seemed 
, , 

cJ...cer - that of an older man. His cheeks 

were sunken like that of an older man; also ;nuch older than this 

photo. This man in the photo would be at the most 30 years old 

an~ the man I saw in the consulate was 35, 36, 37; you knew, ~nls 

man in the picture :rn.:.c h younger . You see, it was many years 

ago, so - but I ;:-~~ember, Isar.v the ::hoto, the OswalC. that had 

been assassinated. I did not recognize him as the s~ue man that 

visited me at the ~~bassy - so different features - even a short 

' time - had only been a few months, from Septog.beu- to December. 

BLAXEY: Can you remember the first time t:-'iat you sa'..; 

Oswald after the assassination? '.<las it· on TV?', 
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.'\ZCUE: Yes, it r.vas on TV: 

3LP-..l<EY: Did you also see his 9hotograph ln the newspapers? 
...... _..: ~ 

. '\ZCUE: Yes, in some magazines . 

BLAKEY: You said that you did not recognize the man when 

you saw hL~ in the photos and on TV? 

AZCUE: That is correct. I noticed some differences. 

I said: "Damn, this is not the man. This does not look like 

the man •.vho went to my office." 

3LA.KZY: Did you bring that difference to the attention 

of anyone else? 

AZCUE: Yes, I did - with comrades, you know, from the 

. . ... mlnls._ry. 

3LAI<EY: Did yo~ write any memoranda? 

AZCUE: No, because such citings are usually very subjective. 

And they were just quick glances and could ~e inaccurate, 

especially those that I saw on TV. 

BLAKEY: What about those in the newspaper? 

_;.zcuE: Those were no~ very clear. A·clearer· one was the 

film clip on TV when Oswald was killed at the Dallas police 

station. He makes a gesture of pain where he's got gle~~ing 

' and fatter than 
/' ,,-· 

eyes, where he seemed to be•younger the man 

. •> 

that had come to see me. I made i~ known to ~y superiors, but 

it was a very subjective thing, you know. The .man that I saw ., ' 

on TV did not resemble tne ~an that ::: had ~-. 

O.I:!:lCe. seen in my 
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; 

BLAXEY: And what conclusion, l= any, did you C.raw from 

that? 

.'\ZCUE: It was something that I saw· and th~n-~aid -

probl~~ is that you canP~t really rely on my fast glance or a 

fast glance of a picture when a person is being kiiled. I 

L~ediately recognized that that was not the man that I had seen 

in the ~rnbas sy. If it is true or not, I cannot really say for 

certain, but it se~rned to me it was not the same man. 

BLAKEY: Do you think that if you saw a photo of the man 

who was in your consulate that you would recognize it now? 

AZCUE: I think yes - yes, yes, yes. Yes, I think so. 

I think it' s only a matter of, you know, angles; so I '~las seeing 

the man face to face. And ne was furious. But I also was 

furious. Thus the face I saw was one that was bothered and hard -

• tough - not the same face that I saw on this man here in the 

photog::::-aph. This man has a soft =ace, even to his death. 2'len 

in his death he has a passive look. subjective opinion. 

Let me tell you. Months later, or maybe years later, T heard 

t.."le mayor of Ne·N· Orleans ... 

BLAKEY: You mean the prosecutor in New Orleans, Garrison. 

AZCUE: 
\ 

Yes, that's right, Garrison. He began an 

investigation and he said there were two Oswa~ds~ Then my 

theory •.vas, you knor.v, reaffi.rmed. That gave credence to my 

theory that man that was assassinated and 'the :uan that 

visited me were different persons. These are just subjective 

appraisals. I 've got the.rn. 
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BLAKEY: ?resident Castro, then Premier Castro made a 

speech a couple of days after the assassination in which he ~n-

dicated that he had had a contact with the Cuban Embassy in ~exico 

City. Do you recall that contact? 

AZCUE:· Yes, I do because he had had contact wi~h me and 

only with me. The contact that I'm talking about is Oswald's 

contact only with me. 

LOPEZ: Professor 3lakey lS referring to contact of Fidel 

with the Cuban ~~bassy. 

AZCUE: Oh, I understand, at that time I made some declara-

tions just like I am making them now. The exception of the dual 

Oswald theory ~ecause of not seeing the photographs on television. 

BLAKEY: Did you speak directly with the ?resident? 

~~ZCUE: No, I spoke to the man in charge of the _Ministry. 

It was the guy in charge of the Ministry of Foreign Relations, 

Foreign .!\£fairs. 

BLJl...KEY: 3y what medium did you talk to him? 

AZCUE: I spoke to him in person. 

BAKEY: Did you go from Mexico to Havana? 

AZCUE: No, no, I had already come to Havana. I 'l'las J..n 

Havana. See, I _came to Havana from Mexico on November 18th and 

' on the 22nd was Kennedy's death. So i~~ediately, as soon as I 

saw the name I re!Tiembe::-ed. So at 
./ . . . / f .,..., . tne ~.+_nlstry·o torelgn 

I said: "This man requested a visa .:rom ;ne." So then _ had to 
f' 

make declarations, very exhaustive declarations, where ~ stated 

the same thing that I said now. 
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BLAKEY: Was that report or declaration reduced to 

writing at that time? 

AZCUE: I think so. There was no stenographer there, 

but it may have been taped. 

BLAKEY (then referring h.L.--:1self to the C'.1ban officials): 

Would it be possible for you to furnish us with a copy of that 

declaration if that is available? 

VIIJ.A; \..:te have no recordings or written declarations 

about that declaration that - written reports about the 

declaration that Mr. Azcue made. It is possible that it exists, 

but we have not located it of yet. 

BLAKEY (to ~-1r. Azcue) : Can you recall the person to 

whom the declaration was made? 

AZCUE: Yes. It was the person in charge of the ministry 

of, you know, the interior - foreign relations, foreign affairs~ 

LOPEZ: 

AZCUE: Yes, it was Manuel ?iniero, Co~ra.C.e ~an.uel 

?iniero. 

BLAKEY: (Quote) In an intervier..;, July 1967, r,..rith a British 

journalist, Horner Clark, Castro said that Oswald came to the 

Cuban consulate tr,.;ice, each time for approximately 15 :ninutes. 
/ ./ 

"The first time I r.vas told he '.van ted t-0 ·..;or)( for us." He was 

asked to explain, but he wouldn't. He would not go into details. 
I. 

The second time he said that he wanted to free Cuba from Imperialism 

Then he said something like: "Someone ought to shoot t:""lat 





Code: .:c...- . .;.zcue 
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C-Corn<,..;e ll 
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A· I do not believe the cormnander could have said such a thing. 

I mean there '"'as :10 motive to say that, because this all 

occurred ~efore the assassination of Kennedy. It was a 

routine ~~plication, and Oswald only had to deal with me,. 

nobody else. 

8: Perhaps I mis-conveyed the information. - ·- The journalist is not 

indicating that Premier Castro, himself, overheard this. The 

journalist is indicating that these words are attributed to 

~lr. Oswald <..rere heard by r,..;homever dealt ',..;i th Oswald in· Mexico. 

_;: Oh! I'::1 sorry. Well, I don't think Oswald said that. That's 

ridiculous. A person who has the mission to assassinate the 

?resident would not publicize i~. rn' - . ... naL. is ridiculous. 

3: Then you did not overhear him say this? 

A: No. Never. 

8: Then the •,..;ords t:"lat are reported here were :1ot ove:rheard by 

you? 

A: He never presented himself as having anything to offer. 

3: Did the person ',..;ho a~peared-at the 2.-n.bassy say anythir:g like 

A: 

' 

this? 

~ever. That I would remembe:r suite well. For that would have 

been of importance if he wanted to work with,us~ I would have 

sent the information to Cu~a. And, as you know, that does not 

. l-' appear ~n ._ne information I sent them. I would have registe:red 

that, that he wan ted to -w·or:< for us. That all happened in 

September. I -w·ould have listed "l.. 
l'- on l..' '-ne application, ''This 

person wants to work for us". 
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J: Do you speak Russian? 

~· ~0. 

B: Did anybody in the office at that time S!;)eak Russian? 

;>,.· :l'o. 

B: Then no member of the·cuban Consulate in 1963 spoke Russian? 

That is correct. Nowdays probably many Cubans speak Russian. 

8: Did you have any telephones at the 2mbassy that could be used 

by the public? 

A: No. The only telephones that could be used were those in our 

offices. 

B: Could you describe to us the route that Oswald would have had 

to have taken to get into vour office? 

\: If you want I will draw a schematic plan for you. 

3: Do it right here. 

(By right here, Professor Blakey means on one of the back 

pages of the questionnaire that was presented to the Cuban 

gover~~ent, in copy n~~ber 4.) 

8: For the rec~rd, we will stop for about two minutes, while Mr. 

Azcue makes the drawing. ,We are back on the record. M.r. 

Azcue has prepared a drawing. Will you ex~lain it to us, 

please, ~rr. Azc~e? 

~: This is the entrance. 
/ "_,~ 

B: He is pointing to the right hand side- 4 .o.f the· drawing. 

" . ...... . These the streets. 
'i ' . 

8: Could you tell us some na~es of the streets, please? 

The one on the right is Francisco Marcos Street. The other 

one I cannot recall right now. 
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,Ylr . _,;zcue, mav I ~sk that when vou to the drawing, that· 

you may recall that·you are being recorded, that you speak 

in such a way that someone who is hearing the r~cording may 

be able to follow what you are saying. 

Fine. The entrance is in a corner between two streets. 

is a large broad entrance, and '"'e have a hall immediately 

T'-'-

following the entrance, which is the waiting room for visitors. 

The second part would be the consulate where the secretary 

would be sitting. There ~s a wall there made of wood and 

glass, the lower section made of wood, and the top section 

made of glass. That's the '"'all t.hat the secretary ;,.;auld 

be looking int.o t.he waiting room and outside into the street, 

from where she sat .. The secretary would be sitting at this 

point in the middle. Now around her would be furniture and 

desks . The secretary can see the entrance. She is in the 

proper position and that whole wall is made of glass, and 

everyone who comes, you know, ~he can see whether they are 

coming in alone or whether they are coming in accompanied. 

She receives the company at this spot The ?erson would 

normally come in and say that they have come to apply for a 

visa, and then she brings the person in to this spot. If there 

is any problem, she would call me, and I would come out of my 
/ 

office. 
.. 

Would she call you personally, or would she c~ll you on ' . t:.ne 
f'. 

phone? 

No, no. She would call me ?ersonally. We are very close. 

She would probably get up and call me, however, if it is a watter 

that is not routine; something that is different from the 
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ordinary. You see in this case it was not a routine matter, 

for he wanted to expedite the process. 

3: After you had a conversation with Oswald, or when you had 

the conversation, would you point on the drawing to where you 

:.vere standing? 

i\• Certainly. I would be here and he would be there. 

B: 1N"ould you tell me where the phones are in each off ice? 

Certainly. There was a telephone in this office, the secre-

tary's office, at this spot and also a telephone in my office 

at thi.s spot. I also had an intercom, but I did not normally 

use the intercom. I c~8e out through this door and I asked him 

to get out at this point, while we were standing here. I 

told him to get out now. 

3: Would it have been possible for him to have used your tele-

' .., pnone. 

A: No. You see normally if somebody asks whether they can use 

our phone, we say sure, go ahead. But I :::-emember ~· ' , ... '~ t-nat:. ne C..l~,_.;, 

not ask me whether he could use our phone. 

8: To your knowl:::dge, did anyone else in your office, L--trs. Duran, 

(permit) Oswald to make a phone call from your Consulate? 

A: It could have happened, yes. But there was no reason. If 

\ she wanted to authorize a phone call she could do it, but there 
/ 

was no reason to. 

B: Did you ever have any conversations with her, in which she 
i ' . 

indicated that she could have done it? 

A: No. ~ever. I met her again two years after the assassination, 

in ~ovember of 1963, and she was a very good 
,... . - .c . : r lend. o .1.. r:une. 
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B: Did you discuss this? 

A: Yes, of course. · She told me about all her problems with the 

Mexican authorities. They had arrest·ed her, they h.ad ?Ut 

her picture on the front pages of the newspapers, tha,t . ' 
~nere 

was a tremendous scandal, you know, involving her. 
I 

B: Did she discuss with you the confrontation that she had with 

Oswald? 

A: Of course. The sa~e thing that happened to me. It had only 

been two years and we remembered perfectly well. You see, 

the Mexican authorities '"'anted to implicate her, for you see, 

since she was Mexican, even though she was Mexican she had no 

di?lomatic privileges, and you see, they arrested her and they 

r,.;anted to implicate her and they even treated her •1ery badly. 

She defended herself though. She bit EJeople and she kicked 

people and it was a very, very public thing, you know. A 

public scandal in the newspape~s. They tried to coerce her. 

B: In those discussions that you had with her then, did she say 

A: 

\ 

"· '-. 

anything about her memory in reference to the person who was 

there, as opposed to the oerson that she sa~ on TV? 

I really do not remember if we discu~sed that. It's very 

likely that I spoke about that. I really do not remember it, 

because wore than anything our conversation <;onsisted of Mrs. 

Duran telling me about her problems with the Mexican authorities. 

Were all of the man's visits, whoever he was,~during the normal 

working hours? You know, from 10 to 2? 
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c : Yes, yes. We always closed at 2 ln the afternoon and always 

opened at 10 A.M. 

C: Without exceptions? 

Yes, that's true. Possibly though somebody could contact us 

by phone. 

C: Would that routine also cover Saturdays and Sundays? 

Saturdays, yes. Sundays, no. 

C: Trying to be as careful as possible about the dates, would it 

have been consistent or inconsistent in the operating procedures 

of your Embassy for the secretary to fill out the visa applica-

tions for Mr. Oswald on a first ?isit there, even though he 

did not bring_ the picture? 

A: It is not likely. It could be, but it's just not likely. ?or 

on the first day the person is informed that he has got to have 

a passport, photos, and etcetera. 

C: Th . h. ' .. -. l, ... 1... ... h 
~e aay on w lcn you tlna ~Y ~au ~.e man to lea?e, do you 

remember if that transpired on the day that he filled out the 

visa, one day after he had filled ou-t: the visa, or tr,.;9 days 

after he had filled out the visa? 

A: It was probably a day after he filled out the visa application, 

or maybe two days after he filled out the application. You see, 

\ Mr. Oswald had to go to the Soviet Embassy and I do not feel 

that it 
/ _.,.-

is very easy to go to the SovLet Embassy and resolve the 

problem quickly, then return to the Cuban Embassy. He probably 

came to our Embassy on the 27th of September and on the 28th 

he probably ~ent to the Soviet Embassy, and he probably returned 

to the Cuban ~ubassy on the 29th. And it is on the 28th that 

the Soviet Embassy probably called me. That is probably the 
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most logical (t~ing), but it didn't necessarilv have to occur 

that r,;ay. It is though the most logical. 

C: This document r...;as presented to 'J.S. by the Cuban :;overn.rnent 

yesterday. It • is a letter dated October "the 15th, 1963, and 

it appears on page 12 of the book that the Cuban government 

handed over to the Committee. Do you recall the letter? 

A: Yes, this is a routine letter. And the Cubans received the 

applications, that is, when they receive a request from a 

North .~erican citizen, he has to call us by telephone, prepaid, 

as often as possible to check whether his visa has been 

accepted, his visa application has b~en accepted. He should 

call us though only when he has the visa from the Soviet Union. 

C: Were you still in Mexico on this date? 

A: Yes, of course. Ah, now that I look the let.ter I remember 

the full name of the consul that was going to take my place. 

His name was Alfredo Mirabal. 

C: Could you tell us the address to Mr. Mirabal? 

I was already handing the whole office to h~~. I 'tJas teachi:1g 

him all the procedures. 

C: But you were, at any rate, still there when this letter carne 

'A: 

in? 

Yes, of course. 

need this letter. 

3ut this is a routine letter. 

/ 
I mean, _wheneve~ the Soviet 

I did not even 
/ 

Embassy notified 

us that the Soviet gove:::-nment had authorized a visa, then I 
'i ' 

also; the Cuban go·vernment could authorize a visa. 

C: Do you know whether o:::- not any action r11as ta:<:.en uoon 

receipt of this letter? 
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A: We just filed lC, that's it. This is only a ~otice, this 

letter. It has no implications whatsoever. 

c: Tflould you have had a fonvarding address for ~1r. Osw.ald on October 

15th, and if so, would you have forwarded this letter to him? 

A: No, I did not have a forwardi~g address, but even if I had 

had one I would not have forwarded the letter for, first he 

'N'Ould have needed the Soviet visa, and then we could have 

acted. 

C: If you would once again look at the visa application, Document 

#779, will you .... . . e s ._1..r.-na ce how old you think that man in the 

picture is? 

A: Well, I would say he's about 28 to 30. But the man I remember 

as having visited the ::::mbassy 'N'as over thirty-five years old. 

It is also interesting I haven't seen this picture, ·you know, 

in all these years. It's the first time _that I see this picture, 

in a long, long time, but yet the memory I have of that man 

that went to the Consulate differs from this photo. 

S: Could ! ask you again how long Mr. Oswald remained in your 

office on his first visit there? 

r would say ten or fifteen minutes at the most. That first 

visit is always very quick. We let them know exactly what 

' they need - a passport, a photograph, and th~n they ask us 

how long will it .take to process the matter, and etcetera. The 

first visit always consists of onlv an interchance of ideas, 
.. J 

an interchange of information. 

S: On the second time, was he there longer? 

~·· Yes, because he had to wait fer the visa application to be 
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filled out. ne had to wait for the a?plication to be typed. 

S: So how long would he have been there on the second occasion? 

A: Oh, approximately fifteen minutes. He had no reason to remain 

there any longer. You see, he doesn't spend a lot of time with 

me. It is one of those routine, you know, matters that a 

secretary usually handles. You see he spent a very short time 

with me on that second visit because he ca."Tle bac.k f.vith the 

impression that after his conversation at the Soviet Embassy 

everything would be expeditiously handled. But then I had to 

explain to h~"Tl that that was not so. You see, even though, 

I had to tell him that even though his papers were legitimate 

papers, that if the Soviet Union had to consult Moscow, then : 

ought to explain to hL"Tl that he had to wait. And then at that 

point he got angry, then I threw him out .. 

• s : So then how long would that argument bet·.veen the two of you 

• . 1 ? nave t:aKen. 

A: I cannot calculate for you. But it's one of those conversa-

tions that transpires ~uickly. Well, he would have spent at 

most ten Ininutes ;'Nith me ., . , 1 anc pOSSlD ... y another five minutes with 

the secretary before she called me into the office. See, what 

I had to explain to him could be done very quickly, and you see, 

' he got offensive and I threw him out. 
/ 

S: Mr. Azcue, on the application which i& signed, in which everyone 

purports that it is Lee Harvey Oswald's signat0re, it's also a 
i ' . 

signature lower than Mr. Oswald's signature and is done in green 

ink. Would you recognize that signature? 

~· I think that this signature may have been put on the application 

once it arrived in Havana, for I do not recognize it as one of 
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the signatures f::::-om our Cuban anbassy in Mexico City. 

Can anybody here make out what that signature says? 

Cuban officials: No, we've already concluded that i~'s illegible. 

A: Does 2nybody recognize it as Mrs. Duran's signature?~ 

Cuban officials: No. Ne think .l'f- ;-- _;:, illegible. 

A: It is not my signature. My signature is very clear. You can 

make out my name. 

8: Will you write your signature here for us, Mr. Azcue? 

A: Of course. Here's my signature. You can·read my name ' nere .. 

Azcue, A-Z-C-U-E. I' ~Te written it on the same page th-at I drer,.; 

the schematic of the Cuban Embassy before. 

S: Mr. Azcue, on this visa application, there is a section entitled 

"observations". Will you read that section so that I may ask you 

a question about it? 

Of course. This is exactly what I was talking about before. 

It says that he exhibited those certain documents. It says that hE 

showed us papers stating that he was a member of the Co~munist ?art 

of .:J..merica, and Secretary of the Fair Play for Cuba Coromittee, 

New Orleans. He was in th~·soviet Union from October 1959 until 

June 9, 1962, that there he got married with a Soviet citizen ... 

social documents that accredit him as a member of the two 

' 
organizations previously mentioned, and also/a ~edding certifi-

cate. He presented himself in front of the Soviet Embassy, asking 

that his visa be sent to the Cuban S~bassy. 'This is very 

interesting, because you see here it seems like we're going to 

give him the visa. It seems like whoever wrote this thought 

that we were going to give him the visa. There's also a small 
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difference for we called the Soviet Embassy, it says 

here, and what we understand, what I understand that occurred 

was that we called the Soviet 2mbassy and in fact they called 

us. Maybe a secretary called the Soviet Embassy and then the 

Soviet Embassy called me, that's possible. I recall that 

when they called us they told us that they would first have to 

get authorization. What I do not recall is that they said it 

would take about four months, and it states so here in the 

observations section of the application. 

S: With reference to this application, when the secretary typed 

this up, 't~ho -w·ould have made this • observation, 't~ho '"ould have been 

in her presence, who would have dictated it to her? 

~· If you will allow me, the secretary would only t~~e the 

information above the observation ~ection in front of the 

applicant. The other ..... . , 
ma~..erl.a.L, thus the secretary probably 

did it after Mr. Oswald left. 

S: So that none of the information that appears on this application 

was taken directly by you? 

That is correct. It is not my job. It is not the Consul's 

job; it is the secretary's job. '!'his is a rou-tine matter ' . ' 
t:.:."l.a -c 

has no importance, for the Consul to be the one to do it. 

' This information is sent to Cuba and then it is studied there. 
/ .,.-· 

S: Was there more than, was Mrs. Duran the only secretary in the 

A: 

s: 

office, or was there more than one secretary there? 

No. Mrs. Duran was the only one. 

So then in the total -c· or,_J..ce, there 

'' 

was just yourself, Mrs. 

Duran and the Consul who was going to replace youj Mirabal. 

That's correct? 
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~· Yes, that's co~rect. 

S: Doesn't it also appear ln the application that he wishes to 

leave for Cuba on September 30th? 

A: urn; I, oh, yes, here it is. It says "',.;ishing to deflart for 

Cuba on September 30th". That is correct. 

S: If the section "observations" there, someone states that we called~ 

Soviet Embassy, but yet your best recollection is that the 

Soviet Embassy called you, is that correct? 

A: Both things might be true. It could happen that the secretary 

called the Soviet Embassy, and then the Soviet Embassy 

called me cack. What I recall is that the ~ubassy called me 

back. 

S: After the assassination of PresiC.ent Kennedy, the name Lee :larvey 

Oswald became very important. fu.'"ld as a result of that you 

brought all of the facts that you knew to the Cuban gover~~ent. 

A: Well, it, of course, is very L.11portant to the Cuban government. 

S: Now, after you talked to the man from the Ministry about 

this, what transpired? Was it followed up? 

A: Let me explain this to you. T contacted the Ministry of Foreign 

Relation~ ?oreign Affairs, which was my ministry and there I 

spoke with -Nilo Otero, and Rq_uJ, Roa · stepped in for 

' a minute and th~n they said "Wait a minute. Let us call the 
/ ,/ 

Ministry of Interior." Then they saw-- the L'Tiportance of the 

matter and they took care of 
'. 

S: Was there a stenographer there at that time? 

_z;, : No, there was not. The interview was a personal interview 

between myself and the Co~~andante, and I do not recall that there 

was a stenographer present. 
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3: Have you recalled now, later on, that there might have been 

a ~tenographer present? 

A: No, never. What I said there, because of the importance 

it had, Mr. Pinero, you know, who raised about eighty questions, 

many more than what you've asked me so far today. 

S: Do you recall signing a statement after you had given them a 

declaration? 

i\• No. No. It was a very informal thing. We drank coffee three 

or four t.L-nes. 

C: One final question, what is the date stamped in the middle of 

the page, in blue? October 10, 1963? 

~· It is probably ours, but it seems very late because from 

September 27th until October lOth, thirteen days trans?ired, 

and I remember that my office was. always up to date and, you 

see, the applications always left oh the next mail delivery, 

mail schedule which would never take more than three or four 

days, so I think that the date sta~ped on this visa was the 

date that it was received here in Cuba. I will tell you, it 

never took so long to get an application out. ~N"e 'N"Ould do that 

immediately, do it immediately. It was just a routine matter. 

I had already seen that date before and it seemed very rare 

' to me. It would never take me thirteen days. Three or four 
/ 

days, maybe, but never thirteen. 

3: I have only a couple of more questions. Would it be normal 
l ' . 

procedure fbr the person who fills out the observation section 

to sign their name in the lower right hand corner. 

A· Yes, but the problem is that that signature does not corres-

pond to any of the people t~at worked at the office ~here. 
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It could have ~een sig~ed by the secre tar~", but signature 

does not correspond. It could have been signed by Mirabal or 

mysel£'. Once again the signature does not correspond. But 

the signature would not be necessary for the Consulate stamp 

is already on it. 

B: Earlier you indicated that there came a time , you heard of 

an investigation in New Orleans, J La Garrison. ' ~ ... . . cna,_ tlme, 

you recalled that you had the sa~e theory that the ~erson 

might not be the same. Did you taDc 'N'ith anyone about that, 

at that tim.e? 

Yes. I did, but not officially to anybody. I spoke with 

Nile, who was the director of the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, and I also remembered that _ spoke to :echuga. 

B: Could you give us their full names? 

A: Yes. 

B • . Do you 

Nile Otero. 

know ·.::: l.L he took any measures after that conversation? 

• ;.: Mr. Otero told :ne that he r.vould re_port it to those pec_ple 

that could do something about it. 

B: To your knowledge, do you know if he did so? 

far as I know, I think so. But you know, r.vha t I '"'as saying 

was so subjective, because I could not guarantee that I was 

' right. You see, since it 'f'las such a subjective statement, you 
/ .,.-

know, they'probably took it with a grain of salt. 

B: Let me direct your attention back in time to the period when 
"i . 

the Warren Commission was operating in the United States. Did 

anyone speak to you at that time about any of these matters? 

This would have been from December of '63 through September of 

'64. 
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A: Yes, I'm sure-tl1ey did, ~ut not officially. I mean, Fidel's 

speech was just the definitive thing ... expressed to the world 

very clearly the whole situation that, you know, had occ~rred 

to us, insuring, you know, our position and even included the 

fight that I had with Oswald. Fidel said all this, you know, 

in his speech. There was nothing more to say. 

B: I cannot at this til11e thi.nk of anything more to .ask you. I'm 

sure that I will as soon as we say good~ye. I hope that you 

will permit me, if I have second thoughts, to forward them to 

you through your govern.rnent. 

A: It will be my pleasure. 

i): One last question. After we said that we're finished, now I have 

another question. I'm sorry. You told us when you started to 

speak to us that you had gone over the +- : . 
s~ory many ~lmes. You 

tell us that you t.old the story to Mr. 0 .. 
~J.:nJ.ero. \·Jho else have 

you reported this story to? 

A: Officially, under the direction of the Ministry of Foreign 

.:l..ffairs and also •.vith ~1r. ?iniero. That is officially. ?remier 

Fidel got all the details that I could remember and by that 

ti.1ne. everything that I knew, the Cuban govern.men t knew. At that 

time I could remember everything that had transpired. 

b Have you been spoken to by any reporters, you know, -~erican 
/ 

reporters, or anything like that? 

A: No, never. I never would have authorized any iriterview with me. 
"i ' 

D: But, I presume that the reason you have talked about this 

several times, is because of your private conversations? 

A: Yes, s::.r. The topic of conversation arose whenever we talked 

about people trying to involv~ us or implicate us in the 
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assassi.:1ation. 

B: Did you have a chance to review earlier, ~efore you talked 

to us today, the report that you had made to the government 

1.n 1963? 

No, never. There ~.vas an interview, I ',vas interviewed by our 

Consul in Washington, Mr. Escartin, two months ago. 

I said the· same thing that I am telling you now. It is all 

I know. That's all I remember. There may be different •.vords 

used by me, but same story. 

B: Let me , . ... a.1.rec ... your attention to photo number 0 0 1 in the book, 

in the photograph book. Do you know that individual? 

A· No. 

B: Is the face fa~iliar at all? 

A.· No. It's not. 

S: Mr. Azcue, on behalf of our.Coromittee, I want to express our 

thanks for having appeared here this afternoon, having subjected 

yourself J... .... LO our quesL~o~s. You have been most patient .. , 
iNl::.n 

us. You have indeed been helpful to us 1.n our investigation 

and we certainly appreciat~-jour taking 
I 

the time to ~e here. 

A: Many thanks. But I also feel that you can be very beneficial 

' 
to us, for you can clarify once and for all, for you can clarify 

the facts of the assassination, surrounding t-he·-·assassination 

once and for all. 

S: That' s exactly why r.ve are here and why r,ve aske'd you to be our 

Thank you. 
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Blakey: 

Interpreter: 
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Azcue: 

Blakey: 
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First, let me thank you for allowing us to 

visit withyou again Senor Azcue. 

You are welcome. 

For the record let me note the date is August 

25 and the time is approximately 3:20 and we 

are in Hotel Rivera and present are: from the 

American Delegation, Congressman Richard Preyer, 

G. Robert Blakey, Edward Lopez. Could I ask 

if the Cuban Delegation would identify themselves? 

from th~ Minister of 

Foreign Affairs, Captain , from 

the Minister of Interior, and 

from :Foreign Re.la tions 1 and Mr •. · Azcue. 

Mr. Azcue do you object if we tape this 

conversation? 

No. 
/ 

' 

.I 

Would you state for the record your full name please. 

Interviewer Signature '' 

Typed Signature G. Robert Blakey, Edwin T.apez 

Date transcribed August 30 .' 19 

By: cs Form if4-
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Azcue: Eusebio Azcue Lopez. 

Blakey: And your date and place ·of birth. 

Azcue: 

Blakey: 

Azcue: 

Blakey: 

Azcue: 

Blakey: 

Azcue: 

Blakey: 

Azcue: 

Blakey: 

August 15, 1911 

I'm sure you recall ~tr. Azcue that we previously 

interviewed you on April 1, 1978. What we would 

like to do this time is ask you a few additional 

questions and we have brought from the United 

States some pictures with the hope that you might 

be able to identify some p~ople. But before going 

to the pictures, I wonder if I could ask you some 

general questions about the procedures that were 

followed in the Cuban Consulate in the processing 

of Visa applications . 

Urn h·uh. 

Who normally handled the visa applications? 

The secretary--Silvia· Durante--the secretary. 

On what occasions would you handle one person? 

When the appli_c::ant made a request to meet me 

personally because of any particular problem. 

Would there be any occasion in which a security 

officer associated with the Consulate would 
/ j 

become involved in the v~sa application? 

Never. That never happens. 
'. 

I take it then it was the custom so before 

either the Cuban Consulate or the secretary 

of the Consulate to handle the visa applications? 
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Azcue: That is the common practice. 

Blakey: You testified or indicated to us in your 

last conversation that you were recalled to 

Cuba in the latter part of November. 

Azcue: Yes. 

Blakey: After the assassination of President Kennedy 

on November 22, did an occasion arise where 

you had conversations with any of the people 

who had been stationed in Mexico City? 

Azcue: No, they Mexico. 

Blakey: Did you ever have a conversation with Ms. 

Duran after the assassination? 

Azcue: No. She ? She lived in 

Hexico. 

Blakey: Did you ever meet her after November of '63? 

Azcue: Two years later. 

Blakey: And at that occasion did you have an opportunity 

to discuss tha.assassination? 

Azcue: No, I did not. She told me about her problems 

in Mexico with the Mexican police. But I was 

going to Canada , I was in Mexico on a transit 
/ 

so I didn't have much tffue to speak with her. 

Blakey; Did you discuss with her at that time your feeling 
'. 

that you relate to us on our last visit? 
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Azcue: I don't remember but I don't think so, because 

we had a very short talk and-I think it was 

mostly about the problems she had had with 

the Mexican police. 

Blakey: Did you ever--have you seen her since that 

time? 

Azcue: No. 

Blakey: Have you been in corre~pondence with her? 

Azcue: No. 

Blakey: Have you had any telephone conversations with 

her? 

Azcue: No. 

Blakey: The Warren Commission Report indicates that 

Ms. Duran told the Mexican police that she 

called the Russian Consulate to inqu~re about 

Lee Harvey Oswald's visit. You indicated to 

us during our last visit that it was your 

memory that yo~ called the Russian Consulate 

personally. 

Azcue: I never said that I had personally called the 

Russian Consulate. My recollection was that 

I thought that the Russian Counselor had called 

me. Because his telephone call was passed to me. 
i·' 
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It is likely that it was Silvia Durante who 

called the Council and then gave the p~one 

call to me. What I said was that it was 

strange that we had no reason to get concerned 

about that problem. That was Oswald's problem 

not ours. So I always thought that the Russian 

Councilman had phoned me because I.was given 

the communication and talked to the Russian 

Counselor over the phone so I thought he was 

calling me. I didn't know. 

Blakey: You talked to him personally, is that correct? 

Azcue: Yes I did. 

Blakey: I think you related to us in our last conversation 

what that was about, so let me move on to another 

mat~er. 

Azcue: Yes. 

Blakey: The next matter that I want to .bring up with 

you is very delicate and I hope that you will~ 

understand that I am not asking these questions 

without serious reason. It is only because 

information has been brought to our attention 
/ 

that we have not evalu~ted, indeed seek to 

evaluate it by speaking to you and some other 

people here in Cuba. And it deals with Ms. Durante 
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~'le are concerned to make a judgement about 

her character. Not only for· speaking xhe 

truth but also in her personal relation~. 

It is based on information that has been 

brought to our attention about her personal 

life and its possible relation to Lee Harvey 

Oswald that I ask you these questions. 

Azcue: Yes. 

' Blakey: In 1963 was Silvia Duran married? 

Azcue: Yes, she was. Duran's name comes from her 

husband who was Horatio Duran. 

Blakey: Did she have a reputation at the Cuban Embassy 

for being unfaithful to her husband? 

Azcue: Not that I know. I never heard anything in 

that regard. Of course, we do not care about 

what people do in their personal life. She 

had a very decent behavior. She had a child, a 

girl. Her husPand used to com~ to the Consulate 

very often to pick her up in his car. Their 

relation seemed to be very normal. 

Blakey: Have rumors ever been brought to your attention 
/ 

that she may have had a ~ove affair with Lee 

Harvey Oswald? 
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Azcue: 

Blakey: 

Azcue: 

Blakey: 

Azcue: 

Blakey: 

I met him--we met him three times, both me 

and Silvia Duran. That ·gentleman neve~_ came 

back. I think she would have told me anything 

because she was perfectly loyal to me. She 

would have pointed to any aspect of any topic 

. she would have had with him. And she left 

the Consulate really very late to have any 

date and she used to live very close to the 

Consulate. And her husband used to come for 

her almost every day. And she worked in the 

Consulate from very early in the morning til 

very late in the evening. We had lunch very 

close to the place where the Consulate was 

located? 

How did she get horne? 

Mostly her husband used to come in the car to 

pick her up.· 

Did anyone els_~ ever pick her up? 

Never. She had very few relations. She used 

to have relations mostly with us and with 

elements that were sympathetic to us. 
/ j 

Has it ever been brought-to your attention that 

Silvia Duran may have introduced Lee Harvey 

Oswald to students at the National University 

in Mexico City'? 
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Azcue: 

Blakey: 

Azcue: 

Blakey: 

Azcue: 

Blakey: 

Azcue: 

Blakey: 

Azcue: 

Blakey: 

Azcue: 

No, never. And I would have opposed to anything 

like that because I neve-r liked the pe!"_sonali ty 

of that gentleman--I felt he was an enemy. 

Did you ever socialize with the Durans? 

Yes I did. They used to have many parties and 

we used to join. them for dinner and for talks. 

? with his husband. 

~vere there any parties held that September 

weekend? 

I don't remember. 

Is it possible that there could have been a 

party that weekend? 

I remember that they gave me a party~-as a 

farewell party, but it wasn't the beginning 

of November I think. 

We are obviously principally concerned about 

September 26, 27, 28, 29, 30. 

If she gave an¥ party I did not attend. 

Did you have any conversations with anyone else 

that would lead you to believe that there might 

have been a party at her house at that time? 
/ j 

I don't remember. It is~·impossible for me to 

remember. 
.,. . 
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Blakey: Is it possible that you could have given a 

party that weekend? 

Azcue: No, I did not. I never gave parties. 

Blakey: You indicated that you did go to parties 

at her house on more than one occasion. 

Azcue: Yes because before being my secretary she 

used to be the secretary for the Cuban 

Mexican ? Committee or ' 

something like that. So she used to socialize 

very much with all of us for many years, not 

months but years. 

Blakey: To you knowledge did Maria Teresa Prorenza 

ever attend a party at her house? 

Azcue: It's very likely, I don't know. Because Teresa 

Proenza is a very old lady. At these parties 

most of the people who attended were young 

people so I don't think she attended. Teresa 

Proenza was a_yery old lady at that time and 

was very delicate. 

Blakey: How old would she have been then? 

Azcue: Maybe she was of her sixties, but she didn't 
/ ./ 

seem to be very healthy~- She suffured from 

? in her elbows~ She was not 
"i ' 

able to write almost. And she was not the kind 

of lady to attend parties very often. 
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Blakey: Did Louisa Calderon ever attend a party at 

the Durans? 

Azcue: Louisa Calderon was working at the Commercial 

Delegation then she didn't have those relations 

with Silvia. And Louisa Calderon had been 

working there for a short period of time and 

she lived with her mother. So she was not 

qualified for our group, so to say. The 

Commercial Delegation had their group. 

Blakey: Did Alfredo Mirabal ever attend a party at 

the Durans.? 

Azcue: Alfredo Mirabal had just arrived. And he had 

many problems with the education of his son, 

the installation of his house. So the only 

party I ever remembered that he attended was 

a Congress of Counselors that took place in 

M~xico City in which we attended together. 

He was, so to ~ay, a home man, .a man who stay 

at home most of the time with his son and his 

wife, his mother-in-law. 

Blakey: Did Ornesto -- would you help me with this 
/ 

punctuation? 

Lopez: Ornesto M-i-1-e-r. 
I' 

Blakey: Is that name familiar to you? Ornesto? 
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Azcue: Ornesto Miler? A Texan maybe? 

Blakey: No. 

Azcue: A very tall man who had been ~ friend of mine 

before in the Spanish War? A member of the 

Lincoln Brigade? 

Blakey: No, this would have been a friend of the 

Durans. 

Azcue: Yes, they had many friends. It was a very 

known family--Durans family. Known as 

progressive people. 

Blakey:· Emilio Carbiedo? 

Azcue: Emilio Carbiedo? He's a Mexican ~riter, is 

that so? 

Blakey: Would he have been at parties at the Durans? 

Azcue: I never saw him there.· I never saw him in 

parties but it is likely that he visited 

the Durans' family because he was a young 

man with good relations with u~ and he was 

known in Cuba too. 

Blakey: How about Elena Guerro DePaz? 

Azcue: Yes, she was a friend of mine. 
/ 

Blakey: You must pardon my prontinciation of Spanish. 

Interpreter: I should understand you but I don't know. 
'i· ( . 

Azcue: She is a Mexican writer too. A very good writer. 
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Also the wife of ? Paz. One of the 

best modern poets Mexico has- had. lillq related 

to Horatio Duran -- to Silvia's husband. 

Blakey: She would have been a friend then both of 

yours and the Durans? 

Azcue: Yes she was. 

Blakey: Did you see her often? 

Azcue: This gets complicated, I was a-- very good friend 

of the painter Guerro Galvan~~married to the 

sister of Elena Guerro. He was my friend. He 

used to come to my house. We used to have 

dinner together or I used to go to his house 

and we had dinner there. Then at his house 

it was that I met Elena Guerro. A very 

interesting woman and very cult. 

Blakey: Did you know her well? 

Azcue: We met two or three times a year we used 

to meet. It's not that we were so intimate 

with each other, it's just that we met once 

in a while. 

Blakey: Was she emotionaly stable? 
/ 

Azcue: Well she is the best woman writer that I have 

met and I have read. 
I-

Blakey: Did she have what might have been called a vivid 

imagination about things rather than about writings? 
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Azcue: I didn't know her so well, but I met her as a 

stable women and her writings, you don!t find 

that political ? but rather her 

living with an excellent knowledge of Spanish. 

Blakey: If she told you a story about something 

that happened would you be apt to believe it? 

Azcue: I think so. 

Blakey: Did she have a reputation for telling stories 

that were not true? 

Azcue: I don't think so. 

Blakey: You would describe her then as a responsible 

woman? 

Azcue: I think so, maybe a very mature lady. 

Blakey: And if she told you something of a very serious 

character, you tendency would be to credit it 

as true? 

Azcue: Yes, maybe. Maybe. 

Blakey: Did you ever Q~ar that Lee Harvey Oswald had 

attended a party at the Durans in which any 

of these other people had been present? 

Azcue: Lee Harvey Oswald absoultely disappeared from 
/' .r· 

our minds at the moment in which he .left the 

Consulate for the last time. Hundreds of 
"I ' . 

people used to come to the Consulate. He was 
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one. He was just one of them. Lee Harvey Oswald 

came back again to our minds-when he w~s 

quoted by the newspapers. May I smoke? 

Blakey: Surely. You must understand that Lee Harvey 

Oswald has become a subject of attention 

in ~any peoples mind because of hi~ possible 

involvement in the assassination of President 

Kennedy and many people now say things about 

him that_are not always true and are very_ 

difficult to verify. 

Azcue: ? 

Blakey: To be able to tell a story about him, we have found 

during the course of our investigation, is 

something that many people like to do.· And not 

all of the stories are true. What we are trying 

to do is to find out what is true. Did you 

know Consuella Esperon? 

Azcue: Yes I did. SQ~ was a secretary for thirty years 

during all the governments and all the administrations 

Blakey: Do you know or have you ever heard that she may 

have been present at a party in which Lee Harvey 
/ 

Oswald was? 

Azcue: She did not have parties. She was an old lady 
-~,. 

and she wanted to guarentee the years of her 

life were filled. She had to work with a 
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retirement that we could provide for her. 

Blakey: How old would she have been in 1963? 

Azcue: Over sixty, very likely. Mexican--very 

tall. 

Blakey: You recall that last time you indicated that 

you felt that you might be able to identify 

the individual that identified himself as 

Lee Harvey Oswald. 

Azcue: I think so. 

Blakey: Although did not appear to be the one who 

you saw on TV that Jack Ruby had killed. 

Azcue: Yes, I did. 

Blakey: Let me show you what has been marked as JFK 

Document #007549 and ask you to take a look 

at it. We might take a break now for five 

minutes or so while you do look at it. 

Azcue: Thank you very much. 

Blakey: We are back o~_the record now and it has been 

twenty-five minutes. Are you able to identify 

any of the phogographs in the book. 

Azcue: Yes I have identified some but I have observed 
/ 

something is very curious. These pictures, most 

of them I may identify just the background of 
'f.' . 
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the pictures. ? that 

I was told was in the front of the ? 

as well as the bars. In defense it can be 

seen that in most of these pictures that 

have been taken in our Embassy or to our 

Embassy front to: the Embassy 

or from someplace in front across by the 

Embassy. 

Blakey: Perhaps. by a wandering photographer. 

Azcue: There are many faces her which is very likely 

that I saw sometime. Some others I identified 

because I remember them because they are a 

friend of mine. But all of them have been 

taken at the Embassy and it very curious that 

the gentlemen who came to the Chanchery is 

not ? Nor the 

man who was shot dead in Dallas it doesn't 

come here. No_~e of the two con1es in this 

picture. The one who took these pictures 

it is a feeling he took one of the two. The 

one who came to the Chanchery. I see none 
/ 

.,· 

neither Lee Harvey Oswal~ who was shot down 

by Jack Ruby who came to the Chancery. So 
"l . 

\ 
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there are many pictures here. I may identify 

many of them, friends of mine and sOme_others 

are just faces I have seen someplace at the 

Embassy or the Consulate. But not of them 

correspond to the Lee Harvey Oswald who came 

to the Consulate nor from the Lee Harvey 

Oswald who was shot to death. That's sounds 

curious to me. That something ? in 

foreign service like this one does not have 

the picture of the person who visited the 

Chancellor that day. Here I have a list of 

the ones I may identify. 

Blakey: Could you give us the ones you can identify? 

You identified Number 4? 
I 

Azcue: Yes I did. Mirabol. The Chancellor that 

replaced me. 

Blakey: And you identified number 34? 

Azcue: Rolando Estabi.o. from our Commercial Delegation 

in Mexico City. 

Blakey: And you identified number 81? 

Azcue: He has a mode of strangeness which I recall 
/ 

from people who have beeil: to the Embassy. 

but if I see them in the streets~~if I 
"i . 

come across with them in the street I wouldn't 

say hello. 61, too, you may add, it is 
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Blakey: 

Azcue: 

Blakey: 

Azcue: 

Blakey: 

Azcue: 

Blakey: 

Azcue: 

Rolando Estabio again. 81 is Mr. Won~. 

He is an engineer who studied in Mexico 

and he was at that time studying there 

in Mexico. He was following a post-graduate 

course. 

Number 85. 

This looks like Louisa Calderon, I'm not 

sure. What was characteristic of Louisa 

Calderon wa~ the blue eyes, v~ry blue eyes 

and very black hair. The picture--I wouldn't 

be so sure but it looks like Louisa Calderon. 

How long did she work at the Embassy? 

She went there approximately in June '63. So 

she had been there only a few months at that 

time. 

Do you know how long she stayed at the Embassy 

after you left? 

When I came back to Cuba she w~s here already. 

So she has been there very few months. 

When did she come back to Cuba? 

I don't know. I can't tell you accurately. 
/ _,-

But she came very soon because when I came . (,; 
't_, 

back in November--On November -2.2 I arrived 
i . 

here and very soon after I arrived I met her at th~ 

theatre. She lived very close to the theatre. 
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Blakey: Do you know why she came back to Cuba? 

Azcue: Well you know in the kind of-positions 

in which we worked in the Embassy it is 

very ? and the Commercial 

Delegations, they just move you from one 

place to the other. 

Blakey: Was there any special reason for bringing 

her back? 

Azcue: No special reason because she just came to 

work here. 

Blakey: Would her having been brought back been related 

any in any way to the aftermath of the assassina-

tion? 

Azcue: It was even before that. I gave on the 22nd 

that she was already here. Yes I came on the 

18th and she was already here. 

Blakey: You identified Number 101 as identical to Number 

101, 103, 105, 107. 

Azcue: Yes all of them are the same person. It's a 

Dr. A very well known Doctor in Cuba and he 

was a writer too and he used to go to the 
/ ./ 

Cousular very often beca~se he had a son studying 

architecture in Mexico. So the only motive for 

his visit to Mexico was to visit his son and 
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to bring him back in order to follow up his 

career because there they finished th~ class 

of November in Mexico. 

Blakey: You identified Number 115. 

Azcue: Albero, he was from our cultural service--a 

painter. 

Blakey: You also identified Number 157. 

Azcue: No. 120? 

Blakey: l.fuich one--I 'rn sorry. While you are there 

tell us about 120. 

Azcue: She was the assistant to ou~ Counsellor in 

Vera Cruz. She used to come to the Embassy 

sometime. And the picture there it is taken 

at the Embassy. That's all of them. It's 

the same one without glasses. Number 157 and 

and 150, I think it is the same person. 

Blakey: l'l..nd who is it? 

Azcue: I don't rerneffiP~r the name, he was a very young 

man, but he was the Assistant of our Counsulate 

in Vera Cruz. 

Blakey: Mr. Azcue, let me direct your attention back 
/ 

to Number 159. Have yorr·ever seen that 

individual? 
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Azcue: It looks like a very old man. He looks Cuban. 

His face looks to be that of- a counterrevolutionary 

? and dishonest. 

Yes, he has that characteristic face. 

Blakey: Have you seen him before? 

Azcue: It seems to me that I have seen him before. 

I don't know why, he looks familiar to me. 

But I can't place him. 

Blakey: The drawing looks familiar to you or the 

person drawn looks familiar to you? 

Azcue: The expression on the face. His hair, the sight 

or the way he looks. Any other one? 

Blakey: ~'Jould you look at ·Numbers 26 and 27. 

Azcue: Twenty-six looks like a young American, typically 

american. 

Blakey: Have you ever seen him before? 

Azcue: Typical American boy. Whenever I see his 

picture, I would say it was a typical American. 

His picture has been taken at the Embassy. 

Blakey: Have you ever seen that individual or one who 

looks like him at ... 
/ J 

Azcue: No. I just say it because it i~ the typical 

face of an American. He looks ju~t like a 

young American--like a young American student. 
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Blakey:. Is it possible that that person could have 

· ever been with Silvia Duran?· 

Azcue: This picture has been taken at the Consulate. 

The background of the picture is what we call 

the Jose Latif quarters where we used to 

honor Jose Latif at the Embassy. Identified 

because of these round kind of Barcano stone. 

Blakey: Let me direct your attention to ? 

Have you ever seen Number 2, 66? 

Azcue: I don't recognize him. 

Blakey: Have you ever seen Number 2, 43, .44, 45, 46? 

Azcue: ? (tape turns over) 

Blakey: Have you ever seen Number 213? 

Azcue: Haybe in something, but I don't really know, 

I have not met this person. 

Blakey: Can you recognize any of the individuals in 

Number 275? 

Azcue: The Ambassador, Tomas Mann. 

Blakey: And how about the gentlemen on Mr. Mann's left? 

Azcue: That face looks familiar to me like the one 
/ 

of Tomas Mann which is the one i have seen in 

pictures. I don't think I know him personally . 
• , < 

Blakey: Do you recognize the gentleman on Mr. Hann's 

right? 
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Azcue: I recognize none of the two. The ? 

is that you recognize only a face of the 

people that you have seen more often. 

Blakey: Let me return for a moment to Haria Teresa 

Proenza. She was recalled from Mexico City 

to Cuba in December, is that correct? 

Azcue: I don't know. When I came she stayed there. 

Blakey: Have you ever seen her since you returned from 

Mexico City? 

Azcue: I saw her just a month ago in the National 

Library where she is working now. She is 

very old. 

Blakey: Do you know why she came back to Cuba? 

Azcue: No, no I don't. 

? No, I have no questions of.· Mr. Azcue. I think 

you have asked the ones we have. 

Blakey: Mr. Azcue I would like to thank you for your 

graciousness ~ coming here today. 

Azcue: It's a pleasure. 

Blakey: Your testimony has been very helpful. 

Azcue: I hope so. 
/ 

Blakey: And it has clarified a nUmber of points that 

troubled us. Let me raise one additional thing 
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with you. YOur testimony that the individual 

who carue to the Consulate and at the· time of 

the Oswald visa application was signed may 

not have been the Lee Harvey Oswald who was 

killed by Jack Ruby is obviously very important. 

We have taken your testimony in the form of a 

recording. The Committee would also like to 

extend you a invitation to come to the United 

States and testify · publicly before the . 

Committee. We recognize obviously that the 

details of such a trip would have to be worked 

out between your government and ours, but 

nevertheless we would like· to formally extend 

you that invitation. The Committee would pay 

your transportation and travel expenses while 

in the United States and you would of course 

have all of the iwmunities that would attach 

to a witness appearing before a Congressional 

Committee. And you would have the protection 

of the Government of the United States. 

Azcue: That protection sounds very poor to me. 
/ ·"· 

I am very grateful for tnat ? 

but of course our government would be the one ., . 
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to have the final word. 

Blakey: But in any case, I did want ·informally qn the 

record to indicate that your testimony is of 

sufficient significance that we would like 

to be able to have you present this testimony 

publicly to the Committee and the Congress 

and the American people. 

Azcue: Thank you. 

? Thank you Senor Azcue. 

Azcue: You are welcome. 

? I second the invitation. 

Blakey: Let me indicate for the record that it is now 

4: 35. 

/ 
_,· 

., . 
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Mr. Mirabal, what we'd like to do this morning 

with your permission is to discuss with you some 

of the facts surrounding the assassination of Presi

dent Kennedy, more particularly the visit of Lee 

Harvey Oswald to Mexico City in September of 1963. 

I wonder if you'd state for the rec~rd~your full 
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t1irabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Alfredo Mirabal Diaz. 

Would you state your date and place of birth? 

I was·born in Havana on August 11, 1923. 

Are you presently employed? 

Yes, I am. 

Where? 

In a factory of paintings. 

Where were you employed in September of 1963? 

In the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

Where you were physically located? 

At the Department of the Chauncery of the Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs. 

And where were you stationed? 

In Mexico City. 

Mr. Mirabal, on April 1, 1978 Mr. Eusebio Azcue 

prepared a drawing for us of the Consulate in 

Mexico City. Let me show you what's been previously 

marked as Azcue #1. Does that appear to be an accurate 

drawing of the Consulate? 

Yes. 

I wonder if you could explain for me a couple of 

things. Looking at the drawing from the bottom up, 

the bottom being what is marked Azcue _,-# 1, would 

you tell me the name of the street that runs--would 

you tell me which direction is nort6' and which di-

rection is south? If you remember. 
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Mirabal: It's not easy for me but now I think it was that 

way, upside down. No, I'm sorry~ it is like you 

presented it to me ·first. 

Blakey: The top of the drawing would be north? And the 

bottom would be south? 

Mirabal: Yes, I think, because the entrance to the Embassy 

would be up here. But I'm not sure of that. I 

mean at present I'm not quite sure. 

Blakey: Would you tell me the name of the: street then 

that runs east and west? 

Mirabal: I think th~t one was Francisco-Marques Street. 

Blakey: The street that runs north-south, is that Francisco-

Marques? 

Mirabal: I don't remember the name of the other street. I 

can't remember because we always gave the address, 

the Embassy's address, which was Francisco-Marques 

and it was a very wide avenue. 

Blakey: Would you tell me in your own words how you would 

g~in entrance to the Consulate? 

Mirabal: By this door. 

Blakey: Was this an iron gate or steel gate or--? 
/ 

Mirabal: This was walls. 

Blakey: How high were the walls? 

Mirabal: There was another floor up above the walls. If 

I'm not wrong in my memory, as I recall, these 
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walls here accounted for all the buildings which 

were there-~two story buildings. It was not ex-

actly a wall to separate us from the street but 

rather other buildings. 

Blakey: 'VI7ere these gates normally c lased? 

Mirabal: This was a wooden door, a wood~n gate. Actually, 

I neve~ came in this way, on very few occasions, 

then I don't have an accurate idea of how the out-

side of the building looked. 

Blakey: Would people who came for visas come through the 

wooden doors? 

Mirabal: Yes. And here there was a li vin.g room and here 

there would be the secretary. And this would be 

the staircase that would lead to the second floor. 

Blakey: When you came in through the wooden door, did the 

wooden door-- did it open into a courtyard or did 

it open into a living room? 

Mi.ralJal: No, no. This was -a living room an¢i here there was a 

laundry, a pantry. This was the courtyard. There 

was a door around here and you go to the courtyard. 

That room did not have a door. 
/ 

Blakey: What were the hours that·the' Consulate was open? 

Mirabal: For the public it was open at ten in the morning 
I' 

and close at two in the afternoon. 

Blakey: What days of the week. were these hours observed? 
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Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

t-'drabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

From Monday to Friday. 

Was the Consulate open on Saturdays? 

I don't think so, I don~t think so. Not on Satur-

day for the public. We used to work, but internally. 

But it was not open to th.e public? 

No. 

From two to four, was that your lunch hour? 

Yes, from two to four. 

Did you return after lunch to continue working in 

the afternoon? 

Yes, from.four to six. 

From four to six you worked, but the Consulate was 

not open at that time. 

It was not open to the public. And we used to 

work also from eight to ten in the morning but it 

was not open to the public at that.time. 

Did everyone leave around six in the evening? 

Yes, and there there WE;:re tTtJo people working, be-

cause the janitor worked at the Embassy, too. 

Were there ever occasions when either you or other 

people connected with the Consulate/st&yed after 

. ? 
s~x. 

Yes, it could be one of those days i~ the end of 

the month but it was not a common practice. 
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Blakey: Who worked in the. Consulate office? 

Mirabal: The secretary and me. 

Blakey: What was her name? 

Mirabal: Sylvia Duran . 

. Blakey: . In September of 1963 was there anyone else in the 

office besides yourself and Sylvia Duran? 

Mirabal: Eusebio Azcue. I took his office but at that 

time he was still helping me to get familiar with 

the working of the office. So he:stayed there for 

some time assisting me. 

Blakey: Did the two of you share the same office? 

Mirabal: Yes, we did because it was a large room, but he 

was not there permanently. He just came and left--

He spent some hours there. If he was needed he 

would stay longer. 

Blakey: When did you arrive in Mexico to replace Mr. Azcue? 

Mirabal: On September the second. 

Blakey: When did he leave to return to Cuba? 

Mirabal: I don't remember. 

Interpreter: (He misunderstood the question.) 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Some days past after I arrived in Mexico City, 

maybe a month, over a month'-- two morlths. 

Was it prior to the assassination of President Ken-

nedy? 
.,., . 

I think so. 
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Blakey: But after the visit of Lee Harvey Oswald to the 

Consulate? 

Mirabal: Yes, it was afterwards. 

Blakey: Was Mr. Azcue normally in the Consulate during this 

period in September from the hours that we talked 

about, roughly eight to seven? 

Mirabal: Well, yes. He used to go in the morning to see if 

I needed him. Every day he went to the office. 

Blakey: I take it then that you were. familiar with the pro-

cedures that were n0rmally followed in the issuance 

of visas. Is that correct? 

Mirabal: Yes, I was. 

Blakey: And either you or Mr. Azcue processed most visas 

Is that correct? 

Mirabal: There was a moment at which I took full responsi-

bility for the Consulate. Signing all the documents, 

and from that moment on he didn't sign any more. 

I used to sign them myself-- though he was still 

there in order to assist me with the proceedings. 

Blakey: Was there any circumstance in which a security 

officer associated with the Consulate would get 
/' .'" 

involved with a visa application? 

Mirabal: Not that I know. The visas were handled by me 
I•' 

from the point of view of the official procedures 

and in special, in very special cases the Ambassador 
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Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

L~-irabal: 

would take responsibility for that. 

Did you have any instructions to bring to -the 

security officer's attention anything that might 

occur through the course of a visa application? 

Those instructions I had regarding the Ambassador, 

I mean to go to the Ambassador directly, to con-

sult with the Ambassador because they --

they only make all the arrangements for the visa. 

Sometimes we had cases which had to be solved by 

the Ambassador himself. For instance, Cuba 

people who came very often to Cuba, then the 

Ambassador knew about that situation and they did 

not have to go through this application process . 

But that had to be authorized by the Ambassador 

himself, and nobody else. 

Were there any circumstances in which you would 

draw the attention of a security officer associated 

with the Embassy 1:0 the visa application? That 

is as opposed to drawing it to the attention of 

the Ambassador? 

The problem is that I've never hc..rl r;e\·l.,· from a security 

officer attached to the Embassy for these cases. 

All my relations were with the Ambas,sador. 
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Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Hirabal: 

To your knowledge then, no secur±ty officers were 

attached to the Embassy? 

Not that I know. 

Let me draw your attention then to that latter part 

of September of 1963. Were you at the Consulate 

Office when Lee Harvey Oswald visited and attempted 

to acquire a visa? 

Yes, I was present. 

~·lhat day did he first come? 

I have the idea that he went two days. It seems to 

me that he visited the Consulate on two occasions. 

Now, when was it? The first one I don't remember; 

the second on~ I think was the one at the end of 

September. The day which he signed the application. 

Let me, let me show you a calendar for 1963, and 

direct your a.ttention to September. The Cuban 

Government has previously furnished the Committee 

with a cofly of an-application for a visa. Number 

779, that indicates that an applicat~on was filled 

out on September 27th, which according to the calen-

dar would have been a Friday. Does that information 
/ ./ 

refresh your recollection ~i to when Mr. Oswald 

would have first come to the Consulate? 

Of course, a long time has passed. In addition to 

that, I was not the one who took charge of the 
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visitors. Rather, it would be the secretary who was 

in charge of receiving the visitors. I .would 

only sign the applications and the documents I 

had to sign. 

Blakey: Did you sign the application for Mr. Oswald the 

first time he carne, or the second time he carne? 

Mirabal: I don't .remember. I don't remember as to be able 

to give you an accurate answer. I have in my 

recollection that it was the second time. 

Blakey: That would mean the first time he visited would 

have been a Thursday, the 26th. Is that correct? 

Mirabal: I cannot tell you accurately. 

Blakey: And then the second time he visited would have 

been on a Friday the 27th when he filled out the 

formal application? 

Mirabal: Yes, I do remember that there·was a discussion. 

There was an argument on the two occasions that 

he carne. 

Blakey: Was there an argument on both occasions that he 

carne? 

Mirabal: Yes, with Azcue. 

Blakey: Were you present during both.. c;liscus~io-~s that he carne? 

Mirabal: Well, present in the building but that discussion 
'i ' . 

was, that argument took place where the secretary 
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Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

was. When I heard the people talking loudly, of 

course, I just went and looked. But I was not 

present at the argument, ex~ctly, when it took 

place. 

Do you recall seeing Lee Harvey Oswald? 

Yes, in that way, because I just went to the door 

and took a little peak as I heard G~e loud voices. 

Would you describe him as you remember him? 

If I describe him now I could be influenced by 

the pictures I have seen of him. I do not have a 

clear cut image of him at that time. 

Could you tell me about how old he was? 

About thirty years. 

~ould you tell me what kind of build he had? 

Was he slight, muscular? 

He was rather light, not very broad-shouldered 

but rather light and narrow build. I think the 

head was not a kind of a round head, but rather 

narrow. And the ~n was rather small. 

What color hair did he have? 

I would say light brown. 

Do you recall the color of his eyes? 
/ 

No. I didn't see them. 

What do you recall of his complexion? 
r , 

I saw-him. It came to my attention when I heard 

t 
•·· ' • 
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the argument loud then I just went out to take 

a look at the argument, what he was discussing. 

I was not interested in his person exactly.~ Be-

sides, I did not know English. I thought it could 

be an. argument. So I saw it and then 

I went back and took seat in my office·. I 

remember comparing him with Azcue. He was rather 

small and narrow, a very grave face, a serious 

face. 

Blakey: How was he dressed? Did he have a suit on? 

Mirabal: It seems to me he had a suit and a tie. It seems 

to me. 

Blakey: I recognize of course that I'm asking you about 

events over fifteen years ago and what we want 

really is your best memory and I know that it's 

sometimes difficult to remember things. And so 

I hope you bear with me if I ask you these kinds 

of detailed quest-isms. Can you recall what kind 

of suit it was? Was it dark or light? 

Mirabal: 1 can tell that the recollection I have is that 

it was rather light but who can retain that in 
/ 

the memory? 

Blakey: Can you remember whether it was stripped or solid 
'' 

color? 

Mirabal: If we ask the secretary maybe she knows, because 
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Blakey: 

Mirabal:· 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

women take more notice of that kind of thing. 

Did you have any subsequent discussions with Mr. 

Azcue about the nature of the argument that you 

had? 

No. 

Did he ever tell you what Lee Harvey Oswald had 

said to him? 

Yes. At the moment he told me. At the moment of 

the argument I remember that Oswald showed a 

Communist Party card and another card of American 

association. It's written down in the note, a 

card of the Fair Play for Cuba Association. Then 

Azcue took it to my desk and showed it to me. 

Displayed in front of me. So I had no instructions 

of anything of that sort, so I told Azcue to take 

it away but it caught my attention from the 

first discussion that took place. Two things: 

first, the demand.:i,.ng and angry r..vay in which he 

said that he wanted a visa in any case, that he 

was being persecuted, that he had no money to 

keep himself in Mexico and that he needed to travel 
/ 

to Cuba urgently. That he 4 said it in a way that 

is not a humble way of asking for it but rather 
'' 

demanding. That seemed to me very rare, it 

was strange; it seemed to me like a 
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Blakey: 

kind of a provocation. And later the display 

of the Communist Party card and the other card. 

That time I told Azcue no, give all back to 

him. And he probably was like any other person. 

And that Comrade Azcue knew too. So there was 

no difference, no argument between Azcue and 

me about that. The only solution was to have 

i't, to have him sent to the Ambassador, for the 

Ambassador to make a--a decision about that, be-

cause the Ambassador could have given him the 
~ 

visa as a political matter. But the way he de-

manded it, the way he projected himself was so 

strange, that we just applied the rules. Then 

he also said that his wife was a Soviet citizen, 

as a way to identify himself. Then I called 

the Consul, the Soviet Consul. I consulted him 

about the case, if he ~new anything about that 

case. So I was told that he had been at the 

Soviet Embassy also and requested a visa but 

they had followed the procedures and forwarded it 

to Moscow but that would take time. 

Let me return to that in a moment,./M~~ Mirabal, 

and let me ask you one other thing about the dis

cuss:i:on that Mr. Azcue had with Mr.''oswald. What 
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Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

I'd like to do is to read you a passage from a 

book written by a man named Daniel Shorr. The 

name of the book is "Clearing the Air." It was 

published in 1977. By reading it, you should 

not think. that I necessarily credit as true. 

What I'd lik.e to do is ask you as a person who 

was present in Hexico City to comment on the in-

formation that it contains. And I'm quoting now 

from page 177. 

~Oswald h~d come to the Consulate, the Cuban 
Consulate twice, each time for about fif
teen minutes." · (This is now a quote attri
buted to Premier Castro.) "The first time 
Twas told he wanted to work. for us. ·He 
was asked to explain but he wouldn't. He 
wouldn't go into details. The second time 
he said he wanted to 'free Cuba from Ameri
can Imperialism. ' Then he said something 
lik.e, "Someone ought to shot that President 
Kennedy." Then Oswald said, and this is 
exactly how it was reported to me, "Maybe 
I'll try to do it." 

Do you recall anything lik.e these quotes attributed 

to Lee Harvey.Oswald having occurred in the Embassy? 

The Consulate I mean? 

Absolutely no:t. 

Did you have discussions with Sylvia Duran about 

what Oswald said? / 

Not at that time. She was just there and while 

Azcue and me were talking she was jd~t there listen-

ing. We just exchanged some words, we can not say 

it was conversation. 
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Blakey: Did she ever tell you anything like the threats 

that are attributed to Oswald? 

Mirabal: No, she never did. 

Blakey: Did you ever have any discussions with Mr. Azcue 

since both of your return to Cuba about his feel-

ing that the person who was present at the Consulate 

may not have been the same Lee Harvey Oswald who 

was killed in Dallas? 

Mirabal: I don't remember. After Azcue came back and 

then I returned too, I met him only once and now 

yesterday I saw him on his way out here. 

Blakey: So you've never discussed with him his feeling 

that there might have been two Oswalds? 

Mirabal: No. 

Blakey: Does your memory of the man who was in the Con-

sulate square with the same person you know to 

have been, from seeing him in the newspapers, 

killed in Dallas? 

Mirabal: Well, when the first pictures came in the news-

papers, the following day after the assassination, 

there was not even on the part of Sylvia Duran or 
/ 

on my part anything that tord- us that it was 

not the same person. We did not enter into a dis-
i·' 

cussion whether it was the same person or not, we 
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did not make that decision. He 

never thought--the impressi.on we got when we 

saw the pictures was that it was the same person. 

And we didn't start to think about it 

I don't remember having talkea about 

that. 

Blakey: Let me go back to where you were before I inter-

rupted you. You indicated that Lee Harvey Oswald 

had come in, probably on a Thursday and asked for 

an application. And then someone then called the 

Russian Consulate. Can you recall who it was 

that called? 

Mirabal: I did. 

Blakey: . Your memory is that you called personally? 

Mirabal: On the first occasion, no. On the second occa-

sion, when I wrote the note, was that I phoned 

the Soviet Consulate. 

Blakey: You did it personally? 

Mirabal: Yes, I did. 

Blakey: It was not done by Sylvia Duran? 

Mirabal: If she did it, I don't know. I did it myself. 

Blakey: With whom did you speak at ~the Sovi.et.,.Embassy? 

Mirabal: With the Consul or the Deputy ConsuL. 
"i·' 

Blakey: Can you recall his name? 

Mirabal: No I don't. 
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Blakey: What did you tell him? 

Mirabal: I consulted hirr about the case, whether they 
-

had any news about that person or his wife who 

was a Soviet citizen. 

Blakey: And what did he tell you? 

Mirabal: And he told me about that, that that same man 

had been in his ·office to request a visa for 

the U.S.S.R. But that he had forwarded to Mos-

cow and that it would take about \four months to 

get a reply. It is known that a citizen of a 

country has the right to go back to that country. 

But it was not she who was requesting a visa to 

come to Cuba but rather himself, her husband. 

But then it seemed to me somewhat strange, a 

strange combination. So we decided not even to 

forward the case to the Ambassador. 

Blakey: Let me see if I can't get clear. When did this 

telephone conversation--when in the day did this 

telephone convers~hion take place? Was it in 

the morning or in the afternoon? 

Mirabal: It ·seems to me it was around noon time. I don't 

remember. It should have been within ·ten and two 

in the afternoon. 

Blakey: Was Oswald present in the Consulate~~hen you 
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Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Hirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

made the phone call? 

I think so. I think he was·because I made·the 

telephone call before writing out the note. 

Okay. Let me see if I can't reconstruct with 

you what h.appened. 

He came in on the second occasion, filled 

out the application, and then you called the So

viet Embassy to check to see whether he had re-

ceived his visa and they gave you the information 

that you previously gave us. 

Yes. 

Did you then give the information to Mr. Oswald? 

No, I did not. To Mr. Azcue. 

A.nd that's when the argument occurred? 

No, no .. The discussion was before that. Because 

though he came to fill out the application, the 

way he was asking to do it, he wanted to have the 

reply very soon. He said he could. not wait for 

months and then there was another argument about 

that. There was an argument on both occasions. 

Did any oth_er people make phone calls from the 
/ 

Cuban Embassy to the Russian· Embassy? 

Oswald case? 
., , . 

About the 

Not from my phone. I had a telephone in my office 
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and the secretary had another telephone. 

Blakey: Did Sylvia Duran ever call the Russians? 

Mirabal: I cannot tell you yes and I cannot tell you no. 

Blakey: Did you ever had any conversation with her that would 

lead you to believe that she had made phone calls? 

Mirabal: No. 

Blakey: Did you ever have any conversations with Mr. Azcue 

that would lead you to believe that he had made 

phone calls in this connection? 

Mirabal: I don•t know about that. 

Blakey: You mean you don•t remember whether he did or 

didn't? Or you just have no knowledge at all? 

Mirabal: Not that I know. I never knew about that. 

Blakey: Did you ever make a phone call to the Russian Em-

bassy in which you put Lee Harvey Oswald on the 

phone to let him directly talk to the Russian Em-

bassy? 

Mirabal: No, I never did. 

Blakey: Did you ever have any direct face-to-face conver-

sations with Mr. Oswald? 

Mirabal: No, I never did. 

Blakey: When the argument occurred, what language was Oswald 

speaking? 

Mirabal: English. 
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Blakey: Did he ever speak Russian in the Embassy? 

Mirabal: Not that I heard. 

(Tape turned over.) 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Let me repeat that question. Did he ever speak 

Russian in the Embassy? 

No, I was all the time in my office, and working. 

I had work to do. I tell you honestly, I never 

gave much importance to that. It was just a 

simple argument, a discussion. At that moment 

also he was not--the figure he became later. I 

did not pay much attention. But rather to 

loud voices I heard, that was what called my atten-

tion. ' . But what was golng on there I do not know. 

Those voices were speaking in English, then? 

The three· of them--the Secretary, Azcue and Oswald. 

Did you know Azcue both professionally and so-

cially? 

I met him Septemb.e.r the second, 1963. He went to 

receive me at the airport. Then afterwards we 

became good friends. 

Did you know Sylvia Duran both professionally and 
/ J 

socially? 

Well, from the sodial point of view I visited her 
•t ' 

once during a birthday party because it was logical. 
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I was head at the office and she invited me. 

But we never carry out any social life together. 

Blakey: Did you ever attend any parties at her house? 

Mirabal: Yes, I did. 

Blakey: Do you recall attending any parties that period 

during September at her house? 

Mirabal: Well, the party was soon after the night I 

arrived in Mexico. I don't remem-

ber if it was her birthday, I think it was. Hers 

or her husband's. 

Blakey: Do you know when she was born? 

Mirabal: No. 

Blakey: Could it be that her birthday is November 22nd, 

the day of the assassination? 

Mirabal: No, I can't tell you. 

Blakey: Can you recall whether you attended a party that 

would not be a birthday party that weekend in 

September when Osw-ald was in Mexico City? 

Mirabal: No, I don't.-

Blakey: Do you know if Mr. Azcue attended any parties at 

her house that weekend? 
/ 

Mirabal: They knew each other for sometime but I 

can't tell you if he went to her house to ,, 

a party. 
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Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Hirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey; 

Mi.rabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Did you know Maria Teresa Proenza? 

I met her at the Embassy but I didn't have any 

relations with her. 

Do you know if she was at a party at the Durans 

that weekend? 

No, I don't remember. 

Did you know General Jose Jesus Clark Florez? 

I met a lot of people/ I don't remember. 

Did you know Emilio Carbellido? 

I think I heard the name but if I met him I 

don't remember, perhaps it was at the time I 

think I heard the name, Emilio Carbellido. 

Do you know if he attended a party at the Durans 

that latter part of September? 

No I don't. 

Did you know Elena Garro de Paz? 

No, I don't. Perhaps I met her but I cannot as-

socia te the name with the person nm.,r. 

Did you know Deb~·Guerrero de Galvan? 

No. 

Did you know a Victor Rico Gallan? 

Yes 1 I did. / 

And who was--

Journalist. 'i . 

Did you know h.im well? 

No, but he used to go to the Consul. We had super-
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ficial relations always. 

Blakey: Did you ever hear that tee Harvey Oswald was at 

a party at the Durans on the weekend of September 

26, 27, 28, 29? 

Mirabal: No, I never heard that. 

Blakey: Mr. Mirabal, I hope you will understand that the 

questions now that I am going to ask you are some-

what delicate and I would not ask you unless I had 

information that made it necessary. And I would 

not ask these kinds of questions just to pry into 

people's private lives. ·Having apologized for the 

delicate character of what I am doing, let me ask 

you a series of questions. 

Was Sylvia Duran married when she worked at the 

Consulate? 

Mirabal: She told me that she was married with a painter. 

Blakey: Did you ever hear that she was unfaithful to her 

husband? 

Mirabal: Well, there were some comments but not very serious. 

I never gave any importance to the comments that 

were made~· 

Blakey: Did she have a reputation fQr being' w.i'th ·more than 

one man on more than one occasion? 

Mirabal: No. As far as I know. 

Blakey: Could she have been described as a womari. of easy 

virtue? 
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Mirabal: Tne thing is that I never used to speak about 

those types of things with .the other people. 

Blakey: The distinction that I'm trying to draw, it is 

sometimes possible for a person to have an affair 

eve:n outside of marraige based on love. There 

are other people who would stay with anyone and 

what I'm trying to ask you as delicately as possi-

ble is if Ms. Duran had the reputation of being 

the kind. of woman who might stay'with anyone? 

Mirabal: I never knew that version. 

Blakey: You indicated that you did hear that she perhaps 

was unfaithful. Without going into the details 

of the people. 

Mirabal: There were some comrades there at the Embassy who 

started commenting but not as a serious matter. 

Not as a serious conve~sation. 

Blakey: Did you ever hear that she might have had an affair, 

at least a week-end affair, with Lee Harvey Oswald? 

Mirabal: No. 

Blakey: Do you' think that if this had occurred that you 

might have heard about it? 

Mirabal: Yes. 
/ .,· 

People would have commented on that. Be-

cause after what happened, that is, the assassina-
.,,, 

tion of the President, we talked a lot. There was 

a lot of coflver~ations dealing with Oswald. 
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Blakey: Do you know how Sylvia Duran got home at night? 

Mirabal: No. 

Blakey: Did her husband come to pick her up? 

Mirabal: Sometimes. 

Blakey: Did you know a Ernesto Le:hfeld Miller (Ph.)? 

Mirabal: Do you know if anyone other than·her husband ever 

came to pick her up? 

Mirabal: No. 

Blakey: Did you ever hear or learh that Sylvia Durari 

sent Lee Harvey Oswald to a group of students at 

the University of Mexico? In an effort to obtain 

the visa? 

l\lirabal: No. 

Blakey: bo you think you would have heard of such activity 

had it occurred? 

Mirabal: It would have been normal. 

Blakey: Do you know an Oscar Contrares Lartigue? 

Mirabal: Not by the name. -

Blakey: Did you know any students at the law school at 

the University of Mexico? 

Mirabal: Well, I, there were some students who ~sed to go 
/ . 

... 
to the Embassy looking for propaganda, books, 

literature. 'i •. 

Blakey: Did you know a Ricardo Guerra? 

Mirabal: No. 
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Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Following the assassination of President Kennedy, 

was Sylvia Duran arrested by the Mexican Govern-

ment? 

Yes, she was. 

Did she discuss with you that arrest? 

Afterwards. 

Would you tell us what she said happened to her? 

She told me that she was arrestea I don't even 

remember where it was·. It was either in her 

house or out of her house, that she was mal-

treated. 

~mat do you mean by maltreated? 

Not, uh, she was not beaten. But she had some 

bruises and they wanted to link her with 

Oswald. 

How did they give an indication that they wanted 

to link her with Oswald? 

Because of the visit to the1Embassy. 

When you say they, do you mean the Mexican Police? 

Yes, it was the Mexican police. 

Which police service arrested her? 

I don • t remember -- The Mexi<;:an poll'ce ~, 

What I mean was that, there are several different 

Mexican police services. Do you rem~mber \vhich 

service it was that arrested her? 
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Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

No, I don't. 

Did she tell you what questions she was asked 

by the Mexican police? 

Well, you know, she was talking about that and 

who was present. The Ambassador was also present. 

lffia t questions did they ask her? 

I don't remember exactly now but I do know that--

Did they make any accusations against her? 

No, no. She was released. 

What I meant was, in the questions did they accuse 

her of doing anything? 

As far as I knew, they wanted to link her with 

this event. I know that there is something 

about that . 

Did they want to link her to it personally. For 

example, did they ask her if she had an affair 

with Lee Harvey Oswald? 

No, I don't remember anything. 

Or did they try tO' link her in th~ sense that she 
) 

was an employee of the Cuban Embassy? 

I think so. 

Did they suggest that somehow the Suban Government 

was involved with Lee Harvey Oswald, and thus the 

assassination, an attempt through M~. Duran to 

establish that link? 
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Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

I don't remember but I don't think so. 

She commented on everything but uh--

I note that it's now eleven fifteen and that 

it would probably be unfair for me to continue 

asking questions without giving you say, five 

minutes for rest. I wouldn't want it said 

that I was unfair to you. Perhaps we could 

take a five minute break. 

Let the record indicate that it is now 

twenty minutes to twelve. (Break.) 

On any occasion that Mr. Oswald was present 

at the Consulate did you ever get any indica-

tion that he was with other people? 

No. 

Did you see anyone outside that he might have 

gone out and been with? 

I remember an image that one ti.111e in which I 

went to the wind.ow there was a woman close to 

the Consulate. I remember but it is not very 

clear but I didn't know who she was. 

Is there any reason to associate her with him? 

No, I didntt have any--
/ 

Did you see him go out and talk to her? 

No, I did not. Excuse me, one oe·the things he 

brought to the Consulate was a certificate of 

marriage.· When he showed it to me, I didn't ask 
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Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

anything related to these certificate but r 

related that I associated that perhaps that woman 

that was outside could be his wife. 

Did he say that he was with her? 

No, no. I never talked to him. 

It's just an assumption on your part that it could 

have been true? 

Yes, only an assumption. 

Could you recall for me what the·reaction was in 

the Cuban Consulate and Embassy to President Ken-

nedy's assassination? 

Well, when we heard about it, I can't recall, I 

think it was the day:.:: after, I heard it in the 

morning, we put on the radio and we. heard about 

the news. Well, you can imagine the feeling of 

the people working at the Embassy, they were 

very upset. They r..vere worried also, because 

th.a t ( s not common for these event s to happen. 

Especially because at that time our relations 

w.ith the U.S. government were not good and in 

Mexico we had a very active counter-revolutionary force 

who threatened us wheriever we had ~ p~rty and 

sometimes they managed to carry out some acts 

against us. For example, throwing ~. ink 

bottles to.our Embassy, and different provocations 
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against us. So, first of all, the news worried 
. . 

us because it was the assassination of a u~s. 

President and this hadn't happened for a long 

time. And also, because that situation perhaps 

the counter-revolutionaries could use 

us. That is mainly the impression I recall. And 

we tried to maintain ourselves as calm as we 

could. 

Blakey: Did you have any discussions with Sylvia Duran 

about Lee Harvey Oswald's trip to the Consulate 

in light of the assassination? 

Mirabal: No, I didn't. 

Blakey: Do you recall her reaction to the assassination? 

Mirabal: She was the one who gave me the news that he was 

assassinated. She communicated first that he 

was assassinated, then I put on the radio. Some-

time later she herself carne again and she told 

me that the name · i::ha t the radio ha:d given as the 

assassin was the same name of that person who went 

to the Embassy requesting a visa. Because the thing 

is that she handles everything, the_pa~ers, and 
/ 

she had to write up for sorne'tirne' different times' 

the name, so she recalled it. And she-remembered 
f ' 

the name. 
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Blakey: What did you do with that information? 

Mirabal: Well, what I told you before, we 

Blakey: Did you report it to the Ambassador that the 

reported assassin of the President of the United 

States had asked for a visa? 

Mirabal: Yes. 

.Blakey: Do you know what he did with it? 

Mirabal: He recommended·us to be calm 

and to wait for the events. He was going to talk 

with the Mexican authorities. That is what I 

remember. 

Blakey: Do you know if any communication was had between 

Mexico City and Havana about Lee Harvey Oswald 

and the visa application? 

·Mirabal: No. 

Blakey: You don't know. Could, is it possible that there 

was some communication that you did not know about? 

Mirabal: I didn't know. 

Blakey: Did anyone ever .talk to you as part of an investiga-

tion conducted by the Cuban Government into Lee 

Harvey Oswald's visit? / 

Mirabal: After the assassination? 

Blakey: After the assassination. '. 

Mirabal: No. 
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Blakey: Have you ever had any conversations with anyone 
. . 

about what we're talking about today? 

Mirabal: At that time? 

Blakey: Yes. 

Mirabal: Yes, at that time we were talking with the different 

officers of the Embassy, because the press was 

talking about these events very frequently. But 

after some days, nothing was said. I haven't 

talked about this--

Blakey: These were all informal conversations? 

Mirabal: Yes. Among comrades. 

Blakey: Have you ever participated in any 

investigation of what happened? 

Mirabal: No. 

Blakey: Eithen then or subsequently? 

Mirabal: So far,. no. 

Bl_akey: Let me show you the copy of a visa .application 

supplied to us by-the Cuban government, number 

779. Let me direct your attention to the lower 

right-hand corner. Do you see the signature 

there? Is that your signature? 
/ 

Mirabal: Yes, it is. 

Blakey: Could you tell us how that application would have ·, .. 

been filled out? Who typed it? 
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Mirabal: It was typed by the secretary to Sylvia Duran. 

I suppose so, because she was the one in gharge 

of t.ha t.. 

But she rised to ~ill out applications .. 

Blakey: W.here would she have gotten the information on 

the top part of the application? 

Is that the signature of Lee Harvey Oswald? 

Mirabal: The applicant is the one that supplies the infor-

mation. 

Blakey: Where would she have gotten the information that 

appears below the phrase? 

Mirabal: It was drafted by myself. 

Blakey: ~\Tould you have dictated this to her? 

Mirabal: I wrote it down on a piece of paper and I gave 

it to her . 

. Blakey: ~mere would you have gotten the information? 

Mirabal: From the documents he showed to me, and fro~ 

the call I made to the Embassy. I think that· is 

what is expressed there. Do you mind if I read 

it? 

Blakey: No, please do. 
/ 

_,-

Mirabal: The ap:?licant says that he i-s a member of the Com-

munist Party of the United States. It seems to 
., . 

say ;: "Secretary in Ne'rl Or leans of the 

Fair Play for Cuba Committee" and also that he 
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Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

lived in the U.S.S.R. from October 1959 up 

to June 19, 1962. That'~ what he said~ That 

while there he got married with a Soviet-citi-

zen. He produced some documents that accre-

dited him as member of the organizations men-

tioned before and a marriage certificate. He 

presented himself at the Embassy of the U.S.S.R. 

in this city requesting a visa to visit the 

Embassy in Cuba. We called up the Consulate 

of the Soviet Union and they told us that they 

had to wait for the authorization of Moscow 

in order to issue the visa and that it would take 

approximately four months. That is, that what 

he declared and the different consultations I 

made with the Consulate so that the Cuban au-

thorities might be able to understand. 

When would this application have been typed in 

this fashion? -. 

At that moment. 

The information would have been, I take it 

then, directly given to Sylvia Dura~ by Mr. 
/ 

Oswald. And the other iriformation would have 

been given to you. 
f' 

Not to me alone but to Azcue. Both. 
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Blakey: And then it would have been typed on the applica-

tion, and Mr. Oswald would have signed it_right 

then? 

Mirabal: I don't remember now if he signed before or after-

wards, but it was the same day. 

Blakey: Do I understand you to say that he may have signed 

an application in blank and then the information 

wouid have been typed into it afterwards? 

Mirabal: It is possible because that is something that be-

longs to the Mission. It is not signed by the 

applicant; he just only commit himself 

with what he says. This is internal. 

Blakey: What I'm trying to understand is the procedure 

that would have been followed. In most situations 

what did the applicant do? 

Mirabal: He signed the application. 

Blakey: In blank? 

Mirabal: No, no, no. After filling it out. 

Blakey: Okay. He would, what I'm--as you told me, he 

didn't type it. The secretary typed it. Okay. 

So he would have to have given the information to 
/' .;r· 

the secretary. She would then have to have typed 

it. And the information would have to have given 
'i ' . 

to Mr. Azcue and he would have to have dictated 

to Ms. Duran the material that appears on the bottom. 
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And when all of that was typed on the application, 

I take it it would have been given to him to sign. 

Is that correct? 

Mirabal: I can't tell you if it was like that exactly. 

It was done generally; I can't tell you exactly 

if it was done like that. Now, what I can tell 

you is that it was made the same day at the same 

moment. 

Blakey: Uh huh. Did he sign that in your presence? 

Mira}:)al: Not in my presence. 

Blakey: Was it ever a practice to allow an applicant to 

take the application with him, away from the Con-

sulate? 

Mirabal: No, that was not allowed . 

Blakey: So they would always have been filled out and signed 

in the Consulate? 

Mirabal: It was not forbidden but it was not necessary to 

do that. 

Blakey: Was more than one copy of the visa application made? 

Mirabal: Yes. 

Blakey: How many were? 

_Mirabal: I just sign them. 
/ J 

I think there were five or six 

copies. 
'i .. 

Blakey: Did the applicant sign each one individually? 
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Mirabal: Yes. 

Blakey: Did you have carbon paper available that would 

permit him to sign all copies at the same time? 

Mirabal: I can't tell you that because he didn't sign in 

my presence. 

Blakey: Was it the custom that you had carbon paper avail-

able? That would permit applicants to sign all 

copies at the same time? 

Mirabal: That was handled by the secretary and I don't 
I 

know how she worked (it). I was never interested 

in that because I was working on other things. 

She was working there for some time--

Blakey: Could I ask you to give me an exem!_Dlar of your own 

signature? (Break while Mr. Mirabal writes name.) 

Would you date it? August 26, 1978. 

(Laughter.) 

Mr. Mirabal, you previously indicated that you knew 

Maria Teresa Perenza and that sheiworked in the 

Embassy. Was she subsequently recalled from Mexico 

City to Cuba? 

Mirabal: Yes. 
/ 

Blakey: Why was she recalled? 

Hirabal: , I don't know. 
f• 

Blakey: Did you ever have any discussions with anyone in the 
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Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

Blakey: 

Mirabal: 

END OF TAPE. 

Embassy about why she left? 
. . 

If I had it, I don't remember. 

I had very few relations with her. 

You previously indicated that you knew Luisa 

Calderone. Is that correct? 

We haven't talked about Luisa Calderone. 

I'm sorry. Did you know Luisa Calderone? 

Yes, she worked at the Embassy. 

What did she do at the Embassy? 

She worked I think in the commercial depart-

ment. 

She subsequently was recalled to Cuba, is that 

correct? 

Yes, after two months. I knew her a very short 

time. 

Why was she recalled to Cuba? 

I don't knmv. 

/ 

'. 
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BLAKEY: You were just saying before we had to change 

the tapes ... 

MIRABAL: Well, generally, personnel in an- embassy 

will take office over for just a period of time. And I think 

they said that she left to Cuba because she finished with 

her period of time in the Embassy. 

BLAKEY: Was there any connection between her return 

to Cuba and the assassination of President Kennedy? 

MIRABAL: No, never. I don't know if she left before 

or after. 

BLAKEY: Mr. Mirabal, let me show you two black folders, 

one of which is identified as the photo identification book. 

The second is identified as ... 

INTERPRETER: The first one is identified ... : 

BLAKEY: ... as photo identification book. The second 

is identified as J.F.K. document number 007549. Each black 

notebook contains a number of photographs. I'd like you to 

take a few minutes and look at them, and then I'd like to ask 

you if you can identify any of the people in them. It's now 

about 12:05. I wonder if we could take a break for about 

ten minutes while you have the opportunity to do that. 

- BREAK -
/ 

.. 
BLAKEY: For the record, let me indicate that it is 

now 12:20. You were indicating that you di9 not know anyone 

in the photo identification book? 

MIRABAL: I'd like to clarify that I'm not very good 

at recollecting people. Sometimes I can't distinguish my 

children in a picture. 
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BLAKEY: Let me direct your attention to photo No. 57 

in the photo identification book and ask you if you can recall 

that individual. 

MIRABAL: Well, the face looks somewhat familiar. 

BLAKEY: But you're not sure who it is? 

MIRABAL: No. 

BLAKEY: Okay. Then let's direct our attention to the 

·007549. 

INTERPRETER: Zero, zero ... ? 

LOPEZ: 7-5-4-9. 

BLAKEY: You indicated that you could identify some 

of the people in that book. I wonder if you would give us the 

name and the number. 

MIRABAL: No. 4 is myself. That's it. 

No· 33 seems to r.te to b.e Rogelio Rodriguez, a comrade 

who used .to work at the embassy with us. 

No. 34. It seems to me that it was a Mexican. He was a 

Mexican or a Cuban who used to work at the embassy. I'm 

not very sure. I don't remember his name. I just remember 

having seen him there working on different things. Because 

of his face he looks Mexican. I can't place him, though. 

It seems to me that he's the same p~rson wlio ·tits your number 

61. It seems to me that it is the same person in both 

pictures. Then No. 44, which seems to be a' ·comrade who used 

to \vork at the commercial office whose name I don't remember nmv. 

Now I was looking at -- it seems to me that he resembles No. l. 
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MIRABAL: I told them that he used to work at the 

commercial office. Then we have 111. It seems to me that 

this man was Alber~ who worked at the Embassy and who was 

a painter. His name I don't remember. Alberu was his 

last name. Then we have 120. This is Buenaventura, who 

used to work at the Embassy, too. A young man. Buenaventura, 

it seems to me that was his last name. This Buenaventura 

is the same person in 157 and 158. And then now I'm look-

ing here. One hundred and fifteen seems to be again--

115. Then 116 is Braun. She was a member of the 

Mexican Communist Party who used to come to the Embassy 

quite often. I mean, I'm not very sure if she was really 

a member of the Party, but she used to come to the agency. 

That's as far as I have recognized here. Some of them 

are not very clear . 

BLAKEY: Would you look at No. 34? Could that be 

Rolando Esteva? 

LOPEZ: Rolando Esteva. 

MIRABAL: I don't remember that name. 

BLAKEY: Would you lo-ok at No. 81? 

MIRABAL: But that one I mentioned to you--No. 34. 

Yes, No. 34 was a Cuban or Mexican working at the Embassy. 

I don't remember his name. I just recognize/the face as 

a Cuban or a Hexican who used to work at the Embassy. 

BLAKEY: Would you look at No. 81? Cou,ld his name be 

Juan? 
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?HRABAL: I have not seen him. That face I don't 

remember. 

BLAKEY: vlould you look at No. 1_0 1? Could his name 

Be Dr .... 

LOPEZ: Ramirez Corea? 

HIRABAL: I don't know him. 

BLAKEY: Okay. Would you look at No. 85? 

MIRABAL: I don't know him. 

BLAKEY (aside): (Is it him or her?) 

LOPEZ (aside) : (her) 

BLAKEY: Looking at No. 85 -- could that be Luisa Calderon~ 

HIRABAL: I don't have a good recollection of her 

because I saw her just a few daysbut I don't have a 

a recollection of her. 

BLAKEY: Would you look at numbers 26 and number 27. 

Is that face familiar? 

MIRABAL: No. 

BLAKEY: ·could that be Ernesto Deli-f-eld Miller? 

MIRABAL: I don't know him. 

BLAKEY: Mr. Mirabal, would you object if we took 

your picture now? We would like to have it for our files in 

' connection with ... 

MIRABAL: I'm sorry that I'!ll 
. / j 

suffering from 

inflammation of one of_ my teeth and my face is somewhat swollen-
., ' 

a little bit swollen. 
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BLAKEY: But you don't mind if we take your picture? 

BUERGO: Before taking the picture, maybe you woulD 

allow me to make a clarification, because maybe Comrade 

Mirabal had forgotten. As you may remember, we had- men-

tioned in the previous talks about Comrade Escartin had 

some meetings with Comrades as part of an investigation 

that was carried out by the Minister of Foreign Affairsin 

1976. And Comrade Mirabal was one of the persons inter-

viewed on that occasion. And the conversation that we had 

at that time coincides more or less with what has been said 

here today. Maybe our good Comrade Mirabal could tell 

through the Directorate that he was previously interviewed. 

MIRABAL: Yes, when you asked me whether I had spoken 

to anyone on another occasion, I had said that I never again 

had spoken about that so far. But when I said so far, I 

meant including the Comrade in the process because I feel 

this is a process, so I include Comrade Escartin in the 

whole thing. 

BLAKEY: The record--the record really ought to indi-

ca te that that' s the way L. understood it and that I did 

not understand you to say that you had not talked with Mr. 

Escartin. 

MIRABAL: Yes, I didn't mention that exactly because 
/ _/ 

he told me on that occasion th~t tha~·talk wound end in a 

process like this and it will start the whole thing. 
'l . 

t • ,, 
' 
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BLAKEY: The record really should be very clear that 

~·s no misunderstanding. I asked the question·implicitly 

1ding myself and Mr. Escartin: -And you answered 

~plicitly in the same way and I was not misled. 

PREYER: Mr. Mirabal, we appreciate very much your 

~g with us today. I hope this photograph will turn out 

!r than some of those and I hope your tooth problem will 

be much better. 

INTERPRETER: 'Cause he doesn't want to laugh for 

:icture. 

BLAKEY: Well, while I'm waiting for my camera to \varm 

et me thank you for your time in what has obviously been 

at imposition. And let me indicate that the time is 

2: 3 5 . 

/ 




